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Abstract
This dissertation investigates and discusses the structural and photophys-
ical properties of the bi-metallic d8d8 transition metal complexes IrDimen
and PtPOP, and their tri-metallic derivatives AgPtPOP, TlPtPOP and
AgIrDimen using Time-Resolved X-ray Solution Scattering (TR-XSS).

This work has two main focuses. Firstly, the analysis and comparison
of a broad range of experiments investigating the molecular structures and
photophysical properties of the bi-metallic complexes. These experiments
were conducted at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF),
with a X-ray pulse length of ∼100 picoseconds, and the Linac coherent
light source (LCLS) free electron laser, with an X-ray pulse length of
∼30 femtoseconds. The high energy X-ray pulses accessible at the syn-
chrotron are utilized for ultra-fine structural refinement of IrDimen along-
side an investigation of the structural implications of the intersystem cross-
ing in this system. The femtosecond resolution of the Free Electron Laser
(FEL) is used to investigate excitation wavelength dependent structural
dynamics of PtPOP and IrDimen as well as structural parameter distribu-
tion in an ensemble of excited state molecules following photoexcitation.
Secondly, this work investigates the formation as well as the molecular and
electronic structures of tri-metallic complexes, alongside their structural
dynamics and dissociation reactions on the femtosecond timescale.
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Dansk Resumé
Denne afhandling undersøger og diskuterer de strukturelle og fotofysiske
egenskaber af de bi-metalliske d8-d8overgangsmetalkomplekser IrDimen
og PtPOP, og deres tri-metalliske derivater AgPtPOP, TlPtPOP og AgIrDi-
men ved brug af tidsopløst røntgen solventspredning (TR-XSS).

Dette arbejde har fokus på to hovedområder. Først og fremmest anal-
ysen og sammenligningen af en række eksperimenter, der undersøger de
molekylære strukturer og fotofysiske egenskaber af de bi-metalliske met-
alkomplekser. Disse målinger er foretaget ved European Synchrotron Ra-
diation Facility (ESRF), med en røntgenpulslængde 100 picosekunder, og
ved en X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) med røntgenpulslængde 30 fs.
Den høje tilgængelige røntgenpulsenergi ved synkrotron-anlægget bruges
til en ultrafin strukturforfinelse af IrDimen sammen med en undersøgelse af
de strukturelle konsekvenser af intersystemkrydsning. Femtosekundopløs-
ningen opnået ved XFEL-anlægget bruges til at undersøge afhængighe-
den af eksitations bølgelængdernes strukturrelle dynamik af PtPOP og
IrDimen såvel som fordelingen af strukturelle parameter i et ensemble af
eksiteret molekyletilstande som et resultat af en fotoeksitation. For det
andet, undersøger dette arbejde dannelsen af molekylære og elektroniske
strukturer af tri-metalliske komplekser, sammen med deres struktureldy-
namik og dissociationsreaktioner, der finder sted på femtosekundtidsskala.
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Abbreviations
Here follows a list and short explanation of the different abbreviations
used in this thesis.

TR-XSS Time Resolved X-ray Solution Scattering, structural
measurement technique used at large scale facilities

ESRF The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, syn-
chrotron in Grenoble, France

EBS Extremly Bright Source, name of the recently up-
graded accelerator of the ESRF

ID09 Time-resolved beamline at the ESRF
LCLS Linac Coherent Light Source, free electron laser in

Menlo Park, California, USA
Å Ångstrom, unit of length, 10−10 m
ps Picossecond, unit of time, 10−12 s
fs Femtosecond, unit of time, 10−15 s
fwhm Full Width Half Maximum
ACN Acetonitrile
DMSO Di-methylsulfoxide
DMA DDimethylacetamide
PtPOP [Pt2(H2P2O5)4]4−, tetrakis (diphosphito) diplati-

nate(II) anion
IrDimen Ir2(1,8-diisocyano-p-menthane)4
ISC Intersystem Crossing
IC Internal Conversion
S1 lowest excited Singlet state
T1 lowest excitedTriplet state
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Investigating chemical reactions on timescales of atomic movements has
long been an objective in fundamental science, but for most of modern
science measurement techniques were limited to much longer timescales.
Lasers for the study of molecular dynamics have first been available in
the optical range since the introduction of femtochemistry in the late
1980s by Ahmed Zewail [1]. For this work he was awarded the Nobel
prize in 1999 [2]. Ultrafast laser-systems, delivering sub-picosecond pulses,
have enabled the study of changes in energetic levels of molecules on
the femtosecond scale through changes in their absorption and emission.
The derivation of structural dynamics from these finding however requires
a model of the coupling between electronic energy levels and structure,
which is not a given for every molecule.

To gain the complementary structural information, methods to inves-
tigate the structure using X-rays have been developed. X-rays have been
used to obtain structural information about matter since their discovery
by Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895 [3]. But only in recent decades the construc-
tion of 3rd generation synchrotrons has enabled the usage of individual
X-ray pulses with pulse lengths on the picosecond timescale, allowing the
picosecond-resolved measurement of structural information. This tempo-
ral resolution has enabled the investigation of photoexcited samples and
hydrodynamic processes, but is not sufficient to study the atom movement
during structural rearrangements during chemical reactions.

The recent availability of X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) has once
again changed the field completely. The newly available X-ray pulse lengths
≥30 fs and unprecedented X-ray brilliance have opened up a whole new
range of possibilities, opening the path to studying femtosecond structural
dynamics with relatively short integration times.

The investigation on picosecond and sub-picosecond structural dynam-
ics is of fundamental interest, as critical steps of all chemical reactions
take place in that regime. To open up the field models and techniques
have to be established with model systems to level the path for future
experiments.

As a contribution to this endeavor, the work presented in this thesis
has been focused on investigating the ultrafast structural dynamics in
transition metal complexes with time-resolved X-ray solution scattering at
free electron lasers and synchrotrons. This thesis summarizes the research
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Chapter 1. Introduction

I have done at the Technical University of Denmark, and at the ID09
Beamline at the ESRF, during a 3 month external stay as part of this
PhD.
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Chapter 2. Photophysics

Visible light photons possess sufficient energy for inducing electronic ex-
citations when absorbed by matter. These electronic transitions are entry
points for investigating both the electronic as well as the molecular struc-
ture of materials. A comprehensive work on this phenomenon has been
written by Lakowicz [4](chapter 1). In this chaptr, its key concepts are
summarized, together with the development of techniques over the re-
cent decades to study the electronic states and their implication on the
properties in matter. The different electronic states and transitions be-
tween them are commonly depicted in a Jablonski diagram, as the one
depicted in Fig. 2.1 A). The photon absorption process, in which a sys-
tem is promoted from the ground state S0 to a higher lying state occurs
on the attosecond timescale 10−18s. The promotion generally occurs into
the higher lying singlet state S1. The excitation also often occurs into a
vibrationally excited level of a given electronic level, the energy of which
is dissipated into the vicinity through vibrational relaxation (VR) on the
femtosecond timescale into the lowest vibrational state of said electronic
level.

The electronic state can change between states of different spin multi-
plicity by the flip of the spin of an electron. This spin-forbidden transition
is called intersystem crossing (ISC). Depending on the number of unpaired
electron spins in the system, the state is classified for instance as Singlet
(SN ) or Triplet (TN ). The triplet states are energetically lower than their
singlet excited state counterpart. Spin states of higher multiplicities, such
as quintet states, have been observed other systems, but do not occur in
the systems studied in this work.

The lowest energetic state of a given multiplicity can relax into the
ground state through both optical and non-optical transitions. The non-
optical transitions take place through internal conversion for the singlet
and intersystem crossing for states of higher multiplicity. The optical
transitions of the lowest singlet S1 is known as fluorescence, while spin-
forbidden transitions are referred to as phosphorescence, followed by vi-
brational relaxation. This barrier induced by the spin change commonly
results in lifetimes orders of magnitude larger than those of singlet states.

Under sufficiently high photon densities a single molecule can absorb
several photons in a process called multiphoton absorption. This process

6



Chapter 2. Photophysics

can occur both simultaneously, where the energy of two photons is ab-
sorbed at the same time to promote an electron to a high electronic level,
or sequentially, where a molecule that was previously promoted to S1 ab-
sorbs an additional photon. When using femtosecond laser pulses with µJ
intensities the electric fields created can facilitate this process and promote
electrons into higher lying states S2 to SN [4].

This model to describe photophysical processes has been extended
upon considerably since femtosecond techniques revolutionized the in-
sight into photophysical processes. The changes in electronic structure
change the potential energy surface of the complex, leading to structural
deformation dynamics dissipating the excess energy. This relationship is
often illustrated with a Frank-Condon diagram, shown in Fig 2.1 B), link-
ing the energetic states to reaction coordinates. The reaction coordinate
represents a primary structural parameter of the system, which is used to
describe structural changes in an ensemble of molecules. With femtosec-
ond resolution, the dissipation of energy of a molecule excited into a higher
vibrational state can be tracked. The width and position of the distribu-
tion of an excited state ensemble along a given parameter r immediately
after the photoexcitation depends on the interplay between the ground
state distribution, the spectral profile of the laser pulse and the parame-
ter dependent gap in the potential energy ∆V(r) between two electronic
states. The shape of the distribution can be approximated with a Gaussian
distribution. For pulses longer than 40 fs, as will be used in this work, the
energy distribution can be sufficiently narrow that the maximum of the
distribution is located at r∗, where ∆V(r)=ℏω of the exciting photon [5],
and as such defined by the excitation wavelength. The propagation of this
distribution in the excited state ensemble depends on the excited state
potential surface, on which it converges into the excited state minimum.
In the case of a sufficiently harmonic potential and narrow population
distribution, this results in an oscillation along the structural parameter
that dephases over time. S1 and T1 are depicted as having their energetic
minima at a similar value of the reaction coordinate, which is the case for
the systems discussed in this work but not a given for all systems. Systems
can have more than one reaction coordinate necessary for description, as
will be discussed in chap. 7, resulting in a multidimensional description of
the potential energy surface.
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Chapter 2. Photophysics

Figure 2.1: Jablonski diagram depicting a scheme of electronic states and the
transitions between them. A) Adapted from [4, 6]. A system can be electroni-
cally excited by a visible photon into an excited state Singlet state Sn. Exces-
sive energy stored in vibrational modes is dissipated through vibrational relax-
ation into the vicinity. Excited states can relax optically through fluorescence
(green arrows), non-optically through internal conversion (dotted black arrows)
or through a spin-forbidden intersystem crossing into a state of higher multiplic-
ity Tn. This state relaxes optically through phosphorescence (orange arrows).
B) shows the application of these electronic transitions as a Frank-Condon
diagram, linking the energetic levels to a reaction coordinate. The excitation
into a higher vibrational state results in an oscillation of the structure along
the reaction coordinate. The vibrational relaxation dissipates energy from high
vibrational states.
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Chapter 2. Photophysics

These electronic transitions, and potentially associated structural changes,
can be reliably induced in all kinds of matter by femtosecond lasers. The
probing of the system can in principle be done with neutrons, photons
and electrons. Contemporary time-resolved neutron based measurement
techniques offer a time-resolution in the millisecond regime [7], which is
insufficient for the investigation of molecular dynamics.

Transient absorption spectroscopy probing the absorption of ultravio-
let, optical or infrared light as a result of time following photoexcitation
initially designed at longer timescales [8] can give excellent insight into
the electronic structure, but, as discussed in the previous chapter, does
not provide direct structural information. With the introduction of fem-
tosecond lasers [1] the field has investigated structural dynamics both in
solutions and solids [9].

Photons with shorter wavelength fall into the X-ray regime, for which
the generation of short pulses is more difficult and generally requires large
scale facilities. In earlier work at synchrotron facilities the time resolution
in time-resolved experiments was limited to the millisecond regime [10]
and later nanosecond regime [11]. This has allowed for time-resolved scat-
tering experiment on crystals, both protein [11] and inorganic, as well as
molecules dissolved in liquid solution. The implementation of high speed
choppers introduced the selection of single pulses [12, 13] enabled a pi-
cosecond time-resolution through the selection of individual X-ray pulses.
This allowed for the study of proteins [14, 15] and smaller molecules [16]
on ultrafast time-scales. In addition to the structurally sensitive scatter-
ing, spectroscopic X-ray methods focusing on the electronic structure have
been developed profiting from the same improvement of sources [17], in-
vestigating energy gaps and spin states [18].

The availability of free electron lasers (FEL) [19, 20] producing ultra-
short and brilliant X-rays has increased the temporal resolution of these
techniques by several orders of magnitude. This allowed for the investiga-
tion of molecules in solution, through both scattering [21] and spectro-
scopic methods [22], on crystals [23, 24] and solutions [25] on the fem-
tosecond scale. These methodologies, in specific the Time-resolved X-ray
solution scattering method discussed in chap. 5, and technical capabilities
for time-resolved measurement provided by synchrotrons and free electron
lasers will be the primary method of investigation in this thesis.

9
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Electrons, as mentioned previously, can also be used for the probing of
systems on ultrafast timescales. One of such techniques used for structural
investigation on the femtosecond timescale is the emerging Ultrafast elec-
tron diffraction [26, 27], probing the structure through the scattering of
electron pulses. Amongst others, the technique has been demonstrated for
among other both ultrafast phase transition solids [28] and photophysical
reactions in liquid [29].
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Chapter 3. Transition metal complexes

A coordination complex, or complex from now on, are realized by a metallic
coordination center forming a non-covalent bond to one or more ligands.
This group of compounds will be the focus of this work. The ligands
can be both organic or inorganic and are in principle only limited by the
capabilities to synthesize them. As a result this class of compounds exhibits
a very broad range of applications properties from catalysis, coloring or as
chemically active centers in proteins [30].

Transition metals-complexes have been known and synthesized as dyes
since modern times [31]. These procedures were later refined to industrial
scale [32] due to the potential for modification in the modular setup of
the complexes. They have also become more and more important in the
field of catalysis over recent decades. Many contemporary catalysts rely
on rare materials, fueling the search for new materials made out of abun-
dant elements [33]. Despite many years of research, the direct interaction
between catalytic activity, electronic structure and physical structure is
not yet fully understood. A better fundamental understanding of the elec-
tronic structure on transition metals could be used to better understand
the process catalysis by them as a whole and could help with the proposal
and simulation of new materials with enhanced catalytic capabilities.

With the increased access to ever faster timescales discussed in the
previous chapters, the path has opened to a more fundamental investiga-
tion of how their structure, both molecular and electronic, defines their
properties. Such as the investigation of spin states [18, 34] with spectro-
scopic and structure with scattering based methods on the picosecond
timescale. A recent review of scattering and spectroscopic method using
X-rays, focused on iron based complexes, is published in [35].

This work will focus on complexes formed with d8-transition metals.
The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defines
transition metals as "an element whose atom has an incomplete d sub-
shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell" [36].
This definition applies to more than 30% of the discovered elements.
Transition metals and their complexes have long been investigated for their
catalytic properties [37]. They are commonly classified by the number of
electrons in the outermost d-shell.

d8-transition metals can be realized in ions from elements from the
platinum group and other noble metals, such as PdII , PtII , RhI , IrI and

12



Chapter 3. Transition metal complexes

AuIII . They typically exhibit a square planar geometry translating to the
formation of four bonds with ligands [38]. Together with the range of both
inorganic and organic ligands that are available, an entire class of self-
assembled materials with often fascinating photophysical and structural
properties can be synthesized [39]. They have been investigated as mono-
metallic [40], but also more recent in bi-metallic form [41] where the
ligands bond to two metal ions in solution creating a distinct entity. A
recent review on the group bi-metallic d8d8-transition metals has been
published by Gray et al. [38]. If the reaction compounds or conditions
favor the formation of continuous organic network structures rather than
defined units, so called metal organic frameworks are formed instead. [42]

These bi-metallic transition metal complexes have been observed to
form bonds with additional metal ions in solution, such as Ag+ [43] and
Tl+ [44]. Uniquely, the bonding is not mediated by ligands enforcing prox-
imity, but instead a metal-metal bond is formed between the atoms.

This thesis will focus on photoexcitation dynamics of bi-metallic com-
plexes in chap. 7 and investigate this unique metal-metal bond in chap. 8.
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Chapter 4. X-rays

X-rays are photons with a wavelength in the Ångstrom (10e−10 m). As
their wavelength is on the same order of magnitude as interatomic dis-
tances, the interaction is not limited to absorption or reflection, as com-
monly used with visible light, but instead is subject to interference effects
on the structure of molecules.

The mathematical descriptions of their interactions with matter are
derived and described in great detail by Jens Als-Nielsen and Des McMor-
row [45] (chapter 4,5), and Warren [46] (chapter 1). This chapter will
discuss the physical phenomenon and summarize the equations necessary
for the interpretation of this work.

4.1 X-ray scattering

A wide range of experimental techniques has been proposed and applied
in the investigation of structure and photophysical properties of transition
metal complexes over the last decades. Time-resolved optical methods
such as transient-absorption spectroscopy (TAS), which can probe the
electronic states of molecules with femtosecond precision, core electron
based techniques such as X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES), which is
very sensitive towards spin states of atoms, or valence electron based
techniques such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) provide great
insight into electronic structure or spin-state of the molecules, but do
not provide direct structural information about the sample. Scattering
techniques on the other hand directly probe the inter-atomic distances.

The available brilliance of large-scale facility X-ray has increased con-
siderably over the last few decades with construction of 3rd generation
synchrotrons and free electron lasers.

4.2 Interactions of X-rays with matter

A linear polarized X-ray photon propagating into the z direction can be
described as a planar wave with the polarization ϵ̂, the wave-vector k=2π

λ
in direction of propagation and the frequency ω:

E(z, t) = ϵ̂E0 · ei(kz−ωt) (4.1)

16



4.2. Interactions of X-rays with matter

An electron, be it free or bound in the electronic shell of an atom,
experiences the electric field of the incident electromagnetic wave, accel-
erates and emits an electronic wave itself. In a classical description of
waves the process has to be elastic. This process is known as Thomson
scattering. The intensity of light I scattered by an electron observed at a
distance R is described by Eq. 4.2, with the electron charge e, the electron
mass me, the speed of light c, the incident intensity I0, and the scattering
angle ϕ between R⃗ and z along the E0,x direction.

I = I0
e4

(4πϵ0)2m2
ec

4R2

(
1 + cos2 ϕ

2

)
(4.2)

The constants in this equation are commonly expressed through the
Thomson radius re= e2

4πϵ0mc2
≈ 2.818e−15 m.

The electrons of an atom can be interpreted as a distribution of charge
density surrounding the nucleus. The scattering properties of this charge
distribution can be described with the momentum transfer dependent form
factor f(q), the first order term f0 describing the coherent scattering shown
in Eq. 4.3, with the electronic density ρ(r). The momentum transfer vec-
tor q, defined as the difference between incoming (k0) and outgoing (k)
wave-vector, is given by q = k-k0 = 4π sin θ

λ The form factor has disper-
sion correction terms f’ and f” describing the energy dependent inelastic
scattering that may occur if the photon energy matches an electronic
transition in the atom, which will not be discussed further in this work.
The X-ray energies during the experiments have been intentionally chosen
to be in regions where these effects are negligible for the sample.

f0(q) =

∫
ρ(r)eiqrdr (4.3)

In practice the atomic form factors are approximated using tabulated
coefficients using several Gaussian functions. Initially the form factors were
tabulated by Cromer and Mann in 1968 [47]. These approximations have
been extended by Waasmaier and Kirfel in 1995 [48] to comprise an ad-
ditional term, resulting in Eq. 4.4, with the constants c, ai, and bi being
tabulated for each element in the previously mentioned sources:
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Chapter 4. X-rays

f(q) = c+
5∑

i=1

ai exp

(
−bi

( q

4π

)2)
(4.4)

The form factor approaches the electron number Z for q→0.
Similar as the electrons of an atom can be interpreted as a charge

distribution, a molecule can be seen as a collection of atomic charge distri-
butions. In the Independent Atom Model, which approximates the charge
distribution as isotropic and only depending on the spherical distance r
from the nucleus. The structure factor Fmol(q) describes the scattering of
a molecule and is given by:

Fmol(q) =

N∑

j

fj(q)e
iq·rj (4.5)

The absolute measured intensity is proportional to the flux, the scatter-
ing probability and the amount of material the beam is passing through.
The measured intensity of X-ray for a given momentum transfer when
scattering on Nα identical molecules can be calculated with Eq 4.6:

I(q) = NαI0 · r2e |Fmol(q)|2 (4.6)

4.3 Debye equation

For a set of randomly oriented molecules, as will be the case for the tran-
sition metal complexes dissolved in solution discussed in this work, the
Thomson scattering of a molecule with the structure factor Fmol(q) can
be rotationally averaged into the Debye equation, shown in Eq. 4.7. [45]
This equation calculates the momentum transfer dependent scattering
amplitude S(q) for a given rotationally averaged molecule, with the inter-
atomic distance rij :
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4.4. Scattering from disordered systems

Sorient.avg.(q) = ⟨|Fmol(q)|2⟩orient.avg.

=

N,N∑

i,j

fi(q)fj(q)
sin (qrij)

qrij

(4.7)

The Debye equation calculates the scattering for a single precisely
known internal structure. Under finite temperature a range of vibrational
and rotational modes will be populated, leading to an ensemble of individ-
ually deformed complexes, thus the discrete intermolecular distances used
in Eq. 4.7 are a poor representation. In crystallographic experiments the
positional uncertainty of atoms with regards to their perfect crystalline
grid position induced by temperature is often modelled with a Debye-
Waller-factor ∝ exp(−u2q2) [45], with the mean positional derivation u.
A similar computationally economical approximation can be made for the
calculation of a molecular structure ensemble with a distribution of in-
teratomic distances. Eq. 4.8 shows this Debye-waller-esque description of
uncertainty in structures with the positional uncertainty ui [49, 50], with
ui/2 corresponding to the mean squared displacement:

S(q) =

N,N∑

i,j

fi(q)fj(q)
sin (qrij)

qrij
· exp(−(u2i + u2j )q

2) (4.8)

4.4 Scattering from disordered systems

The rotationally averaged Debye equation allows for the calculations of
the coherent isotropic scattering of an isolated structure with well-defined
atom positions. For many disordered systems, such as liquids or very flex-
ible compounds, such a description is insufficient to describe the distri-
bution of interatomic distances, even if a Debye-Waller-esque blurring is
applied to the position.

In liquids, the inter-atomic distances are much less well defined, mak-
ing the discrete Debye formulation impractical due to the large amount
of sampling required for an adequately averaged description. Disordered
systems are commonly described with radial distribution functions (RDFs,
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g(r)). These functions depict the correlation of inter-atomic distances of
different types of atoms. For practical purposes, these different types entail
both separation my atomic number as well as separation between solvent
molecules and solute molecules [51].

The description of this problem has first been discussed by Zernicke
and Prins and has seen increased interest with the improvement of simu-
lations capabilities for solutions in recent decades [52]. Eq. 4.9 shows the
calculation of the total scattering signal with the radial distribution func-
tion of N atom types, of which there are ni in the Volume V, whose radial
distribution functions gi,j towards atom type j converges towards g0,i,j ,
0 or close to 1, for large distances. g(r) is integrated until the discrete
distance R. For very narrow distributions, this description has been shown
to converge towards the Debye equation [51].

S(q) =

N∑

i

nif
2
i +

N,N∑

i,j

fifj
ni(nm − δi,j)

V

· 4π
∫ R

0
r2[gi,j(r)− g0,i,j ]

sin qr

qr
dr

(4.9)

4.5 Anisotropic scattering

Molecules that have a directed transition dipole moment are preferentially
excited based on their transition dipole moment alignment when excited
with linearly polarized light. The excitation probability follows a cosine
squared pattern along the axis of the transition dipole moment. If the
measurement occurs on timescales that are shorter than the rotational
equilibration of the molecules in solution, this is reflected in the scattering
pattern. The bi- and tri-metallic complexes discussed in this work generally
exhibit such a preferential excitation axis and as such exhibit an anisotropic
scattering component after photoexcitation with linearly polarized light.

Eq. 4.10 shows the calculation of the anisotropic scattering of a molecule
with the second order Legendre polynomial P2, the second order spher-
ical Bessel function j2, and the angle between transition dipole moment
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and laser polarization ξij , and the time dependent rotational alignment
coefficient c2 [53]:

S2(q) = −c2(t)

N∑

i,j

fifjP2[cos(ξij)]j2(rij) (4.10)

4.6 Inelastic scattering

In addition to the coherent scattering discussed previously, in which the
energy of the photon remains identical, the X-ray photon may deposit
energy in the electron during the scattering process. This process is known
as the Compton effect [54] and gives rise to incoherent scattering. It has
been tabulated for the first 36 elements by Hajdu et al. [55] using Eq. 4.11
with the empirically determined parameters M , K and L.

Sinc(q) =

[
Z − Icoh(q)

Z

]
·
(
1−M

[
e−Kq − e−Lq

])
(4.11)

The incoherent scattering of the heavier elements from Calcium on-
wards has been tabulated by Palinkas et al. [56] using Eq. 4.12 with the
empirical parameters a,b and c.

Sinc(q) = Z

[
1− a

(1 + bq)c

]
(4.12)

The incoherent scattering is sensitive to the electronic state of the
atoms, but not to the structure of the molecules.

4.7 X-ray sources

Highly bright and temporally short X-ray pulses are needed for the ex-
periments discussed in this work. A key index by which X-ray sources are
compared is the brilliance B. Eq. 4.13 shows how this value is calculated
with the photon flux nPhotons/s, the divergence, the diameter and the
energy bandwidth.
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Figure 4.1: Peak brilliance of available X-ray sources over the last century [57]

B =
nPhotons/s

(mrad2divergence)(mm2source)(0.1% energy Bandwidth)
(4.13)

For many contemporary applications of X-rays in science, such as time-
resolved the X-ray solution scattering used in this work, laboratory sources
cannot provide the necessary beam properties. These measurements can
be conducted at large scale facilities. Fig. 4.1 depicts the improvement of
the peak brilliance over time. The available peak brightness has increased
by several orders of magnitude over the recent decades. Both the improve-
ment of synchrotron sources and the construction of free electron lasers
have elevated the available brilliance by several orders of magnitude.

This work discusses experiments done at both synchrotrons and free
electron lasers. Synchrotrons are circular electron accelerators that can
provide high intensity X-ray pulses with ∼100 ps time resolution Free
electron laser are linear accelerators and can achieve femtosecond pulse
resolution with even higher intensities.

Undulator Radiation

Large scale facilities sources generate X-ray radiation by changing the
momentum of electrons that are accelerated close to the speed of light.
This is commonly realized with two sets of alternating magnetic pols that
oppose one another over the path of the electrons, so called undulators,
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4.7. X-ray sources

Figure 4.2: Generation of undulator radiation. Adapted from [45]

shown in Fig. 4.2.The electrons emit radiation while they are changing
momentum in the alternating magnetic field. Eq. 4.14 shows the primary
photon energy of the nth order harmonic frequency of an undulator with
a magnetic pol length λ0 and an electron energy E. Even-order harmonics
are suppressed under ideal circumstances, but are present in the radiation
generated at facilities:

En(keV) = n · 0.95 E2(GeV)
λ0(cm){1 + (0.934B0(T)λ0(cm))2/2} (4.14)

The magnetic field strength B0 at the position of the electrons by changing
the distance between the rows of magnets [45]. The equation describing
the spectral and angular distribution of the beam are described elsewhere
[45,58] but exceed the scope of this work.

While a great number of synchrotron sources have been constructed
over the recent decades, only a few have setups for picosecond time res-
olution experiments. The synchrotron source used for experiments in this
work is the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Greno-
ble, whose time-resolved beamline ID09 can deliver the necessary time
resolution.

Self Amplified Stimulated Emission

The radiation from synchrotrons has enabled excellent research over the
recent decades. There are however a few properties of the X-ray beam
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which limit their application is some areas, most notably the pulse length
limiting the available time resolution to 100 ps and the limited bright-
ness. Molecular structural dynamics and solvent molecules rearrangements
occur on the femtosecond timescale, as observed with femtosecond re-
solved laser spectroscopy. As such they cannot be resolved at synchrotron
sources.

Under sufficiently high electron densities, the electrons respond to the
radiation fields of the other electrons within the electron bunch. This
causes the electrons to oscillate coherently, resulting in the emittance of
extremely bright coherent light. This process is known as Self Amplified
Stimulated Emission (SASE). The electron gas density is a key parameter
for the effectiveness of this process, which has been shown to be insuffi-
cient in contemporary circular synchrotron sources for this process. Linear
accelerator facilities have been constructed to make use of this effect in
free electron lasers (FEL), whose electron bunches can be compressed as
low as 100 fs, which also improves the available time-resolution consider-
ably [45].

A major downside of linear accelerators is that the electrons are only
used for the generation of a single beam and as such can only be used for
a single experiment at the same time. In direct comparison the circular
ESRF accelerator can provide X-ray photons to all of its 50 [59] experi-
mental hutches simultaneously. As a result, beamtime at FEL facilities is
considerably more scarce than at synchrotrons.

Free electron laser facilities have been constructed among other places
in Hamburg (European XFEL) [60], Switzerland (SwissFEL) [61] and
Japan (SACLA) [62]. The FEL data shown in this work was measured
at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [20] at the SLAC National
accelerator laboratory in California.
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Time-resolved X-ray
solution scattering
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X-ray solution scattering (XSS), also known as X-ray diffuse scattering
(XDS), wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), and X-ray liquidography,
is an X-ray based experimental method of determining the structure of
molecules in solution.

As discussed in the last chapter, the wavelengths of X-ray photons in
the energy range of ∼10 to ∼30 keV are on the same order of magnitude
as the inter-atomic distances, and as such scatter elastic and coherent.
The scattering produces a scattering pattern strongly dependent on the
scattering angle 2Θ that can be captured with a 2-dimensional detector.
The random orientation of the molecules in solutions results in a near
isotropic scattering signal.

The time-resolved method introduces a change in system, in this work
through photoexcitation with a laser pump pulse and probes the changes
in inter-atomic distances as a result of it. In diluted sample solutions the
scattering signal is dominated by the coherent and incoherent scattering
of the solvent molecules, the magnitude of the difference between excited
and non-excited sample is commonly less than 1% of the total scattering
signal [63]. The difference scattering image ∆S =SLaser On - SLaser Off
isolates changes induced by the laser while suppressing all other features.
As a direct result this technique requires high photon flux rates and can
only be employed at large scale facilities.

The measurements analyzed in this work have been conducted at the
ESRF ID09 and the LCLS XPP endstation. I participated in the mea-
surements at ID09, as the setup will be discussed in great detail in this
chapter. I did not participate in any XPP measurements in person, as such
there is no similarly detailed discussed on the setup.

5.1 Experimental setup

Fig. 5.1 depicts a schematic time-resolved X-ray solution scattering (TR-
XSS) setup. The laser pump- and the X-ray probe-pulse are spatially over-
lapped on the liquid jet delivering the sample. They pass through the
sample at a known time delay ∆t. The X-ray photons scatter on the sam-
ple and are detected by the detector placed ∼5 cm behind the jet. The
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Figure 5.1: X-ray solution scattering setup sketch of the LCLS setup with the
CSPAD detector

primary X-ray and laser pulses are blocked with beam stops to prevent
detector damage.

The time resolution at a synchrotron facility is dominated by the pulse
length delivered by the facility. The temporal X-ray pulse width of 70 ps
at the ESRF ID09 is logged for each of the recorded detector images and
is considerably greater than the 2 ps optical laser pulse length used in the
experiments. The temporal X-ray pulse profile width was calibrated with a
streak camera during the commissioning after the extremely bright source
(EBS) upgrade in 2020.

This limitation in time resolution can partially be circumvented us-
ing the time-slicing technique applied in the experiment discussed in sec-
tion 7.1.

The time resolution at free electron lasers can be determined with the
instrument response function (IRF) in Eq. 5.1. The time resolution is a
convolution of the pulse width σxpw, the temporal jitter of the X-ray pulse
arrival time σJitter, the temporal smearing σjw and the laser pulse width
σlpw, which will be discussed in the following paragraphs:
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σIRF =
√
σ2

xpw + σ2
Jitter + σ2

jw + σ2
lpw (5.1)

σX-ray Pulse width is generally around 30 fs at the LCLS. σJitter, which
has been as high as 100-200 fs after the commissioning of the LCLS but
has since been continuously improved. The uncertainty temporal jitter can
be reduced considerably through the usage of the timing tool, discussed
in in sec. 5.1.2 [64].

The temporal smearing σJet width originates from the different group
velocities of photons of different wavelength in a refractive medium. An
optical pump pulse traverses a 50µm jet of liquid water 55 fs slower than
the X-ray pulse, limiting the possible time resolution. Finally, the laser
pulse width σlpw contributes with about 30 fs. 30 or 50µm thick Jets are
commonly used during free electron laser experiments to take advantage
of the short X-ray pulse lengths as much as possible. The considerably
lower time resolution at synchrotrons allows for jet thicknesses between
100 and 300µm. This increases the signal to noise with additional sample
material being probed per photon pulse.

5.1.1 ESRF ID09 Beamline

The electrons in the ESRF synchrochroton circulate in the 844 m long
storage ring close to the speed of light with an orbit frequency of 355 kHz.

The X-rays are however generated for all electrons passing the un-
dulator, not only a single pulse. The selection of inciding pulses for the
experiment therefor occurs on the generated X-rays. A sequence of chop-
pers is employed to separate individual bunches from the pulse train.The
experimental setup used for x-ray pump probe experiments at ID09 is
depicted in Fig. 5.2.

Electron storage ring

The X-rays are generated with undulators, as discussed in sec. 4.7. Two
different undulators were used for the experiments shown in this work, the
u17 and the u27 undulator. The undulators are named based on the length
of the magnetic poles in millimeters. The u17 undulator is used for the
majority of experiments at the beamline providing X-rays with a tunable
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Figure 5.2: Simplified sketch of the beamline hutch setup at ESRF ID09. The X-
rays are generated by the electrons in the electron storage ring passing through
the undulators. The photons pass through a beryllium window and primary slits
into the experimental hutch 1. A heatload chopper absorbs ∼90% of the energy
to reduce the load on subsequent equipment selecting single pulses. Following
an optional silicon monochromator, a Pd-coated Si-111 mirror reflects the beam
into the experimental hutch 2 where it hits the sample.

enery range from ∼12 to ∼19 keV. Section 7.1 contains a comprehensive
analysis on the feasibility of using the u27 undulator, which can deliver up
to 24 keV, for X-ray solution scattering experiments at ID09.

Experimental Hutch 1

The beam is initially defined using the primary slits. An initial chopper,
called heatload chopper, selects µs wide windows and absorbing the ma-
jority of the total X-ray power generated by the undulators. The ID09 has
two interchangeable systems for this process, the Eybert and the Profes-
sional Instruments Company (PIC) chopper. The Eybert chopper selects
96µs wide windows at 986.23 Hz absorbing about 90% of the beam, while
the PIC chopper has additional modes at 82.19 and 2958.9 Hz. [13]

A silicon (111) monochromator can be inserted into the beampath
to select individual wavelengths from the spectrum generated from the
undulator. The small energy acceptance bandwidth of this monochroma-
tor ∼ ∆E/E = 1.4e−4 reduces the photon flux considerably making
time-resolved experiments using the monochromatic beam unfeasible. A
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bendable Pd-coated Si mirror is then used to reflect the beam into the
experimental hutch 2 (EH2). The mirror is reflective up to 25 keV and is
used to focus the beam into the desired size at the sample position.

Experimental Hutch 2

In the second experimental hutch a high speed chopper selects a 265 ns
wide window from the heatload chopper selection. To allow the selection
of single pulses in experimental hutches, the ESRF has a range different
electron bunch filling modes in the ring. The most common mode is the
7/8+1 (200 mA) setting. During this mode 7/8th of the electron storage
ring are filled with 2468 pulses each spaced ∼2.84 ns. The remaining 352 ns
are filled with a single centrally positioned 8mA pulse. At the time of the
experiments conducted in this work, the single pulse was limited to 4 mA
by the facility. The high speed chopper consists out of a triangle with a
tunnel rotating at high speeds, opening a 300 ns window for photons to
pass. This windows is sufficiently small that the high speed chopper can
select the single pulse. [65] The chopper system has been discussed in
great detail by Cammarataet al. [13].

The beamline has multilayer monochromators that can be inserted into
the beampath after the high-speed chopper. These monochromators have
a considerably larger acceptance range and as such reduce the intensity
less. Afterwards the beam reaches the sample position. The intensity of
the single pulse is not sufficient for a good signal-to-noise ratio. As such
several thousand pulses with identical delays between pump and probe
pulse are integrated for each saved detector image.

5.1.2 Timing-tool

At the free electron laser LCLS, the production of the X-ray photons
through SASE is a stochastic process, and the uncertainty of the start
of the process results in a jitter in the delay at the sample position. It is
also used, as will be shown later, as a tool to assess the quality of the
X-ray pulse used in filtering processes. The timing-tool is an optical setup
to measure the actual delay between X-ray and laser pulse at the LCLS
implemented by Harmand et al.. The principal behind the detection is the
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Figure 5.3: Timing tool setup adapted from [64].

change in the reflectivity of visible light in Si3N4 after photoexcitation by
the probe X-ray pulse. [64]

Fig. 5.3 depicts the timing-tool with the three relevant subsections.
In the spectral encoding section A), the pump laser is partially reflected
onto a sapphire crystal, which chirps the pulse into a spectral continuum
while increasing the pulse length. The chirped pulse is aligned with the
X-ray pulse through a Si3N4 substrate whose reflectivity increases after
the X-ray pulse passes. The residual pulse is analyzed by a spectrometer.
The spectrometer will only be able to measure the spectral components
which passed the Si3N4 before the X-ray pulse.

In the spatial encoding section depicted in Fig. 5.3 B), an additional
part of the laser pulse is reflected through a pinhole onto a camera. An
additional Si3N4 substrate is positioned inside and parallel to the X-ray
beam crossing the laser pulse. The X-ray beam passes gain through the
Si3N4 substrate and changes the reflectivity. The laser pulses crosses the
substrate with the measured light detected by the detector depending on
the reflectivity and thereby position of the X-ray pulse.The camera only
detects the part of the laser pulse that passes through the not yet reflective
substrate.

In both cases the detector measures a partially reduced signal with
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a change at the position which corresponds the actual temporal delay
between X-ray and laser pulse. This change can be fitted with a broad-
ened step function on both detectors. By correcting with these values the
uncertainty of the delay time can be reduced to ∼6 fs [64].

5.2 Data reduction

Large amounts of data are collected during an X-ray solution scattering
experiment beamtime. The CSPAD detector used during the LCLS exper-
iments [66] has 2.3 million, the Rayonix MX170-HS employed at Id09 has
more than 14 million pixels. During an experiment typically thousands of
images are taken at a synchrotron and more than 10 million at a free elec-
tron laser experiment. This amounts to several hundred gigabytes of data
for synchrotron experiments and more than one hundred terabytes for free
electron laser experiments. The sheer volume of data makes preprocessing
compulsory before any further analysis can be conducted.

5.2.1 Synchrotron

The X-ray pulse length available at ESRF ID09 is about 70 ps, which is
larger than the dephasing time of aligned molecules in solution, for the
samples investigated in this work. As such there is no anisotropic solute
difference scattering signal and each image can be azimuthally integrated.
Each individual image is corrected for systematic errors before the az-
imuthal integration. Eq. 5.2 depicts the correction of an image taken at
a synchrotron facility.The individual contributions of the equation will be
discussed in the following paragraphs:

Icorrected =(Iraw · CFF − IDark) · Cmask · CPol

· CSA · CDA · CJA
(5.2)

The measured electronic signal Iraw is first corrected for the flat field
CFF, which corrects the individual pixels for their specific absorbance,
and the electronic dark current IDark. The flat field correction has been
calibrated by the ESRF detector group during commissioning and the dark
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Figure 5.4: The partially corrected image saved from the detector A), the mask
that is used to removed parts of the detector without solute scattering from
the reduction B) and the polarization correction C).

current is measured by taking an image without X-ray exposure. The dark
current image primarily consists out of read-out-noise as the increasing
electronic charge is commissioned as 0.001 photons/pixel/second. These
first two steps are carried out by the detector before the data is saved. [67]

The mask Cmask is used to filter out pixels that do not contain sample
scattering signal. The detector is partially blocked from X-ray exposure by
parts of the measurement setup, such as the sample chamber and the jet
nozzle, or for its protection, such as the beam-stop. Pixels without sample
scattering information are removed using Eq. 5.3:

Cmask =

{
False, if masked
True, otherwise

(5.3)

Additionally, the scattering image is corrected for the difference in
scattering probability based on the linear X-ray scattering angle and the
azimuthal angle ϕ on the detector surface:

CPol =1/(P [1− (sin(2θ) sin(ϕ))2]

+ (1− P )[1− (cos(2θ) sin(ϕ))2])
(5.4)

with the x-ray polarization P, the x-ray scattering angle θ, and the az-
imuthal angle ϕ, as discussed by Hura et al. [68].
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A solid angle correction CSA is used to correct for the difference in
relative area of a sphere each of the pixels covers, as discussed by Boesecke
et al. [69]:

CSA =
1

cos(2θ)3
(5.5)

Next, the image is corrected for the different absorbance of the ma-
terial depending on scattering angle CDA. The path length of an X-ray
photon and thereby absorption probability through a pixel increases with
its inciding angle compared to the perpendicular path. At larger photon
energies where only a fraction of photons is detected this effect is con-
siderable. Eq. 5.6 depicts this correction with the wavelength dependent
detector material absorbance µdetector, the pixel thickness ddetector and
the scattering angle θ:

CDetector Absorption = 1− exp
−µdetector(λ) · ddetector

cos θ
(5.6)

In a final step the image is corrected for the differences in self ab-
sorption of scattered photons based on the scattering angle. Based on
absorption guided by the Lambert Beer law, larger scattering angle in-
creases the path-length through the sample which scatters considerably
stronger than the surrounding inert gas, as discussed by Paul et al. [70].
The jet absorption, with the jet width d and the sample X-ray absorption
coefficient µ is given by:

CJA =
µd− µd/ cos(2θ)

exp(µd)[exp(µd/ cos(2θ))− exp(µd)]
(5.7)

The detector images also contain non-sample scattering contributions
originating from the scattering of the surrounding air. X-Ray solution scat-
tering experiments are commonly conducted under inert gas atmosphere
to protect the sample from oxygen as much as possible and to reduce
air scattering by flushing the chamber with gasses with low scattering
strength. In practice these contributions may not necessarily be stable
over longer time periods, as the gas composition is subject to change
depending on the process of creating the inert gas atmosphere and evap-
oration of the solvent. As the contribution only change slowly, they are
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Figure 5.5: Solid angle correction A), detector absorption correction B) and
the jet absorption correction C)

equally present in laser-on and laser-off images and are as such corrected
for during the formation of the difference scattering images.

Formation of difference scattering images and filtering

The images taken at the ID09 Beamline each average between 4000 and
8000 pulses on each image, depending on the photon flux rate of the
chosen wavelength. Thus, individual bad pulses cannot be rejected and
are averaged alongside all other pulses. Each image is self-normalized to
account for changes in the photon flux. The self normalization is done by
dividing the azimuthally integrated total scattering signal by its average
between higher q values such as 4 and 8 Å

−1. The range can influence the
shape of the difference scattering signal and is ideally chosen between two
isosbestic points in the difference scattering signal.

The difference scattering image is formed between each with laser
pumping and the average of the two chronologically closest images without
laser pumping. All difference scattering curves with the same pump-probe
delay are gathered and outlier are rejected based on deviation from the
median of the curves. The median of the curves that are not rejected, see
sec 5.2.2, form the difference scattering signals.
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Figure 5.6: Liquid unit cell scaling of the 16.3mM AgPtPOP sample in water
used in the experiment discussed in sec. 8.1. Taken from sec. 9. Adapted from
Paper I

Liquid unit cell

Any information about the signal magnitude is lost during the self normal-
ization process of each image discussed in the previous section, in which
the analogue detector units are converted to arbitrary units (a.u.). The
liquid unit cell is the smallest representative unit of a solution that can be
used to describe the sample of interest. It consists of 1 solute molecule,
solvent molecules according to solute concentration, counter-ions, and
stabilizing detergents according to sample preparation. The coherent and
incoherent scattering of the solute, counter-ions and stabilizing detergents
is calculated according to Eq.4.7 and Eq. 4.11, the solvent signal is mod-
eled with high precision reference measurements that have been scaled to
single molecules [71].

Fig. 5.6 shows the liquid unit cell scaling of the AgPtPOP sample
used in section 8.1. The sample consists of 16.3 mM AgPtPOP, 3.7mM
PtPOP synthesis residual, 20 mM K+ counter ions and 30 mM triflic acid
as stabilizing detergent. The scaling factor that is needed to match the
simulated total scattering to the self normalized total scattering signal is
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then applied to the difference scattering curves in the dataset. This pro-
cess transforms the arbitrary units into electron units (e.u.). The analysis
results from these scaled difference scattering curves, such as temperature
and excitation fraction, are then directly extracted from the modeling.

Correction of the q-axis

The correct distance is paramount when converting pixel positions to scat-
tering angles. Depending on the setup, the accuracy of the sample detector
distance may be limited, and may vary by a millimeter or two from the
nominal position. The correct detector distance can be found by com-
paring the total scattering or solvent contributions to literature positions.
The q-axis can be corrected for an offset ∆d using Eq. 5.8 [72]:

qd1+∆d,θ = qd1,θ ·
sin

(
1
2 tan

−1

(
1

1+∆d
d1

tan 2θ

))

sin θ
(5.8)

5.2.2 Free electron laser

The high data acquisition rate at free electron laser creates a unique set
of both opportunities and challenges for the data processing. Unlike the
synchrotron experiments, where commonly detector images are integrated
over several thousand pulses and several seconds, the scattering of a single
XFEL pulse per detector exposure is sufficiently bright to generate detector
images that are not dominated by detector noise.

The CSPAD used in the FEL experiments in this work has been shown
to exhibit non-linear behavior towards the intensity and wavelength of the
X-ray pulse. These effects result in differences between images that can
be larger than laser induced differences and have not shown to average
out with improved counting statistics, resulting in artifacts. These artifacts
can be corrected for using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based
methodology developed by van Driel et al. [73], in which the entire mea-
surement is decomposed into orthogonal components. Non sample signal
components, which show a clear dependence on either pulse energy or in-
tensity, are subtracted from each image based on the logged parameters.
Eq. 5.9 shows the correction of the 2-dimensional for these artifacts
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ISVD corrected = ICorrected −
n∑

IFit energy · γX-ray energy

−
m∑

IFit intensity · γX-ray intensity

(5.9)

Filtering

The machine parameters and information from monitoring diodes are
logged for every X-ray pulse and as such for every detector images. This
information allows for a more in-depth filtering approach compared to the
synchrotron images averaging 1000s of pulses.

The timing-tool discussed in sec. 5.1.2 is the primary tool to reject
images. To ensure the best possible time-resolution, all images that are
either not associated with a valid hit detection, defined as more than 10
pixels away from the detector border, on the timing tool or whose fit
error when determining said position is too large are rejected. Additionally
images of X-ray pulses that deviate more than 20 % from the median X-ray
intensity or deviate too much in energy are rejected. In a final step, similar
to the synchrotron filtering, images are rejected based on their derivation
from the mean of all images. Tab. 5.1 shows the filtering statistic of an
FEL experiments discussed sec. 8.1. About half of all images that are taken
are filtered out before the formation of difference scattering images.

Separation of isotropic and anisotropic components

A scattered photon k’ position on the detector can be described with two
angles, the scattering angle 2Θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ. Fig. 5.7 depicts
these angles and their relation to the X-ray and laser polarization. The
angle ϕ of k’ and ϕq of the laser polarization are defined in relation to the
X-ray polarization.

The X-ray solution scattering signal of an isotropic distributed ensem-
ble of molecules is isotropic on the detector, when correcting for X-ray
polarization as discussed sec. 5.2. As discussed in sec. 4.5, a molecule with
a linear transition dipole will have a preferred excitation direction, result-
ing in an anisotropic distribution of excited state molecules and therefor
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Table 5.1: Example of filtering statistics for the analysed datasets discussed in
sec. 7.3.1 and 8.1. Adapted from Paper I

Pt2POP4 AgPt2POP4 TlPt2POP4

Total Scattering images 554154 458346 361788
Low X-ray intensity 4877 8901 18402
Deviating X-ray energy 26955 26107 20129
Invalid position on 76644 64369 51225
timing-tool detector
Error on timing tool 143638 132269 95790
position too large
Scattering signal deviating 17133 3926 3857
from mean
Scattering images 284907 222774 172385
after filtering
Difference scattering images 208706 161001 125144
after filtering

Figure 5.7: Anisotropy for a sample with a linear transition dipole moment with
the laser polarization ϕq, the scattering angle 2θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of decomposition of S0 and S2 in DMA. A) depicts the
difference scattering image with 17 azimuthal slices after a delay of ∼130 fs.
The dotted line depicts the q-bin at 1.8 Å−1, which is decomposed with a linear
fit according to Eq. 5.10 in B)

and anisotropic difference scattering signal, when probed on sufficiently
short timescales.

To separate these the components, the 2D detector images, after cor-
rection according the Eq.5.2, are azimuthally integrated into n slices, with
n being an odd number commonly between 11 and 17. These "caked"
images are then used to form difference scattering images and temporally
binned. Fig. 5.8 A) depicts the exemplary difference scattering image high-
lighting the dependence on ϕ of the difference scattering signal. Eq. 5.10
shows the composition of the difference scattering signal in each of the
slices, with the second order Lagrange polynomial P2.

∆S(q, ϕ, t) ∝ ∆S0(q, t) + P2(cosϕ)∆S2(q, t) (5.10)

Using equation Eq. 5.10 the ∆S0 and ∆S2(q, t) can be separated by
doing a linear fit of ∆S against P2(cosϕq) for each q-bin, as depicted in
Fig. 5.8 B). The slope of the line corresponds to ∆S2(q, t), while the zero
crossing corresponds to ∆S0.
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The process used for the separation of isotropic and anisotropic com-
ponents was developed by Biasin et al. [53] based on theoretical work by
Lorentz, Møller and Henriksen [74].
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Once the measured data is sufficiently prepared it has to be analyzed to
gain insight into the physical effects occurring in the sample. The common
way for this is to calculate the signal of the assumed model and improve or
discard it by comparing it to the measured data. Any modeling approach
however always imposes assumptions onto the data, which may lead to the
ignoring or creation of features as a result of an incomplete description of
the system. Additionally, the modeling may be sensitive towards artifacts
or noise. To avoid both over-interpretation of the data as well as missing
components the modeling of the data is preceded by and combined with
model-independent analysis methods. This chapter will introduce several
key statistical and algorithmic methods used in this work, summarized
from Press [75] (chapter 12,13,15).

6.1 Model independent analysis

There are three primary methods of model independent analysis used
in this work, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), already employed in
sec 5.2.2, Fourier transformation and autocorrelation, which will be intro-
duced in this section.

The Singular Value Decomposition is a method for identifying key
components in a data matrix. The algorithm decomposes the N×M matrix
A into the column-orthogonal N×N matrix U, the diagonal N×M matrix
S and the M×M orthonormal matrix V according to Eq. 6.1 [75]:

A = U · S · V T (6.1)

These orthogonal components are commonly ordered by decreasing
magnitude within the matrix, as shown in the Singular Value matrix S.
In the case of the difference scattering matrices q × ∆t the algorithm
deconstructs the data into the left-singular components Un each with their
individual time trace Vn and their magnitude Sn,n. Fig. 6.1 depicts this
procedure. This technique has been used in the past for XFEL data both
to determine noise components [76] as well as signal contributions [77].

The Fourier transformation is a common method for spectral decom-
position of a signal into periodic components. A time-resolved signal can
be represented as a set of frequencies and vice versa. The interconversion
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Figure 6.1: Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the PtPOP dataset ana-
lyzed in sec. 7.3.1. The data matrix A is decomposed into the matrix U, filled
with left singular components with contributions along the q-axis, the matrix
S, which contains only diagonal components describing the magnitude of each
component in descending order, and the matrix VT , containing the right sin-
gular values representing time-traces along the ∆t axis.

between these two representations is done by means of the Fourier trans-
formation. For an evenly sampled signal H with N points the frequency
representation is given by Eq. 6.2 [75].

H ≡
N−1∑

n

ane
i2πn/N (6.2)

In practice the excitation of the signal at ∆t = 0 ps often introduces
a step function in signal magnitude. Sharp features in the temporal space
require access to high frequencies for adequate description during the
transformation. The maximal frequency fc that can be resolved in a sig-
nal sampled discretely in the interval ∆ is given by the Nyquist critical
frequency fc ≡ 1/(2∆). If the signal contains frequencies above fc, they
create contributions in the spectrum in a process called aliasing, leading
to artifacts [75].

A way of suppressing these is to form the Oscillatory Structural Signal
(OSS) [53]. The signal that is to be Fourier transformed is first fitted
with a convolution of the IRF, a Heaviside function H and a selection of
low order polynomials and exponential functions, as shown in Eq. 6.3, to
match the shape with as few terms as possible. The residual of the fit
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contains the periodic contributions of the initial signal which can then be
extracted according to Eq. 6.2 without the artifacts originating from the
excitation at ∆t0.

∆S(∆t) =IRF∗
(
H(∆t)

(∑

n

an∆tn +
∑

m

bm exp(−cm∆t)

))
(6.3)

The third model independent method used in this work is the auto-
correlation. The correlation Corr(g,h)between two functions g(t) and h(t)
is given by:

Corr(g, h)(t) =

∫ inf

inf
g(τ + t)h(τ)dτ (6.4)

with the lag t. Corr(g,h)(t) increases at lags t where g(t) and h(t) are
very similar, and decreases of they are not. If g(t) and h(t) are the same
function, this process is called autocorrelation. During the autocorrelation,
Corr(g,h) converges fast towards small values , except if there are periodic
contributions in the signals which are highlighted as peaks. The advantage
that this method can provide is that the correlation identifies periodic
contributions in scenarios where aliasing effects from discrete signals make
the identification in Fourier transformations difficult [75](chap. 12, 13).

6.2 Modeling of X-ray solution scattering

The changes induced in the sample by the laser are isolated by forming
the difference scattering signal ∆S in the data reduction process. During
the modeling of X-ray solution scattering, a description must be found to
match both the solute molecules and the solvent molecules in the sample.
In practice this is realized with reference data, simulations of the solvent
and scattering calculated from the assumed structure of the complex. The
anisotropic contributions in the signal, as discussed in sec. 5.2, must be
modeled with different contributions. A recent review on the modeling of
TR-XSS data was made by Choi [25].
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Isotropic contributions

The isotropic difference scattering signal in X-ray solution scattering in
the picosecond range is commonly modeled with the contribution shown
in Eq. 6.5. The solute contribution ∆S0,Solute with the solute scaler α,
the solvation shell term ∆S0,Solvation shell with the solvation cage scaler β,
and the isotropic heat term S0,Heat with the temperature change ∆T .For
the difference scattering between a single ground and a single equilibrated
excited state, the solute scaler α magnitude of the solute contribution
of the molecules. For multiple ground states, or before the excited state
equilibrium, the scaler describes both the phenomenon of the excited state
formation as well as the population change in the ground state due to the
photoexcitation. For a single ground and equilibrated excited state, α
corresponds to the excited state fraction.

∆S0 =α ·∆S0,Solute + β ·∆S0,Solvation shell

+∆T · S0,Heat
(6.5)

Anisotropic contributions

The anisotropic data is modelled with two contributions as shown in
Eq. 6.6, the solute term ∆S2,Solute with the excitation fraction αani, and
the optical Kerr effect term ∆S2,Optical Kerr with its scaler γ.

The magnitude of the solute difference scattering signal αani is usually
reduced in direct comparison to α. This can originate from both simul-
taneous multiphoton excitations, whose transition dipole moment might
not follow the single photon geometry, or through a blurring of the for the
calculation assumed perfect orientation along the molecule axis.

∆S2 = αani ·∆S2,Solute + γ ·∆S2,Optical Kerr(t) (6.6)

6.2.1 Solute Structures

As part of the modeling process for optimizing Eq 6.5 and Eq 6.6 against
the data, the structure of the complexes both before and after photoex-
citation are optimized.
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The scattering signals of a given structure are calculated with Eq. 4.7
for the isotropic and Eq. 4.10 for the anisotropic case. To contain the
reduce of degrees of freedom, only the position of the metal atoms of
the complex along a specific axis. In the case of the IrDimen molecule,
the twist of the ligand cage is modeled through an additional parameter.
These specific properties by which the complexes are parametrized, will
be called structural parameters

The initial structures, used as a starting point for the structural opti-
mization, were obtained from quantum computational computing calcula-
tions. Structures containing a large amount and heavier elements are gen-
erally computationally expensive to calculate due to the large amounts of
electrons involved. An established method of reducing the computational
load for large molecules is the density functional theorem (DFT). DFT
predicts that the properties of a given system can be predicted from the
electron density distribution of said system.

The structures that were used as starting points for the structural op-
timizations were calculated by Asmus Ougaard Dohn, Research Assistant
Professor at University of Iceland, using DFT.

6.2.2 Bulk solvent contributions

Isotropic solvent contributions

A hydrodynamic system can be fully described by two variables out of
temperature, pressure and volume. Here we use temperature and pressure
to describe the system, as shown in Eq. 6.7 [78]:

∆Sbulk solvent(q, t) =
δS(q)

δT

∣∣∣∣
ρ

∆T (t) +
δS(q)

δρ

∣∣∣∣
T

∆ρ(t) (6.7)

The heat is a measure of energy that is dissipated in the solvent
and as such yields only isotropic scattering contributions. A standardized
method to determine the solvent heat difference scattering signal has
been introduced by Kjaer et al. [78]. A dye that quickly dissipates the
absorbed energy into the solvent is used as a reference sample during an
X-ray solution scattering experiment. Changes in the pressure occur on
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6.2. Modeling of X-ray solution scattering

Figure 6.2: Bulk solvent contributions to the difference scattering signal of
acetonitrile. A) Isotropic contributions heat and density. B) Anisotropic optical
Kerr contributions, the two strongest orthogonal modes in the signal.

the timescale of nanoseconds, as such the measured signal after ∼100 ps
only represents the changes from heat in the sample. [79] Fig. 6.2 A)
depicts the difference scattering induced by heat dissipated and pressure
changes. Most of this work focuses on timescales before 1 ns, thus the
density contributions occurring at longer delays is not represented in the
model described by Eq. 6.5.

Anisotropic solvent contributions

The solvent molecules are affected by the electrical field of the laser pump
pulse when it passes through the liquid jet. This induces some transient
alignment of molecules in solutions, which effects the difference scattering
through the changes in inter-atomic distances within the solvent. This
is known as the optical Kerr effect. For a linearly polarized laser this
contribution follows the cos2 θ distribution, and as such the same pattern
as the anisotropic scattering of transition metal complexes with a linear
transition dipole moment.

The scattering optical Kerr effect in the solvent used during the experi-
ment is obtained by performing a time-resolved XSS measurement on pure
solvents using the same laser intensity. Fig 6.2 B) depicts the strongest
two components determined by SVD-decomposition of the optical Kerr
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effect in neat acetonitrile. The effect is only present within the first few
hundred femtoseconds after the laser pump pulse but can be a dominant
contribution especially in organic solvents in this period. Recent work on
the interpretation of these anisotropic contributions has been done by Ki
et al. [80] and Montoya-Castillo et al. [81].

6.2.3 Solvation cage contribution

Isotropic contributions

Upon solute molecule entry in a liquid, the surrounding solvent molecules
rearrange to form solvation shells. The complexes discussed in this work are
charged when dissolved in solution, and therefore align the surrounding sol-
vent molecules according to their dipole moment. The complex rearranges
structurally and electronically upon photoexcitation, which changes the
distance distributions between solute and solvent molecules. This change
in local structure yields a contribution to the difference scattering signal,
and as such must be modelled, with often calculation heavy molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. These can be done with different set of po-
tentials, quantum mechanical (QM) or molecular modeling (MM). This
contribution is represented by ∆S0,Solvation shell, or ∆S0,Cage.

The QM/MM solvation cage for IrDimen, used in sections 7.1, 7.2 and
7.3, MM MD solvation cage for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP, used in sec-
tion 8.1 were calculated by A. O. Dohn. The QM/MM MD solvation cage
for PtPOP, used in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3, was calculated by G. Levi [82],
Postdoc at the University of Iceland. Information on the QM/MM MD
used for the calculation of the cages can be found at [83,84], information
on the MM MD simulations can be found at [85].

6.2.4 Analysis of time-resolved signals

The structural parameters are optimized in sec 6.2.1 at a delay where the
structural parameters have reached their excited state equilibrium. For a
complete description of the photoexcitation dynamics, the structural pa-
rameters have to be determined for every time delay. Constraining some
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of the structural parameters to values determined in the equilibrated ex-
cited state can be used to stabilize the optimizations. The time depentent
paramter curves then describe the dynamics of the system.

The laser photon interacts with the sample at ∆t=0 ps, from now on
referred to as t0. The excitation fraction is 0 for negative delays, grows in
within the length of the laser pulse and remains constant from thereon,
until the excited state relaxes through radiative or nonradiative decay.
For practical purposes keeping α1 constant even for negative delays may
be practical to stabilize the parameters. This model however requires a
certain degree of coherence in the motion of the molecules.

The time evolution of the parameters can be fitted with a function
describing the path to identify the time constants of processes. These
functions are in the following called kinetic fits or kinetic functions. An
exemplary kinetic function is shown in Eq. 6.8, describing heat being dissi-
pated with time constant τ∆T , the equilibrium temperature ∆Tmax, and
after a delay of t’, convoluted with the Instrument response function:

∆T (∆t) =IRF ∗ (∆Tmax ·H(∆t− t′)·
(1− exp (−(∆t− t′)/τ∆T )))

(6.8)

The instrument response function is approximated by an error function
with σi according to Eq. 5.1.

6.3 Confidence intervals

A fitting procedure such as the one used to model Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.6 to
the data must provide three things to allow for an assessment of model
quality and significance. Parameters, error estimates, and a statistical mea-
sure of goodness-of-fit, to be genuinely useful [75]. This section will dis-
cuss how these properties are derived for the structural optimizations in
this work.
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6.3.1 Confidence in data

To assess the error of a fitted parameter, the error of the data from
which it is derived has to be assessed first. Especially for XFEL data sets,
the number of photons detected can be so high that, depending on the
temporal binning, the counting statistic can become so good that the
data is no longer limited by signal-to-noise ratio but instead by signal-
to-artifact ratio. These artifacts can range from detector non-linearities
to reduction steps such as the self-normalization. As errors introduced
by artifacts are difficult to estimate, the amount of difference scattering
images averaged are limited to ensure the Poisson distributed counting
statistic remain a dominant part of the error, which is relevant for the
statistical consideration used in the following sections.

In this work, the error for each of the q-bins is estimated based on a
method proposed by A. Filipponi [86] for X-ray absorption fine-structure
data. The data is modelled with a low order polynomial in consecutive
intervals. The error residual between fit and data is considered the error.
The error is smoothed and used as the error σi associated with a given
q-bin qi.

6.3.2 Goodness-of-fit estimator

A common method of determining the quality a given model is the reduced
goodness-of-fit estimator χ2

red. It is given by Eq. 6.9 with the N data points
yi, the M free model parameters a1, a2...aM , the error associated with
each data point σi [75].

χ2
red ≡

N∑

i=1

(
yi − y(xi, a1, a2...aM )

σi · (N −M − 1)

)2

(6.9)

2-dimensional detectors commonly have several millions pixels with
unique distances towards the center of the beam. The number of azimuthal
bins to integrate into can as a result be chosen to be as high as desired.
The information content of the scattering signal however is finite. The
amount of independent data points, also known as Shannon channels, has
been assessed for small angle scattering in Eq. 6.10 [87] with the measured
q-range qmax-qmin and the sample size Dmax:
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Nidp = 2 · (qmax − qmin) ·Dmax/π (6.10)

With the accessible q range between 0.3 and 5 Å
−1 at the free electron

laser and 0.5 to 10 Å
−1 at the synchrotron in experiments used in this

work, the amount of independent data points for the 6 Å wide bimetallic
complexes amounts to ∼18 at FELs and ∼36 at ID09. The data in this
work is binned into 500 q-bins, which is an order of magnitude larger than
these values. As such, the data can be interpreted as oversampled.

6.3.3 Confidence in fit parameters

Once parameters have been found for a model that minimizes Eq. 6.9
to a satisfying degree, an error has to be estimated to determine the
confidence in a given set of fit parameters. They are commonly assessed
in 1-σ to ... n-σ ranges, with the standard deviation σ, each of which
being associated with an increased probability to measure a value with
a normally distributed error around the expected value within its range.
The 1-σ range, which is used in this work, encompasses ∼68.27 % of the
probability. The Goodness-of-fit estimator χ2 can be used to determine
the confidence intervals of the model parameters. In this work, two primary
techniques are used to derive uncertainty of the parameters, namely the
Likelihood-method and the χ2 convex-hull-method [75].

Likelihood-method

The relative probability P of a given set of parameters is given by Eq. 6.11.
Fig. 6.3 A) depicts the determination of confidence intervals using this
method, comparing the likelihood of the excited state platinum distance
dPtPt,ES against the excitation fraction α in the transition metal com-
plex PtPOP. The values are strongly correlated and as such the method
yields large error bars. To assess a confidence interval, the probability is
first calculated for a grid of N parameters each with M possible entries
surrounding the most likely parameters determined by minimizing Eq. 6.9.
The probability of this matrix is normalized to sum up to one. To obtain
the confidence σi in a parameter ai the normalized probability matrix is
summed up along all axis except the one corresponding to the parameter
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Figure 6.3: Assessment of the 1-σ confidence intervals for α and dPtPt,ES for
PtPOP using A) a maximum Likelihood framework and B) a χ2 convex hull
method

ai. The shortest range along the parameter range Mi that encompasses
68.27 % of the probability corresponds the 1-σ confidence interval. [75]
This method has been established for the annalysis of XSS data for over
a decade. [88]

P (a1, a2...an) ∝ exp

(
−χ2(a1, a2...an)

2

)
(6.11)

χ2 convex-hull method

An additional method of determining confidence intervals for fit param-
eters using χ2 is to use a constant χ2 boundary. The confidence region
is assessed as an N-dimensional ellipsoid in the MN matrix, for which
χ2 ≤ χ2

min + 1, as shown in Eq. 6.12. This ellipsoid is projected onto
each of the parameter axes. The confidence interval σi corresponds to
the range of all entries along the parameter axis that contain at least one
grid value inside the ellipsoid. Fig. 6.3 B) depicts the determination of
confidence intervals using this method [75].
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P (a1, a2...an) =

{
0, χ2(a1, a2...an) > χ2

min + 1

1, otherwise
(6.12)

As shown in Fig. 6.3, both methods produce similar results for the
same model. The main difference between them is the reduced dependence
of the confidence interval on the size of the parameter space for the
convex-hull method. The error bars determined with the likelihood method
increase with an increasing parameter space, to encompass the necessary
percentage generated by the improbable but non-zero outer space. The
convex-hull on the other hand is immune to this. Both methods can be
used to determine asymmetric error bars but have been used in symmetric
approximation in this work.
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There are two d8d8-complexes that will be discussed in this work, the
tetrakis (diphosphito) diplatinate(II) anion [Pt2(H2P2O5)4]4−, from now
on called PtPOP, and Ir2(1,8-diisocyano-p-menthane)4]2+, fromIrDimen.
Each of them consists out of 2 metal ions of the platinum-group that are
held together by bonding to each end of 4 ligands. Both of the struc-
tures are depicted in Fig. 7.1 as atomistic structures and as schematics
describing the structural parametrization.

Both of these ligands have been, in addition to their photophysi-
cal and photochemical properties, investigated for their catalytic activ-
ity [89]. PtPOP has been demonstrated to dehydrogenate secondary al-
cohols (CH3)2CHOH ℏ ω−−→

Pt2
(CH3)2CO + H2 [90, 91]. IrDimen has been

shown to electro-catalytically reduce carbon dioxide H2O + 2e− + 2CO2

−−−−→
IrDimen

H2 + 2CO−
3 [92]

The electronic structure of the complexes can be described by molecu-
lar orbital (MO) schemes, shown in Fig. 7.2. Panel A) depicts the electronic
structure of PtPOP. The molecular orbitals are filled until the antibond-
ing highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 5dσ∗ orbital, resulting in
no attractive forces between the platinum atoms. An excitation from the
HOMO into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) increases
the bond order between platinum atoms, resulting in a contraction be-
tween them. Photons with higher energy can excite an electron from a
lower lying orbital in a dπpσ transition, also increasing the bond order [38].

Contrary to the rather stiff pyrphosphit ligands of PtPOP, the dimen
ligands of the IrDimen are longer and more flexible. This stabilizes two
ground state conformers in solution, a long and eclipsed and a short
and twisted [94], shown in Fig. 7.2 B). The different structures exhibit
a different HOMO-LUMO energy gap and can be preferentially excited
with wavelength specific to their dσ∗pσ transition, highlighted by the
red and blue arrows. The ratio of the two conformers is determined by a
solvent dependent dynamic equilibrium. The complex can also be excited
with a dπpσ transition by a sufficiently large photon energy, resulting
in excitation of both conformers [38, 95]. The absorption spectra for the
HOMO-LUMO transition are depicted in Fig. 7.3 for both systems. The
wavelengths associated with the transitions shown in Fig 7.2 are listed in
Tab. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Molecular structure of A), C) PtPOP and IrDimen B),D). A) de-
picts the atomic structure of PtPOP, with C) depicting a simplified schematic
reducing the ligand scaffolding to the bonding components and highlighting
the dPtPt axis. B) depicts the atomic structure of IrDimen with D) depicting
the simplified sketch. The ligand scaffolding of the IrDimen has to be described
with an additional parameter γtwist parameterizing the adjustment of the flexi-
ble ligand reacting to changes in dIrIr. The atomic structures were made using
Avogadro [93]

.
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Figure 7.2: Molecular orbital schemes of PtPOP A) and IrDimen B). The more
flexible dimen ligand stabilizes two ground state conformers in solution, one
with a longer dIrIr and one with a shorter dIrIr and ligand scaffold twisted to
accommodate the stress. Both complexes undergo a dσ∗pσ transition when ex-
cited with visible light, regardless of conformer. Additionally, a dπpσ transition
can be excited with UV-light. Adapted from [38] with information from [95,96].

Table 7.1: Absorption and emission spectra of PtPOP and IrDimen. The dσ∗pσ
numbers correspond to the maxima of the broad peaks. The numbers in paren-
thesis correspond to spin forbidden transitions into the triplet state.

PtPOP IrDimen IrDimen
long, eclipsed short, twisted

Absorption [nm]
dσ∗pσ 368, (452) [44] 480 [95] 585 [95]
dπpσ 284, (315) [96] 316 , (375) [95] 316, (375) [95]
Emission [nm] (only 1 conformer)
Flour. 400 [44]
Phos. 513 [44] 710 [94]
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Figure 7.3: Absorption spectra of PtPOP in H2O and IrDimen in ACN and
DMSO. The peaks correspond to the dσ*pσ transitions in Tab. 7.1 Both the
structures and the ratio between the two ground state conformers is solvent
dependent, resulting in a solvatochromatic effect shifting both the peaks and
the ratio. The flatter ground state potential surface of IrDimen results in the
much broader peaks in comparison to the PtPOP.

Both of these complexes have been studied previously in X-ray solu-
tion scattering experiments investigating their structure [76, 88] and dy-
namics [77, 97]. With the recent and still ongoing improvement of X-ray
sources, such as the upgrade to the Extremely bright source (EBS) at the
ESRF and the upgrade towards LCLS-II, these compounds are once more
subject to investigation to exploit these new beam properties to inves-
tigate fundamental phenomenons that could not be resolved previously.
Among these are the structural changes potentially induced by intersys-
tem crossing and the shape of the parameter distribution in oscillations
following photoexcitation, which well be discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Ultrafine structural refinement of IrDimen

During the ongoing Extremely Brilliant Source (EBS) upgrade at the ESRf
the properties of the electron bunches used for the time-resolved scattering
experiments at ID09 was improved in several ways. This improvement
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results among other things in a considerable reduction of the spectral
width from the undulator radiation.

These new beam properties allow for more precise measurements es-
pecially at higher q values where the signal was previously smeared out by
the beam spectrum and as such limiting the structural resolution. This can
be used to gain additional insights into previously well studied systems,
such as IrDimen, where the structural details and mechanisms guiding the
intersystem crossing from the excited singlet state formed after photoex-
citation into the long-lived triplet state are still unknown.

The intersystem-crossing process takes place on a timescale of 70 ps
[98] with a quantum yield of almost unity. The energy rich singlet state
can, as discussed by Durell et al. [99], be considered a precursor state
in photochemical reactions. In similar Ir2-complexes the reactivity has
been observed to differ based on the spin-state of the complex. So far,
the S1 and T1 were assumed to have the same distance between the
Iridium atoms of ∼2.90 Å [77], based on experiments on other d8d8-
complexes [38]. However, new density functional theory calculations sug-
gested that the ISC would be associated with a further contraction of
0.04 Å. Establishing this connection between spin state and structure could
lead to a better understanding of the d8d8-complexes class as a whole.

The small structural change results in a small change in difference
scattering signal, which would have been difficult to measure with the old
beam profile of the ESRF. Fig. 7.4 A) shows the comparison of the old
and the new beam profile after the EBS upgrade. The simulated difference
scattering signals between the 3.6 Å and the S1 and T1 are depicted in
Fig. 7.4 B) for the old beam profile and new beam profile are depicted as
well as the range accessible when using 19 keV and 24 keV photons. The
contraction of dIrIr by 0.04Å alters the shape of the difference scattering
signal the strongest for q >8 Å−1, which can be resolved with 19 keV
photons of the new spectrum at commonly used angles of 2θ ≤65deg.
Increasing the photon energy up to 24 keV would result in the detection
of an additional oscillation in the difference scattering signal, potentially
improving the identification of the exact distance even further.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between old and new beam profile A) and a comparison
between the difference scattering signals with the old and new beam profile B)
for a contraction from the short ground state to the excited state of IrDimen.

Figure 7.5: Time-slicing. The picosecond laser pulse in temporally positioned
inside the much longer X-ray pulse. The X-ray pulse probes the sample primarily
shortly after the laser pulse, as such a time resolution faster than the X-ray
pulse duration can be reached, albeit of the cost of a worse signal to noise
ratio. Adapted from [76].
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7.1.1 Time-slicing

The lifetime of the IrDimen S1 is, as previously discussed, 70 ps and as
such similar to the temporal pulse width available at the contemporary
synchrotron light sources, which is usually the limiting factor in the time-
resolution. The time resolution, however, can be improved by using the
so-called time slicing scheme, previously successfully applied at ID09 [76],
which provides a time resolution of ∼20 ps.

The technique uses the smaller temporal width of the pump laser
pulse, about ∼2 ps, to increase the available time resolution. The process
is depicted in Fig. 7.5. The pump laser pulse is temporally positioned inside
the X-ray pulse. This causes the X-ray pulse to only partially probe excited
sample, and primarily temporally shortly after the photoexcitation. The
average time delay of the probed sample tavg can be calculated by forming
the weighted average of the share of the x-ray pulse until the nominal time
tnom.

As only part of the X-ray pulse is used to probe the excited state sam-
ple, the overall signal-to-noise ratio measured is proportionally less than
when measuring with the entire X-ray pulse. This must be compensated
for by with increased integration times during the experiment.

7.1.2 Experimental parameters

This calculated contraction during the intersystem crossing of IrDimen was
investigated with TR-XSS at ID09 at the ESRF in July of 2021 with the
experiment number CH6002. The 652 nm laser was ovally shaped at the
sample position with a vertical FWHM of 331µm and a horizontal FWHM
of 230µm. The liquid jet ran at 0.873 m/s, or 885µm between X-ray
pulses, ensuring the replenishing of sample between measurements. The
X-ray pulse was focused down to 25 x 25µm. The sample was prepared
was 6 mM solution, obtained by dissolving dimen and [Ir(1,5-cod)Cl]2 in
either acetonitrile (ACN) or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).

The solvent heat responses of ACN was measured during the same
beamtime measuring the heat released by a 5.13mM solution 4-(N,N-
diethylamino)-2-methoxy-40-nitro-azobenzene after photoexcitation with
a 400nm laser. The dye releases its energy fast into the solvent as discussed
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Figure 7.6: ∆S q colormaps of IrDimen in acetonitrile at A) 19 keV and B)
24 keV. The increase in photon energy increase the available q-range from <10
to <12.5 Å−1.

by Kjaer et al. [100]. The DMSO heat signal was measured as a 0.67 mM
solution of 4-bromo-40-(N,N-diethylamino)-azobenzene in DMSO during
the CH6318, Solvation cage structures of aqueous iodide, experiment in
March of 2022. The measured ∆SHeat,ACN was scaled in magnitude to
the results from Kjaer et al., allowing the extraction of ∆T from the fit
parameter. There was no comparable reference for ∆SHeat,DMSO, which
prevented a quantitative assessment of the dissipated heat in the DMSO
sample.

7.1.3 Acquired data

The collected and reduced time-resolved data is depicted in Fig. 7.6. Panel
A) shows the 19 keV and panel B) the 24 keV data of IrDimen in acetoni-
trile. The accessible q-range for 19 keV was 0.7 to 10 Å−1, extending up
to 12.5−1 for the 24 keV measurement.

As discussed in sec. 7.1.1, In addition to the fine temporal resolution
shown in Fig. 7.6, specific delays were chosen to represent the structure of
the triple state T1, ∆tnom.≥200 ps (∆tavg.=200 ps), and the singlet state
S1, ∆tnom.=0 ps (∆tavg.=39 ps), where around 57 % of molecules should
still be in the S1 state. These two states were the only delays measured for
the DMSO sample. These delays were integrated for considerable longer
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Figure 7.7: ∆S(T1) of IrDimen in ACN and DMSO, measured with 19 keV
photons and 24 keV photons. The measurements with 24 keV exhibit strong
similarities to one another despite the different solvents. They differ from the
19 keV, specifically turning the peak at ∼2.7Å−1 into a double peak and in
the shape of the peak at 4.5 Å−1, suggesting am impure beam spectrum in
the 24 keV measurement. The increased photon energy resolves signal until
12.5 Å−1, resolving an additional oscillation in the difference scattering signal.

times among the entirety of measured delays shown in Fig. 7.6. Fig. 7.7
depicts the ∆S(T1) of the measurements. Both of the 24 keV measure-
ments appear similar in shape and differ from the 19 keV the strongest at
the peak at 2.7 Å−1, which splits into two for the 24 keV measurements,
and the change in peak shape at 4.5 Å−1. This suggests the presence of
another wavelength in the 24 keV probe pulse spectrum.

7.1.4 Structural refinement 19keV

The structure of the IrDimen was optimized by optimizing Eq. 6.5 with
the structural parameters shown in Fig. 7.1. The Iridium atoms were con-
strained to symmetric positions along the symmetry axis. The ligand scaf-
folding was taken from a structural matrix of DFT optimized structures,
where the structure was relaxed for a range of Iridium distances and lig-
and scaffolding twists for both the ground and excited state. The ma-
trix contains structural information for a grid of 2.5 < dIrIr < 5.5Å and
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0 < γ < 45 ◦. The matrix was used in previous studies of IrDimen, where
the computational details are discussed in detail [77]. The angular twist of
the long ground state was fixed to 0◦. The solute scaler αlong and αshort,
the temperature ∆T and the solvation cage scaler ϵ were free parameters
in the fit. An uncertainty of 0.2 Å was used in the scattering cross-term
between ligand scaffolding and metal atoms according to Eq. 4.8 to sim-
ulate the flexibility, resulting in a distribution of structures, in the ligand
scaffolding.

The most likely ligand structure strongly depended on the choice of
self-normalization interval chosen during the data reduction. The data at
present was reduced by normalizing all images between 3.25 and 7.5Å−1,
for which a simulation of the difference scattering curve using the pa-
rameters from van Driel et al. [77] predicted a net difference scattering
signal of zero in the interval (

∫ q2
q1 ∆S0 = 0). Data sets with different

self-normalization intervals had yielded physically implausible larger con-
tractions in the short ground state γshort that the excited state γES

The best possible fit achieved by the structural refinement of ∆S(T1)
is depicted in Fig. 7.8, with the structural parameters being listed in
Tab. 7.2. The fit captures the structural signal well until the peak at
∼7 Å−1, where the fit quality decreases. The fitted distances of dIrIr,long
4.45±0.13 Å, dIrIr,short 3.76 ±0.09 Å and dIrIr,ES 2.91 ±0.03 Å are
slightly longer than previous studies (dIrIr,long 4.3 Å, dIrIr,short 3.6 Å,
dIrIr,ES 2.90 Å) [101]. The twist angles of γshort 16±13 ◦ and γES 20 ±
10 ◦ are slightly larger than previous results (compared to 15 ◦ dIrIr,ES

and <5 ◦ γshort) [77]. There was no heat signal detected during the fit-
ting. The small energy dissipation suggests that multi-photon excitation
events were minimal.
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Parameter Value
dIrIr,long 4.45±0.13 [Å]
dIrIr,short 3.76 ±0.09 [Å]
dIrIr,ES 2.91 ±0.03[Å]
αlong 4.8±0.1 [%]
αshort 4.8±0.1 [%]
γshort 16 ± 13 [°]
γES 20 ± 10 [°]

Figure 7.8: Fit used for the structural re-
finement of ∆S(∆t=200ps, q=0.7-9.5)
according to Eq. 6.5. The oscillations
until 7 Å−1 are matched well by the fit,
the fit quality decreases towards larger
q-values. The heating component, mea-
sured in the same experimental setup,
was not picked up by the fit.

Table 7.2: Structural pa-
rameters of the fit de-
picted in Fig. 7.8

This structural information about the ground state composition and
structure obtained from the ∆S(T1) optimization was used to refine
the structure of the complex for every measured time delay. dIrIr,long,
dIrIr,short, γshort and γES as well as the ratio between αlong, αshort and
β cage were constraint to the values determin in Fig. 7.8. dIrIr,ES and the
scaler α scaling the total solute scaler were optimized for each time step.
The extremely large error-bars on the scaffolding twists γ made further
time-resolved structural refinement of the ligand scaffolding unfeasible.
The results of the structural optimization are depicted in Fig. 7.9. Panel
A) depicts dPtPt,ES and the associated error. The black line corresponds
to dIrIr(T1). The solute scaler α, normalized to αT1 , shown in B), follows
the instrument response function dominated by the X-ray pulse length.
The fit of α(t) with an error function yielded an X-ray pulse width of
66±6 ps, which is well in line with previous investigations at the beamline.

The most likely dIrIr,ES for ∆S(S1) and ∆S(T1) are listed in Tab. 7.3.
dIrIr,ES decrease with increasing ∆t, but not larger than the error asso-
ciated with each of the values. In both cases the error is, for the mea-
surement points that have not received integration time, notably larger
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Figure 7.9: Certainty of structural parameters for A) dIrIr,ES and B) α. Both
the likelihood and the χ2 method have been used, yielding similar results.

Table 7.3: Structural parameters of the intersystem crossing of IrDimen in ACN,
measured at 19 keV. Both error bar determination methods yield the same result
when considering significant digits.

state distance [Å]
dIrIr,Es (S1) 2.92±0.05 Å
dIrIr,Es (T1) 2.91±0.03 Å

than the actual spread of point, notably between 0 and 100 ps. This sug-
gests that the uncertainty associated with each of the parameters is an
overestimation.

The structural optimization of the 19 keV did not yield a contraction
during the intersystem crossing larger than the confidence interval. In
the next step, the same data analysis will be applied to the 24 keV mea-
surements, to see if the additional q-range can be used to improve the
structural precision.
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7.1.5 Structural refinement 24keV

As discussed in sec. 7.1, access to higher q-values through the use of higher
energy photons could improve the structural resolution during the analysis.
The measured ∆S at 24 keV was shown in sec. 7.1.3. The change in the
observed peak shape in between the 19 keV and the 24 keV measurements
suggested that the 24 keV measurements contain significant amount of
scattering from a different wavelength. A single peak splitting up into a
double peak would not be expected from a simple increase in bandwidth,
which would simply smear out features. The 24 keV photons are generated
by using the third harmonic from the u27 undulator according to Eq. 4.14.
This results the 8- and 16 keV first and second harmonics as expected
continuations in the spectrum, which were intended to be suppressed with
a 1.5 mm thick diamond window. The improvement of the source during
the EBS upgrade has reduced the contamination of the second harmonic,
which suggested the possibility of this high energy TR-XSS experiment.

The actual share of scattering signal per wavelength was assessed by
scaling contributions of 8, 16, and 24 keV to the measured signal. The
contributions were calculated by taken the S(q, 19 keV)Sample and inter-
polating it to match the S(2θ, n keV)Sample of 8, 16 and 24 keV. The fit of
the total measured scattering signal with these 3 simulated components is
depicted in Fig. 7.10. The share of each of the contributions is tabulated
in tab 7.4. The model suggests that 19.7 % of the scattering signal can
be attributed to 16 keV photons and a potentially negligible amount of
8 keV scattering (1.4%). The distribution of share in the scattering signal
does not equivalate to the number of photons scattered at the sample, as
the detector absorption efficiency decreases towards higher energies and
detected signal magnitude per photon depends on the individual photon
energy [67]. The composition of the of the 24 keV and the possibilities of
improving the spectral purity will be further discussed in sec. 7.1.7.
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E [keV] nphotons
8 1.4[%]
16 19.7[%]
24 78.9[%]

Figure 7.10: Determination of the com-
position of the 24 keV beam. The abso-
lute scattering of the 19 keV IrDimen in
ACN measurement is scaled to match
the S(2θ) of the 8-, 16- and 24 keV
modes of the u27 undulator. These 3
components are used to fit the measured
azimuthal integrated S(q).

Table 7.4: Beam compo-
sition of the 24 keV beam
according to Fig. 7.10. In
total 21.1% of the pho-
tons are not from the tar-
get energy of 24 keV

This information about the spectral composition is then used to calcu-
late the scattering components used in the modeling according to Eq. 6.5,
as described for the 19 keV data. The individual components were calcu-
lated or interpolated to match the S(2Θ) curve represented by the q-axis.
The q-axis is however only defined for a single wavelength. To maintain
comparability, the q-axis for the 24 keV photons is used going forward,
even if the signal and model contains contributions from different wave-
lengths. The fit of the structural optimization is depicted in Fig 7.11, with
the results listed in Tab. 7.5. The dIrIr parameters are similar to the ones
determined in the 19 keV analysis, but γ presents an unphysical further
twisting of the ground state than the excited state.
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Table 7.6: Structural parameters of the intersystem crossing of IrDimen in ACN,
measured with 24 keV photons.

state distance [Å]
dIrIr,Es (Singlet) 2.93±0.07
dIrIr,Es (Triplet) 2.93±0.03

Parameter Value
dIrIr,long 4.52±0.11 [Å]
dIrIr,short 3.76 ±0.09 [Å]
dIrIr,ES 2.93 ±0.02 [Å]
γshort 24 ± 12 [°]
γES 16 ± 8 [°]

Figure 7.11: Fit used for the structural re-
finement of ∆S(∆t=200 ps, q=0.7-12.5) ac-
cording to Eq. 6.5. Sample was IrDimen in
ACN measured with the 24 keV beam. The
oscillations until 8 Å−1 are matched well by
the fit, the noise increases towards higher q
considerably. The heating component, mea-
sured in the same experimental setup, was
not picked up by the fit.

Table 7.5: Structural
parameters of the fit
depicted in Fig. 7.11

These ground state parameters were used to determine the most likely
dIrIr,ES for all measured delays. The results are depicted in Fig. 7.12 A).
The solute scaler α and their uncertainty are depicted in B), exhibiting a
much larger spread than the 19 keV measurement. The error determined
for the parameters for delays with low integration time greatly exceed the
actual spread of the values, suggesting that the error might be assessed
too high.

The values for then ∆S(S1) and ∆S(T1) are listed in tab 7.6. In this
analysis, the two states have identical distances.
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Figure 7.12: Certainty of structural parameters for A) dIrIr,ES and B) α for
IrDimen in acetonitrile measured at 24 keV. Both parameter curves are asso-
ciated with error bars much larger than the actual spread of the values for
positive time delays.

In the end, the 24 keV measurement in IrDimen did not yield an im-
provement of the structural resolution and as such did not confirm the
contraction upon intersystem crossing either. As shown in sec. 7.1.3, an
additional measurement was done of IrDimen in DMSO. Given that the
integration time of that experiment was less than the IrDimen in ACN
sample, the resolution of the intersystem crossing is unlikely. The sample
does exhibit a solvatochromatic effect as shown in Fig. 7.3. This change
in absorption wavelength at the 580 nm peak could be reflected in the
structural parameters.

7.1.6 Structural refinement of IrDimen in DMSO

The ∆S(Triplet) data was fitted, identical to the previous section and
using the spectral distribution of the 24 keV beam determined in sec. 7.1.5.
The result is depicted in Fig 7.13 with the structural parameters listed in
tab 7.7. The data could not be scaled to the liquid unit cell as no reference
was available to scale the total scattering of DMSO.
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Parameter Value
dIrIr,long 4.54±0.15 [Å]
dIrIr,short 3.67 ±0.13 [Å]
dIrIr,ES 2.93 ±0.06[Å]
γshort 32 ± 12 [°]
γES 16 ± 10 [°]

Figure 7.13: Fit used for the structural
refinement of ∆S(∆t=200ps, q=0.7-
12.5) according to Eq. 6.5. Sample was
IrDimen in DMSO measured with the
24 keV beam. The oscillations until
8 Å−1 are matched well by the fit, the
noise increases towards higher q consid-
erably. No ∆Sheator ∆Scage was used.

Table 7.7: Structural pa-
rameters of the fit de-
picted in Fig. 7.13

The dIrIr,long 4.54±0.15 Å and dIrIr,ES 2.93±0.06 Å are very close
to the distances found in the acetonitrile measurement (4.45±0.13 Å
and 2.91 ±0.03 Å). dIrIr,short is contracted to 3.67 ±0.13 Å (from 3.76
±0.09 Å). The shorter distance could explain the absorption peak at longer
wavelengths in DMSO, as shown in Fig. 7.3, as the ground state structure
becomes more similar to the excited state structure in this solvent.

7.1.7 Investigation of the high-energy capabilities of ID09

Following the analysis results discussed in sec. 7.1.5 and sec. 7.1.6 of mea-
surements using the 24 keV beam, the question was raised whether high
energy TR-XSS experiments could be conducted with a beam of improved
spectral purity at ID09. Despite considerably longer integration times,
the data measured with 24 keV remained noisier than the 19 keV dataset,
shown in Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.11. The individual integration times of the
data sets are listed in tab 7.8. The presence of photons of another wave-
length, in this case 16 keV, altered the shape of the difference scattering
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Table 7.8: Integration times at ID09 for the different experiments of this chapter

Sample nimages tintegration
IrDimen in ACN 19keV 3755 10.6 h
IrDimen in ACN 24 keV 8705 24.6 h

IrDimen in DMSO 24 keV 3148 8.9 h

signal and, while not making the data uninterpretable, may have reduced
the information content of the signal.

Simulation of the signal

To further analyze the spectral output the 24 keV beam profile of the setup
was simulated using the software XOP [102] with the help of Michael
Wulff, Beamline Responsible at ID09. Fig. 7.14 A) shows the result of
this simulation at the undulator position and the sample position. Between
the generation of the X-rays and the sample location, the beam was atten-
uated by 0.2 mm of beryllium and 1 mm of diamond, attenuation intrinsic
to the beamline originating from windows that are used to maintain vac-
uum in the electron storage ring and the experimental hutch 1, and an
additional 1.5 mm of diamond that was inserted into the beampath to
attenuate X-rays of lower energies.

The 8 keV photons are very strongly attenuated by 96 %, but do show
up in the spectrum as previously suspected from the analysis results. The
16 keV photons are attenuated by 38 %, the 24 keV photons are attenuated
by 30 %. Because of the decreased detection probability of the detector
for higher photon energies photons, photons of lower energies contribute
disproportionally to the detector signal in relation to their number. This
simulation confirmed that the measured spectral composition of the beam
was indeed in line with the expected spectrum of the electron beam and
not indicative of any misalignment of material problems that could have
led to a relative amplification of the 2nd harmonic.
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Figure 7.14: Simulated spectrum of the 24 keV beam generated by the third
harmonic of the u27 undulator. A) depicts the simulated spectrum both during
generation and at the sample location. B) depicts the major optical components
in the beampath used to remove photons of undesired energy. 0.2mm beryllium
and 1.0 mm diamond are intrinsic to the beamline setup, 1.5mm additional
diamond was used as a filter for lower energy photons, as was done in the
experiment. Simulation was done using the XOP [102] software with the help
of Michael Wulff.
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Beamline monochromators

As discussed in sec 5.1.1, the beamline has monochromators installed that
can be used to further trim down the spectrum of the beam to generate
pulses of photons with a single beam energy. A silicon monochromator is
located in the experimental hutch 1 which is often used to scan the en-
ergy distribution of the beam. The beam is diffracted between two silicon
crystals, in a way where only a single wavelength matches the Bragg con-
dition, suppressing all other wavelengths. As the selectivity of the crystal
is ∆E/E is 1.4e−4, the reduction in flux makes the application in TR-XSS
experiments unfeasible. The fine selection of wavelengths however can be
used to scan the transmissive properties of components further down the
beam path.

Additional to this setup there are two multilayer monochromators,
one using Ruthenium (Ru-ML) for lower energies and one using Tungsten
(W-ML) for higher energies, and another crystal monochromator using
Germanium in the experimental hutch 2. Rather than reflecting on crystal
planes, the beam is reflected on the planes of the individual layers of
the material, which are coated in an alternating way. The selectivity of
multilayer systems ∆E/E is commonly 1-3 %, a factor of 100 larger than
crystal monochromators.

Fig. 7.16 depicts the result of this investigation of the W-multilayer
monochromator. The signal magnitude was scanned using the silicon
monochromator measuring the transmitted intensity with and without the
multilayer using a diode. The flux decreases at the peak at 24 keV by about
56 %, and in total the flux is decreased by 65%. The multilayer removes
the tail toward shorter energy, resulting in a more symmetric energy profile
after the filtering.

Flux Comparison

In a secondary step the actual photon flux was determined by comparing
number of photons detected by the detector in a given configuration. The
experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7.15 B). The ESRF synchrotron was
operated in continuous mode during the flux measurements. As a result
no single pulse could be selected and the pulse was defined by the 300 ns
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Figure 7.15: Simplified measurement setup for flux investigation at the ID09. A)
depicts the setup for the measurement of the reflectivity of the monochromators
in EH2. The silicon monochromator with its fine resolution is used to first scan
the number of photons passing through the Si-mono for each wavelength, and
then again after the insertion of a monochromator. The flux is recorded with
diode. B) depicts the setup for the measurement of the flux using a liquid
sample. The X-rays, filtered by the monochromator or not, scatter on the liquid
jet. The flux is calculated through the magnitude of the scattering signal.

Figure 7.16: Comparison of signal shape and magnitude before and after filter-
ing with the W-multilayer. The W-Ml suppresses all photons of lower energy,
but reduced the photon flux of the desired energy at 24 keV by about 65%.
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Table 7.9: Photon flux statistics measured in various configuration at the ID09
beamline for 18 keV and 24 keV

18 keV notes 24 keV notes
Pink beam 3.5e9 6.6e8 (+3.3e8 16keV)
Multilayer 1.6e9 Ru-ML 2.3e8 W-ML
Ge-Mono 5e7

selection window of the high speed chopper. The X-rays that were used for
the probing thus originated from 355000Hz·300e−9 s·200 mA = 21.3 mA,
instead of the 4 mA that were available from the single pulse during the
IrDimen experiment discussed in sec. 7.1.4. The flux determined here are
as a result a factor 5 larger than what would be available at a picosecond
resolved experiment at ID09.

The flux can be determined by comparing the corrected detector and
azimuthally integrated measured detector image to Eq. 4.6. The X-ray
beam pathing through the 300µm liquid water jet scatters on the equiv-
alent of Nα 3.2e20 water molecules. The results of this analysis are tabu-
lated in Tab 7.9 for 18 keV and 24 keV. The flux of the 18 keV, generated
with the u17 undulator, is used as a reference in the pink beam configu-
ration, as it is the standard X-ray solution scattering wavelength used at
the beamline. In direct comparison, a switch to 19 keV reduced the flux
by about 40 %. The Ruthenium-multilayer reduces the flux by a factor
of 2, and the Germanium monochromator by a factor of 100. As shown
in Fig. 7.4, the pink beam already has a narrow energy distribution since
the EBS upgrade. As a result, neither options are likely to be useful for
solution scattering experiments at that wavelength.

The flux of the 24 keV photons in the "pink beam", attenuated by
1.5 mm of diamond, is around a factor of 5 lower than the 18 keV refer-
ence. The reduction of photons by an additional factor of 3 is in good
agreement with the reflectivity results shown in Fig. 7.16. The overall flux
reduction is in good agreement with the results shown in sec. 7.1.5, where
the 24 keV measurement appeared considerably more noisy despite longer
integration times. The results show that the usage of higher energies from
the u27 undulator is unfeasible for TR-XSS at ID09, due to the one order
of magnitude reduced flux.
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7.1.8 Conclusions

The recent EBS upgrade has brought a considerable improvement to the
spectral purity of the beam both for the u17 undulator, providing photon
energies up to 19 keV, and reducing the contribution from the second
harmonic of the u27 undulator, where photons with energies up to 25 keV
can be generated.

The improved spectral resolution and accessible q-range highlights
problems modeling not observed in previous studies, where a considerably
broader spectrum was used to measure in a small q-range. The ligand
scaffolding in particular needs an improved description for ultrafine struc-
tural refinement such as this. The ligand scaffolding was approximated
for each angle with a single structure, and disorder in the ensemble was
simulated using an uncertainty uLigand. In practice, the uncertainty will
not be identical for each of the ligand atoms, but instead be comparatively
small for the cyanide groups bonding to the Iridium atoms and larger for
the organic ring further apart. Overall, the signal at higher q appeared
more structured than the measured data as a result of this.

An improvement to the modeling may be, instead of calculating the
scattering signals from a fixed or blurred structures, to describe the dis-
tributions of interatomic distances with radial distribution functions using
Eq. 4.9, possibly obtained from QM/MM MD simulations

An additional problem has shown to be the choice of normalization
interval. If

∫ q2
q1 ∆S0 ̸= 0 in the self-normalization interval, an image from

unexcited sample will receive a different scaler in the self-normalization
than otherwise identical excited sample when measured with identical X-
ray pulses. While specific limits can be found to normalize a single defined
excited state and ground state correctly, a single range is unlikely to be
of equivalent quality for an entire range of signals arising from a time-
evolution. Complimentary diodes or machine parameters measuring the
beam intensity independently might be an option to address this problem.

The photon flux of 24 keV photons without suppression of the 16 keV
mode is not sufficient for solution scattering experiments. The additional
∼2 Å−1 come at the cost of considerably longer integration times, as
shown in Tab. 7.8, and did not improve the structural resolution. Further
suppression of the 16 keV mode reduces the amount of 24 keV by a factor
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of 3, making very high energy X-ray solution scattering experiments at
the ID09 unfeasible for the foreseeable future.

7.2 Transition dependent photodynamics in IrDi-
men

The dynamics following a photoexcitation depend on the induced elec-
tronic electronic transition and subsequent electronic structure. As shown
in Tab. 7.1, the complexes IrDimen and PtPOP exhibit different optical
transitions resulting in different electronic states following photoexcita-
tion. Any excitations into energetically higher states are expected to re-
laxate within a few picoseconds into their lowest energetic state of their
multiplicity, the Singlet S1 or the the Triplet T1. The dynamics of the
structure until this point are however guided by the electronic state in-
duced by the photoexcitation.

This section will investigate this phenomenon by comparing two mea-
surements of IrDimen in acetonitrile. In the first measurement the sample
was excited with 400 nm photons, inducing a 3dπdσ. In a subsequent ex-
periment to study the distribution of structures following photoexcitation,
IrDimen was measured with 480 nm laser inducing a 1dσ*pσ transition
from the HOMO into the LUMO. This resulted in a unique opportu-
nity to compare the dynamics following a different electronic transition
in the system. Previous TR-XSS experiments had also been conducted
with 400 nm [101], but, as they were conducted at a synchrotron source,
did not have the necessary time resolution to observe changes on the
femtosecond scale.

Fig. 7.17 highlights the excitation wavelength dependent electronic ex-
citations in the complex. Excitation with 480 nm and 585 nm preferentially
photoexcites the long and short conformer respectively into a high vibra-
tional mode of the lowest lying singlet state 1dσ∗pσ. Excitation with
higher photon energies, however, induces dπpσ transitions into a mani-
fold of high-lying electronically excited states [95]. This manifold is not
expected to maintain coherence within the distribution of dIrIr within the
excited state ensemble, while the structure relaxes into the excited state
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Figure 7.17: Wavelength dependent photodynamics scheme of IrDimen. Exci-
tation with 480 nm and 585 nm excites electrons into higher vibrational states
of 1dσ∗pσ. After vibrational relaxation, they intersystem cross into the triplet
3dσ∗pσ state. Excitation with UV-light excites the system into dπpσ states
inside an excited state manifold, which decays into the 3dσ∗pσ state circum-
venting the lowest singlet. Simplified version of the model proposed by Pizl et
al. [95]
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Figure 7.18: Colorplots of the measurements of IrDimen with A) 400 nm and
B) 480 nm. The 480 nm measurement was conducted at a later experiment in
which access to higher q-ranges had become available due to upgrades to the
facility.

equilibrium structure. This difference in dynamics induced by the different
decay pathways can be investigated in these experiments.

The isotropic difference scattering signals are depicted in Fig. 7.18 for
A) 400 nm and B) 480 nm. The facility was upgraded in between beam-
times, resulting in the increase in accessible q-range for the 480 nm mea-
surement.

7.2.1 Structural refinement

The structural parameters obtained in sec. 7.1.4 were used for the analysis
of these measurements. The fits are depicted in Fig. 7.19. The ∆S0(400 nm,
∆t=4 ps) measurement is matched well by the fit except at the negative
peak at 3.5 Å−1 where the fit is systematically lower than the measured
data. This is likely an artifact of the self-normalization. The ∆S0((480 nm,
∆t=2 ps) is well matched by the fit through the entire q range.

7.2.2 Time resolved analysis

The analysis of IrDimen on ultra-fast timescales produces additional chal-
lenges compared to the equilibrated excited state analysis shown in sec. 7.1.
As discussed previously, there are two ground state structures in solution
which can be preferentially excited in and reequilibrate on the picosecond
time scale [77]. To assess the change ground state population, the time
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Figure 7.19: Structural fit of A) ∆S(400 nm, ∆t=4 ps) and B) ∆S(480 nm,
∆t=2 ps). The structural parameters where used form sec. 7.1.4. In A) the fit
matches the signal well except at the negative peak at 3.5 Å−1. This is likely
a result of the self-normalization. The 480 nm measurement is described well
across the entire q-range.
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bins are initially fit with the equilibrium structures used in the structural
fit. The contraction is expected to occur on a timescale of ∼100 fs [77].
As a result the solute scaler of such an analysis can be used to identify
both the share of already contracted molecules as well as the distribution
of the ground state conformers.

The investigation of these dynamics is shown in Fig. 7.20 for the
400 nm measurement. Panel A) shows the solute scaler αlong and αshort

fitted with the equilibrated ground and excited state structures. Such an
analysis is unable to describe the timescales shorter than the contrac-
tion time but can assess the longer population dynamics. Both excitation
fraction increase abruptly at ∆t=0 ps and with time constants of τlong
1.2 ps and τshort 1.3 ps. The share of excited molecules must be constant
throughout the depicted timescale, as molecules are only excited at t0 and
the lifetime is in the nanosecond regime. As discussed in the last chapter,
during the optimization of time-resolved data, it can be practical to keep
the solute scaler constant even before t0, as a finite solute scaler pre-
vents the fitting of artifacts through ∆SSolute with unrealistic structures.
The similar timescale of increase suggests that the changes are not due
to inter-conversion of the ground states. The excited state is assumed
to have been formed from the ground state conformers according to their
concentration in solution. A model that constrains the solute scaler defines
αlong and αshort as constant.

The dIrIr,ES are determined using these solute scalers as constrains,
shown in Fig. 7.20 B). A single excited state structure was used for IrDi-
men, despite the excitation from both ground states suggesting at least
two ground states for very short delays, as the increase in degrees of
freedom of a second ground state structure resulted in instabilities. This
causes a most likely dIrIr,ES at ∆t <0 ps between the two ground states.
The parameter curve contracts after an unphysical delay of ∼200 fs and
converges slowly towards the excited state equilibrium. This suggests that
the excited molecules do not contract in a coherent manor following pho-
toexcitation. Fig. 7.20 C) shows the dIrIr,ES without a constrains on the
solute scaler. This causes instabilities before t0, but results in a contraction
of dIrIr,ES with a step function at t0.

An identical analysis was done for the 480 nm measurement, shown
in Fig. 7.21. A) depicts the excitation fractions αlong and αshort. αlong
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Figure 7.20: Time resolved structural analysis of the 400,nm measurement. A)
shows the fitted solute scalers for every time bin using the equlibrium structures.
Both αlong and αshort grow in with similar time constants τlong 1.2 ps and
τshort 1.3 ps (solid lines), suggesting that this rise is depicting the formation
of the excited state structure and does not represent inter-conversion between
the ground states. As a result, the solute scalers are assumed to be constant
in the ground state conformer equilibrium. B) shows dIrIr,ES parameter curve
fitted with the solute scalers constrained according to A). dIrIr,ES contracts
after a delay of ∼200 fs and converges against the excited state equilibrium. C)
depicts the same optimization without constrains of the excited state fraction,
yielded a contraction at ∆t=0 ps. The red lines depict kinetic fits.
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rises sharply at t0, while αshort rises on a much longer timescale. This
could be explained through the preferential excitation of the long ground
state and the interconversion of the ground states, which occurs through
an energy barrier [94] and should follow a smooth curve. The ratio of
αlong/αshort becomes very large for short delays. The shapes suggest
that not hole in ground state is generated from the photoexcitation and
αlong must describe the entire solute scaler at t0, shown through the solid
lines. To constrain the solute scaler in the time-resolved optimization, a
model αtot = αlong + αshort = const. with the interconversion constant
τ is used, shown by the solid lines in Fig. 7.21:

αshort(∆t) = IRF ∗ (H(∆t) · αshort,equi · (1− exp−∆t/τ)

αlong(∆t) = αtot − αshort(∆t)
(7.1)

Using these constrained solute scalers to determine the most likely ex-
cited state structure B) again produces a contraction of the dIrIr param-
eter curve ∼200 fs delayed to t0. The parameter curve exhibits a transient
oscillation Tosc 0.57±0.05 ps with a fast decay time 0.21±0.08 ps. Lifting
the constrained on the excitation fraction results in, as for the 400 nm
measurement, instabilities before t0 and a contraction at t0. The oscil-
lation Tosc is fitted with an amplitude of 0.28±0.11 Å dephasing with a
lifetime of τosc 0.23±0.1 ps, using:

dIrIr(∆t) =IRF ∗ (dIrIr,GS +H(∆t+ t′) · (∆dIrIr,1)

+ ∆dIrIr,2(1− exp (−∆t/τIrIr,1))

+ ∆dosc cos (2π · (∆t+ t′)/Tosc)

· exp (−(∆t+ t′)/τosc)))

(7.2)

The short dephasing time and low amplitude compared to the con-
tractions distance suggests that the coherence of the contraction of the
excited molecules is limited, but present in opposition to the measurement
with 400 nm excitation discussed earlier.
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Figure 7.21: Time resolved structural analysis of the 480 nm measurement.
A) shows the fitted excitation fractions for every time bin using the equilib-
rium structures. αlong grows in at ∆t=0 ps, while αshort only grows in over
time. This suggests that this rise depicts the inter-conversion, as αlong was
preferentially excited. B) shows the dIrIr,ES parameter curve fitted with the
excitation fractions constrained to according to A). dIrIr,ES contracts after a
delay of ∼200 fs and converges against the excited state equilibrium. C) depicts
the same optimization without constrains of the excited state fraction, yields a
contraction at ∆t=0 ps.
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The ligand scaffolding twist parameter γES of the 400 nm was deter-
mined as a very noise curve, likely a result of the choice to use the struc-
tural parameters from obtained from a different experiment. This caused
the used ground state structure to not correspond with the minimum of
the parameter space, leading to instabilities. The ligand scaffolding twist-
ing of the 480 nm measurement will be discussed in sec. 7.3.3.

7.2.3 Conclusions

The TR-XSS measurements of IrDimen using 400 and 480 nm pump wave-
lengths did provide results in line with the model derived by Pizl et al. [95],
in which electronic transition was linked to structural dynamics using tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy. Photoexcitation with 400 nm photons ex-
cites complexes from both ground states. Within the resolution of this
analysis, both ground states are excited according to their presence in the
equilibrated ground state. The dIrIr,ES parameter curve does not exhibit
an oscillation, which is in line with an excitation into a higher lying man-
ifold of excited states, in which the coherence in the ensemble structures
is limited during the relaxation. The 480 nm excitation resulted in an os-
cillation, which is in line with the expectation of the vibrational relaxation
observed in transient absorption spectroscopy [98].

In both cases, the fixation of the excitation fraction resulted in a de-
lay in the dIrIr,ES contraction in the parameter curve compared to the
onset of signal increase in the raw data. The removal of this constrained
yielded parameter curves that contracted at ∆t=0 and produced interme-
diate structures between ground state and excited state distances. In the
480 nm measurement, the total signal magnitude increases over the first
picoseconds. The excitation resulted in a hole in the ground state popu-
lation of the long conformer, which is regenerated during the equlibration
of the ground states. This process shifts this hole from the long to the
short population, which should decrease

∑
∆S, which is not observed

in the data. Both findings suggest that the modeling of the excited state
population of IrDimen with a constant solute scaler is inadequate for short
delays. A possibility to explain this behavior is that the complexes do not
react coherently to the new electronic structure following photoexcitation.
The flexible ligand could sterically hinder the contraction, as the Iridium
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atoms are still bound to the cyanide groups. In this case, the contraction
of the Iridium atoms could be faster than the average response time of
the molecule. In a model where the excitation fraction is fixed, this would
show up as the observed additional delay time highlighting the point where
the majority of complexes have responded to the photoexcitation.

7.3 Parameter distributions in structural oscil-
lations

As discussed in chap. 2, the distribution of a structural parameter in an
excited state ensemble at t0 depends on the interplay between the spectral
width of the photon, the ground state population distribution and param-
eter dependent gap between ground and excited state potential surface
∆V(r) = V(r,ES) -V(r,GS). This distribution of parameters can be used
to describe the motion of the excited state ensembles on the excited
state potential surface. Generally, laser systems exhibit a Gaussian shaped
spectrum, which makes it practical to approximate the distribution with
a Gaussian shape. The distribution is thereby defined by its position ri
on the reaction coordinate and its width σi. For narrow distributions or
approximations this model converges towards a single structure. The dis-
tribution propagates on the potential energy surface. If the distribution is
sufficiently narrow and the potential sufficiently harmonic, the propaga-
tion yields an observable oscillation in the structural parameter, as seen
in the last section.

This distribution of structures introduces changes to the structure
factor in the measured systems. An economical way to calculate struc-
ture factors for a range of distributions is to use the Debye-Waller-esque
positional uncertainty ui introduced in Eq. 4.8.

Similar to motions on the excited state potential surface, these dis-
tributions can also be observed on the ground state potential surface.
Under finite temperatures, the vibrational modes of the ground state are
occupied, but are typically not observed as the vibrational modes in equi-
librium cancel each other out. An off-resonance excitation can induce an
imbalance into the equilibrium and result in an observed motion of the
hole left behind by the photoexcitation, as discussed in the next section.
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This section will investigate the shape and nature of distributions in
structural oscillations induced in d8d8 transition metal complexes by pho-
toexcitation by both on-resonance and off-resonance photons.

7.3.1 Ground state dynamics

Preceeding time-resolved optical spectroscopic experiments by van der
Veen et al. [103] had investigated the excited state dynamics of PtPOP,
focusing on the Pt2 stretching mode with a period of ∼225 fs. PtPOP
has been studied previously with TR-XSS [88], but the limited time reso-
lution available at synchrotrons prevented any investigation of structural
dynamics in the transition metal complex, due to dephasing times in the
few-picoseconds regime [104]. With the improvement of the temporal res-
olution available at LCLS after the implementation of the timing-tool [64]
such oscillations were resolvable in direct structural information for the
first time.

Experimental parameters

The data was collected with the proposal Charge transfer and vibrational
coherence in a photocatalytic model system at the LCLS XPP in 2015,
alongside the systems discussed in sec. 8.1. This specific dataset has been
intensively analyzed and discussed by Haldrupet al. 2019 and reanalyzed
as part of this work. The sample was prepared as 80 mM PtPOP in water.
The photoexcitation occurred with 395 nm, about 25 nm away from the
absorption maximum (Fig. 7.3).

Model free analysis

The reduced data is shown in Fig. 7.22 Panel A) depicts the time resolved
difference scattering data for the first 5 ps. The subplots B) and C) de-
pict the first left singular component of the SVD decomposition of the
reduced data and the associated time trace. The magnitude of the first
SVD component S1,1 is more than 7 times larger than any subsequent
components, thus comprising a significant part of the data alone. Subplot
D) depicts the Fourier transform of the OSS of the time trace depicted in
C). A mode with a period of ∼285 fs is dominant along the time trace.
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Figure 7.22: Colorplot of ∆S0 and the analysis of its first SVD component. A)
depicts ∆S0 exhibiting an oscilating signal following ∆t=0. The first right sin-
gular of the SVD B) depicts a strong positive peak at low q and a negative peak
at 1.8 Å−1. The right singular time-trace of this component C) depict at steep
increase at t0 followed by an oscillation dephasing over several picoseconds.
The Fourier transform of the OSS of the time-trace indentifies the oscillation
period as 285 fs
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This frequency is much more in agreement with the ground state os-
cillation period of PtPOP, which has been determined for crystalline sam-
ple with low temperature absorption spectroscopy to be 110 cm−1 [105],
or 303 fs, and resonance Raman spectroscopy to be 117 cm−1 [106], or
285 fs, than the excited state period of 225 fs. This indicates that the ob-
served oscillation does not occur on the excited state potential surface, but
the ground state potential surface instead. The strong off-resonance red-
shifted excitation with 395 nm laser, compared to the 370 nm absorption
maximum in solution, resulted in the preferential excitation of ground-
state complexes with a geometry closer to the excited state, due to their
phase in the ground state oscillation. The excited ensemble of molecules
is positioned near the bottom of the excited state potential. The low vi-
brational mode of this state results in only minor oscillations, limiting
the magnitude in the scattered solution signal. Fig. 7.23 depicts this pro-
cess. The photon preferentially excited PtPOP molecules with structures
already close to the excited state structure, due to the off-resonance exci-
tation. This left a hole in the ground state population of structures with a
specific vibrational state. The observed oscillations in the signal originate
from this hole oscillating on the ground state potential surface until it
dephases [97].

Structural fitting

The initial structural optimization was conducted on the ∆S2 signal, as
shown in Fig. 7.24 A) using ∆S2(∆t=4 ps). The structural parameter op-
timized dPtPt is shown in Fig. 7.1. The excited state distance dPtPt,ES

was frozen at 2.76 Å based on previous synchrotron experiments, in which
a larger q-range ≤8 Å−1 was accessible [88]. dPtPt,GS was determined at
2.93±0.09 Å with an excitation fraction of αS2 4±2%. The large error,
determined with the Likelihood method, arises from the strong correla-
tion between excitation fraction and contraction distance in the complex,
which cannot be disentangled with the available q-space. These structural
parameters were used to fit the structural signal of the isotropic ∆S0 as
depicted in Fig. 7.24 B).

As the dynamics occur on the ground state potential surface, as shown
in Fig. 7.23, the dynamics are resolved by optimizing the structure of
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Figure 7.23: Oscillation of the excited state ensemble of molecules in the excited
state potential surface S1 and the ensemble of ground state holes on the ground
state potential surface. Dephasing time decreased compared to actual sample
for illustrative purposes. The amplitude of the motion of the hole Ahole

ωPtPt is
considerably larger than any oscillation on the excited state potential surface
after excitation with 395 nm. Adapted from [97]

Figure 7.24: Fitting of PtPOP at a ∆t 4 ps in the A) ∆S2 and B) ∆S0. The
individual components of the ∆S0 according to Eq. 6.5 are depicted indepen-
dently. The error associated with each of the q-bins is depicted on the bottom
of each of the fits.
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Figure 7.25: Structural optimization of the hole in A) ∆S2 and B) ∆S0. The
parameters are fitted with Eq. 7.3 to derive the time-constants and oscillation
magnitude

the hole for each of the time-bins. Fig. 7.25 depicts the time-resovled
most likely dPtPt,hole for A) ∆S2 and B) ∆S0. The solute scaler was
kept constant from the fits depicted in Fig. 7.24, resulting in the distance
converting to the equilibrium distance of the excited state for ∆t<0. Both
parameter curves are fitting with Eq. 7.3 to derive time constants:

dPtPt(t) = dPtPt,0 + IRF ⊛H(t)

· (∆dPtPt +Ahole
ωPtP tcos(2π · t/Tosc)) · exp (−∆t/τosc))

(7.3)

with the instrument response function RIF, the Heaviside function
H(t), the ground state equilibrium distance dPtPt,0, the amplitude of the
oscillation Ahole

ωPtP t and the oscillation period Tosc. The oscillation fre-
quencies T=0.285±0.001 ps and dephasing time of the oscillation τosc =
2.3±0.24 ps are identical within the error bar.
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Conclusions

In summary, the data has allowed the tracking of coherent oscillations of
the femtosecond timescale in PtPOP. The off-resonance excitation yielded
oscillations on the ground state potential energy surface The limitations
in the accessible q-range limited the investigation of the actual shape of
the distribution of dPtPt in which the hole ensemble oscillates.

7.3.2 Parameter distributions in ensembles of PtPOP

Additional experiments studying the distribution of dPtPt inside an oscil-
lating excited state ensemble were conducted in 2021 after the ongoing
upgrade towards LCLS-II had improved the machine.

The access to higher energies, and with it the additional q-range,
would lead to two primary advantages during the analysis compared to
the dataset presented in sec. 7.3.1. Firstly, the extended q-range would
allow for a better separation of the solvent contribution, which is limited
to the lower q-range, from solute contributions which exhibit oscillations
in the difference scattering signal much further into the q-space. Secondly,
the access to higher q-range would allow for the determination of not only
the position of the Gaussian distribution along the dPtPt axis but also the
width. Depending on the width of the distribution, the distribution of the
structures is spread out more widely, resulting in changes in the difference
scattering signal according to Eq. 4.8. These changes are simulated for
a contraction of dPtPt from 2.95 to 2.75 Å in PtPOP in Fig. 7.26. The
simulation predicts that the changes are most noticeable in the range from
4.5 to 8 Å−1, which would have been unfeasible to resolve in the range
available in previous experiment (<5Å−1). In the 2021 experiment the
sample was excited on-resonance with 370 nm photons, which resulted in
the observation of motions on the excited state potential surface rather
than the ground state potential surface discussed in the previous section.

The experiment was conducted PtPOP in the solvents water, acetoni-
trile and 2-propanols. The different solvents bond to the complex with
different strength, and as such influence the potential energy surface,
which governs the structural rearrangements following photoexcitation.
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Figure 7.26: Influence of positional uncertainty on the ∆S0 scattering signal.
The simulated signal contraction in dPtPt from 2.95 to 2.75Å is imposed with a
range of positional uncertainties according to Eq. 4.8 simulating the broadness
of the dPtPt distribution in the excited state ensemble. The largest changes
occur in the range of 4.5 to 8Å−1.

The PtPOP potential energy surfaces in water are often depicted as
parabolic in literature [104]. This approximation is supported by findings
that the dephasing time is more dependent on the ligand flexibility than
the solvent [107], showing the weak coupling to solvent modes. In prac-
tice, the platinum atom will experience some form of asymmetry in forces
between the other platinum on one side and the solvent on the other [82].
To investigate the impact of such an asymmetric force, the width of the
excited state ensemble parameter distribution was tracked following pho-
toexcitation.

The temporal width of the laser limits the spectral resolution, result-
ing in a Gaussian distribution of molecular structures that are excited
onto the excited state potential surface. This distribution experiences this
anharmonicity and may broaden or sharpen, as molecules with different
vibrational states move along the potential. [108]
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Figure 7.27: Colorplots of the isotropic difference scattering signal ∆S0 for
PtPOP in A) acetonitrile, B) water and C) 2-propanol.

Model independent analysis

The reduced and binned datasets are depicted in Fig. 7.27. The measure-
ments in A) acetonitrile and B) water clearly exhibit oscillatory patters as
expected in the experiment. The 2-propanol measurement C) has received
the least amount of integration time and strong artifacts can be seen on
either end of the q-range.

The datasets are analyzed with an SVD, shown in Fig. 7.28. The q-
space was truncated to reduce the interference of artifacts from then ends
of the q-axis. The left singular components all show the same oscillating
pattern along the q range. The signals for the acetonitrile and water mea-
surement appear identical within the noise, suggesting that the solvent
dependent ∆Scage term might be either very similar or relatively small.
The right singular components all depict an increase in signal at t0 fol-
lowed by an oscillation. The oscillation is also present in the 2-propanol
measurement, where it had previously obfuscated by noise and artifacts.
The right singular components are fitted with Eq. 7.4,
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Figure 7.28: First left singular A) and first right singular B) of the SVD of the
difference scattering data of PtPOP in acetonitrile, water and 2-Prop. The data
was truncated in q-direction (A)) to reduce the impact of artifact contributions
identified at either end.The strong similarity of the signal shape in A) suggests
that the solvent contributions are minimal for q>2Å−1. All systems exhibit
a similar shaped oscillation on the time-trace B). C) depicts the oscillation
period and dephasing time according to Eq. 7.3. The time resolution appears
unchanged to previous experiments, albeit with a larger error due greater noise
at each data points

∆S(t) = IRF ∗H(t) · (A+B · sin(2π · t/Tosc+ϕ) ·exp(−t/τosc)) (7.4)

describing the increase in signal at t0 with an period Tosc, dephasing
time τosc and the IRF. In all cases the oscillation period of ∼225 fs was
found, as suggested by literature on the excited state oscillation. The de-
phasing times of 1.4±0.2 ps (lit. 1.1±0.1 ps [104]) for ACN and 1.6±0.6 ps
(lit. 1.76±0.08 ps [103]) are in reasonable agreement with literature re-
sults.

The relative magnitudes of the first and subsequent SVD components
are depicted in Fig. 7.29. The primary components is by far the largest
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Figure 7.29: A) Magnitudes of the first six SVD-components and B) & C)
their respective time traces for PtPOP in acetonitrile (black), water (red) and
2-prop (blue). Neither system has an additional component that exhibits a clear
induction by the laser pulse at ∆t=0 ps. Additional components are as as such
primarily attributed to noise and artifacts.

contribution, with the acenonitrile measurement exhibiting one additional
stronger component before the magnitudes begin to converge. Only the
time-trace of the first component in B) exhibits a clear time dependency
in regard to t0 stronger than the noise level, suggesting that there is only
a single dynamic component in the system.

Structural determination

Using the information from the SVD analysis, the structure was optimized
using Eq. 6.5 at ∆t=2 ps where the oscillation have dephased. The plat-
inum atoms were constrained to symmetric positions for both ground and
excited state. During the structural optimization the solvation cage scaler
β was tied to the excitation fraction to stabilize the fit. dPtPt,GS was
determined at 2.96±0.17 Å, dPtPt,ES at 2.70±0.14 Å. Fig 7.30 shows the
fit and the individual components.
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Figure 7.30: Structural optimization fit result of ⟨∆S(∆t=1.5:2 ps) ⟩ PtPOP
in water. Signal averaged between ∆t 1.5 and 2 ps

These equilibrium ground- and excited state distances were used as
constrained parameters to determine the excitation fraction used in the
acetonitrile and 2-propanol samples, where no solvation cage term was
available. The strong similarity of the signal in Fig 7.28 suggested that
the ∆Scage has limited impact on the structural signal.

Time-resolved analysis

Using these ground state structure and determined solute scaler, the os-
cillations could be resolved in structural parameters across the entire ex-
perimental range.

For each time bin the most likely excited state distance dPtPt,ES and
positional uncertainty uPt were fitted. The reduction artifacts were ac-
counted for by taking the two strongest components of an SVD of the
signal before -300 fs and using them as fit components in every time-step,
as discussed in [76]. ∆SCage components were omitted to maintain parity
between the systems, and heat contributions were used in accordance with
the solvent. Fig. 7.31 depicts the results of the fit for the three solvents.

All three systems show a contraction of dPtPt,ES at t0 followed by
an oscillation with a frequency of ∼225 fs. The oscillations decrease in
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Figure 7.31: Time resolved structural fitting results in A) acetonitrile, B) water
and C) 2-propanol. The ground state structure and excitation fraction were
kept constant for all time-bins.

magnitude over time. The uncertainty uPt before t0 can be noise and
artifacts. In the acetonitrile sample, uPt appears to be maximal primarily
at local maxima of dPtPt,ES . This relationship is not as clearly seen in the
water sample, and the 2-propanol sample exhibits a very noise uncertainty
curve, which was expected from the strong noise in the data.

To determine patterns in the signal, an autocorrelation method was
employed for the two parameter curves for the time range ∆t≥0 ps. Fig 7.32
A) depicts the autocorrelation of the contraction of the PtPt-distance.
The atoms undergo an oscillation resulting in strong positive correlation
between the position at ∆t and ∆t+n·Tosc for all samples. In the un-
certainties uPt this pattern is repeated for the acetonitrile sample, which
exhibits a similar pattern, but nothing similar has been observed for the
water and 2-propanol sample.
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Figure 7.32: Autocorrelation of the fitted parameter curves A) platinum atoms
contraction ∆dPtPt and B) positional uncertainty uPt for PtPOP in acetrni-
trile, water and 2-propanol. In all 3 systems the ∆dPtPt curves depicts a clear
correlation between the position at ∆t and ∆t+ n · 0.225 ps, as expected from
the oscillations frequency. The uncertainty exhibits this relation only for the
acetonitrile solution. In other systems, there is no clear correlation between lo-
cal maxima and minima in the uPt(t) distribution.
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Figure 7.33: Colorplots of the A) acetonitrile and B) water measurements with
the extended q-range until 10 Å−1. The signal at lower q<2.5Å−1 is strongly
influenced by artifacts.

Extended q-range

During the experiment, additional measurements were taking for PtPOP
in acetonitrile and water with access to a larger q-range. This was realized
by moving the detector closer to the sample from 48 mm to 43 mm, giving
access to larger scattering angles and thereby a q until 10Å−1. The time
dependent ∆S0 are depicted in Fig. 7.33. Both solvents exhibit the char-
acteristic oscillations observed in the previous measurements. However,
the measurements also exhibit strong artifacts at q<2.5Å−1.

The data was analyzed in an identical fashion to the data at low q.
Fig. 7.34 A) depicts the structural optimization of the water measurement.
The fit deviated from the data the strongest at around 2Å

−1, where
the fit is unable to produce a large enough signal. As in this particular
section of the q-range the ∆S is notably larger than observed for the low
q measurement, or previous PtPOP measurements in water, this can be
attributed to a self-normalization artifact.

Using these structural parameters and excitation fraction, the most
likely ∆dPtPt,ES and ui were determined for each binned delay. The afore-
mentioned artifacts were treated identically as previously. The results are
depicted in B) for acetonitrile and C) for water. Similar to the acetonitrile
measurement in the lower q measurements, the uncertainty uP tP t is cor-
related between ∆t and ∆t+ n·Tosc. The effect is also visible for water in
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this q-region, albeit less pronounced than in the acetonitrile measurement.

Conclusions

The parameter curve of the uncertainty suggests a periodicity of the un-
certainty uP t mirroring the dynamics of the platinum atoms reaching the
outermost positions of the oscillation. This behavior can be explained with
a solvent dependent anharmonicity in the potential, resulting in a differ-
ence in the parameter distribution at either turning point, resulting in a
side with narrower and one with a wider average distribution. For a suffi-
ciently narrow initial distribution, this has been proposed for anharmonic
potentials [5, 109].

An additional contribution to the uncertainty is that while the repulsive
further from the other platinum atoms are identical between coherently
oscillating complexes, the solvent fluctuates dynamically exhibiting a range
of different forces onto the platinum atom for the ensemble.

Fig. 7.35 sketches out the parameter distributions reaction to the an-
harmonic electronic potential surface. If a sufficiently narrow distribution
of dPtPt is generated by the photoexcitation, the Gaussian shaped distri-
bution is sharpened up on the "inside" of the complex by the electrostatic
repulsion. On the outside the attractive forces between the platinum atoms
are counteracted by stabilizing forces from solvent interaction. The ace-
tonitrile, as the stronger bonding solvent, stabilizes the platinum atoms
stronger thus deforming the potential energy surface stronger, as seen in
the autocorrelation plots. In contrast to the IrDimen discussed in sec. 7.2,
the system is well described by a constant solute scaler, suggesting that
molecules react more coherently to the changed electronic structure.

7.3.3 Parameter distributions in ensembles of IrDimen

The measurement of IrDimen with 480 nm discussed in sec 7.2 was con-
ducted in the same experimental setup as the data presented in sec. 7.3.2.
In the IrDimen analysis a single structure had, in combination with a con-
stant excitation fraction, proven inadequate as a description of the system
for very short time delays. In the PtPOP system, the Debye-Waller-esque
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Figure 7.34: Analysis of the higher q-range data analogue to the previous steps.
A) depicts the fit of ∆S0(∆t=2 ps). The fit captures the oscillations of the data
well, except for the peak at 2.2 Å−1, where the data deviates from the low q
data shown in Fig. 7.30. B) and C) depict the structural parameter curves dPtPt

and uPt for ACN and H2O. The uncertainty overlaps in both cases with local
maxima of the dPtPt curve. This is also apparent in the autocorrelation E)
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Figure 7.35: The excited state ensemble is generated at the outer turning point
of the PtPt oscillation on the excited state potential surface. If the distribution
along dPtPt is narrower than the equilibrated distribution of the excited state,
the distribution is expected to broaden up towards the center and narrow down
towards the sides. In a harmonic potential this would be symmetric. A strong
interaction with a solvent, such as acetonitrile, may break the symmetry by
stabilizing longer distances. In such a case, the distribution would be sharper
on one side than the other (red).
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positional uncertainty has given insight into the evolution of the distri-
bution, and thereby the excited state potential energy surface. A similar
increase in the parameter space introduces a distribution of structures into
the analysis which could explain this behavior.

The structural optimization, constraining the excitation fractions to
the values determined in Fig. 7.21, are depicted in Fig. 7.36 A). The
dIrIr,ES parameter curve contracts after a delay of ∼200 fs, exhibiting
one oscillations before converging to the excited state equilibrium. The
Debye-Waller-esque factor uIr in B) increases sharply at t0 to its maxi-
mum, from which it slowly decays over the first picoseconds.

The lifting of the constrained again produces a parameter curve where
dIrIr,ES contracts at t0 being followed by an oscillations. The Debye-
Waller-esque factor uIr in D) experiences a similar shape but does not
reach quite as high values compared to the previous analysis. In both
analysis methods the ligand scaffolding twisted after a brief delay fol-
lowing photoexcitation. The large positional uncertainty directly following
the photoexcitation highlights the broad distribution of structure that are
electronically excited. While the observed collective oscillations only com-
prise a small part of the signal, the disorder suggests that the individual
molecules are impacted by much larger oscillations, that nearly cancel out
on average. As the system vibrationally relaxes, the molecules approach
the excited state equilibrium and the positional uncertainty decreases.

The analysis shows that a Debye-Waller-esque factor uIr alone is not
sufficient to describe the contraction of IrDimen with a constant solute
scaler. The large uncertainty decreasing over time is consistent with com-
plexes from a ground state with a relatively flat potential energy surface
converging into a steeper excited state potential surface.

7.3.4 Conclusions

With femtosecond time resolution, parameter distributions in an ensemble
and their width can be tracked if a sufficiently large q-range can be probed.
The stiff pyrophosphit ligand scaffolding of the PtPOP effectively reduces
the number of structural parameters to one. The dephasing time is long
in comparison to the oscillation period and allows to observe the system
over several oscillation periods. The excitation wavelength defines the
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Figure 7.36: Structural parameters fitted for each individual ∆t using the pa-
rameterized excitation fraction determined in Fig. 7.19. A) depicts dIrIr,ES

fitted with Eq. 7.2. The contraction appear delayed by ∼200 fs and is superim-
posed by an oscillation with a period of 410 fs. The immediate onset is exhibited
in B) through uIr, which rises sharply at ∆t=0 ps and decays over the first pi-
coseconds. The ligand scaffolding increases similarly to the previous analysis.
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distribution of structural parameters in the excited state ensemble, which
guides the observed oscillations on solvent dependent ground and excited
state potential surface.

The IrDimen complex exhibits much more complicated potential en-
ergy surfaces, both for the ground and for the excited state. The additional
degrees of freedom in ligand structure and ground state compositions
create, as discussed in previous sections, a whole range of challenges.
The dephasing time, which has been linked to ligand flexibility in d8d8-
complexes [104], hinders the observation of more than one oscillation.

7.4 Summary

Bi-metallic d8d8 transition metal complexes have proven useful to the
study of a range of fundamental photophysical properties. The improved
spectral purity at modern X-ray sources and access to higher energies
yields unprecedented insight into the systems, but also emphasizes prob-
lems in data treatment and modeling. Their wavelength and solvent depen-
dent photodynamics have been analyzed and compared to complementary
methods, linking the structural motions to electronic structures and sol-
vent interactions. By exploiting the ever-advancing capabilities at large
scale facilities, a fascinating new insight into systems can be achieved.

The ultrafine structural refinement analysis highlighted both problems
through the choice of scaling interval as well as the modeling of flexible
components. The self-normalization using the azimuthally integrated data
has the fundamental problem that images of otherwise identical sample
with and without photoexcitation measured with identical X-ray pulses
(neglecting the quantum-physical element of chance in any scattering
experiment) will be scaled with a differently, as long as the signal inside
the scaling interval

∑q2
q1∆S does not add to zero. While q-values might be

found where this is true for a single delay, a dynamically evolving system
is unlikely to match this criterion with a single set of limits.

Nonetheless, the upgraded beam quality allowed for the study of the
motion and width of a distance distribution across the potential energy
surface. With improvement of X-ray sources to come, this form of studying
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distributions and potentials may become accessible to broader groups of
compounds.

The bi-metallic d8d8 transition metal complexes have long served as
model systems both for studying fundamental photophysical dynamics as
well as the bench-marking systems for method development. The com-
plexes are can react with ions in solution to form, among other com-
pounds, tri-metallic complexes. These systems will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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The previous chapter has discussed the electronic structure, physical struc-
ture and structural dynamics following photoexcitation of the d8d8 transition-
metal complexes PtPOP and IrDimen in great detail. Their reactive ca-
pabilities have not been discussed as much.

In addition to the catalytic activity discussed in the previous chap-
ter d8d8-complexes have been shown to transfer charges to acceptors in
solution [110] or associated with other compounds in both ground and
excited state. This behavior has been observed for both PtPOP [111,112]
and IrDimen [43, 113]. Especially the PtPOP system has been reported
to associate with a range of ions in solution [114], in particular thal-
lium [44, 115], tin and lead [116], silver [117] , and anions [118]. Their
formation in the ground state is generally observed through a shift of the
absorption spectrum from the 370 nm of PtPOP towards longer wave-
lengths. The binding constant increases for many of these systems follow-
ing photoexcitation, increasing the concentration of XPtPOP complexes
and allowing the formation of X2PtPOP formations, which are not present
in the ground state [44].

The luminescence, both fluorescence and phosphorescence, is also af-
fected by the bonding. Both shifts in the wavelength, depending on the
type and amount of ions bonding to the complex [44], and quenching
of the luminescence has been reported for Cu2+, Gd3+ and Fe3+ [114].
The association of ions is commonly interpreted to occur along the PtPt
axis [119], but configurations in which the bonding occurs on the ligand
scaffolding have been proposed [120]. The mechanisms behind these pro-
cesses are not well understood, and the bonding of the PtPOP with other
components presents as a molecular playground for studying photophysical
and bonding processes with transition metals.

The IrDimen system exhibits a similar reactivity in solution. Ag(PPh3)+2
and Au(PPh3)+2 (PPh3 = Triphenylphosphine) have been reported to as-
sociate along the Iridium axis in solution [113]. In addition to this, the
increased flexibility of the dimen ligands allows for different bonding ge-
ometries than those possible in the PtPOP system. The complex has been
shown to encapsulate an Ag+ ion in solution, bonding the ion centrally in
the complex. In direct opposition to the PtPOP system, where photoex-
citation increases the binding constant, the ion is ejected following pho-
toexcitation restoring the starting complex. [43] As a result the IrDimen
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system offers opportunity to study bond breakage on ultrafast timescales,
on top of the possibilities of the PtPOP molecule.

A unique commonality between these tri-metallic complexes is that
the bonding relies solely on the formation of a metal-metal bond in the
ground-state. The d8d8 complexes discussed in sec. 7 do not exhibit at-
tractive forces between the metal atoms in the ground state, the bonding
between metals and ligand scaffolding maintains the structure. The addi-
tional metal atoms, or ion, however bonds directly and solely to the metal
atoms of the complex. The nature of this metal-metal bond is not well
understood and will analyzed in this chapter.

This chapter will contain the investigation of three of tri-metallic com-
plex systems. In the first section the bonding of MPtPOP (M= Ag+, Tl+)
will be discussed in the ground state and following photexcitations. The
second section will discuss the dissociation reaction of AgIrDimen.

8.1 Ultrafast structural dynamics in MPtPOP

The association process of metal ions to PtPOP can be tracked in both
the absorption and the emission spectra. Fig. 8.1 depicts the absorption
and emission spectra of PtPOP in the presence of 0 mM, 1.7mM and
144 mM of Ag+ ions in solution. A low concentration of silver ions in-
duces only a small shoulder in the absorption spectrum, but the emission
spectrum is nearly completely shifted towards the emission of the AgPt-
POP* component at 556 nm. This can be attributed to the increasing
bonding constant in the excited state resulting in considerable association
following photoexcitation [44]. Under sufficiently high concentrations of
Ag+, the emission will shift towards the Ag2PtPOP* emission at 610 nm,
as the majority of the photoexcited complexes form bonds to two ions
before emitting. The wavelenghts of absorption and emission maxima of
MnPtPOP (M=Ag,Tl) are summarized in Tab. 8.1.

The mechanism behind the formation of these metal-metal bonds, in
which the ions in solution form a direct bond to the transition metal of
the complex, is not well understood and will be discussed in this chapter.
This chapter will summarize the key findings of Paper I, into which the
majority of my analysis on this system was incorporated.
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Figure 8.1: Absorption and emission spectra of PtPOP, AgPtPOP and
Ag2PtPOP. 10µM solution of PtPOP are surrounded with 0mM, 1.7mM and
144mM of Ag+ ions in solution. In each solution there is 1 mM triflic acid per
mM Ag+ to suppress silver nanocluster formation. Small Ag+ concentrations
only lead to a small change in the absorption spectra, but change the emission
considerably due to the significantly increased bonding constant in the excited
state. Under sufficiently high concentrations Ag2PtPOP* is formed in the so-
lution resulting in emission with a wavelength shifted even further. The laser
profile corresponds to the profile used during the X-ray solution experiment.
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Table 8.1: Absorption and emission maxima wavelengths of PtPOP, AgnPtPOP
and TlnPtPOP. The dσ∗pσ numbers correspond to the maxima of the broad
peaks. The numbers in parenthesis correspond to spin forbidden transitions into
the triplet state.

PtPOP AgnPtPOP TlnPtPOP
Absorption [nm] n = 1 n = 1
dσ∗pσ 368, (452) [44] 400 [117] 390 [44]
dπpσ 284, (315) [96]
Emission [nm]
Flour. 400 [44]
Phos. 513 [44] 560 [117] 559 [44]

Absorption [nm] n = 2 n = 2
(M2PtPOP not present in GS)

Emission [nm]
Flour.
Phos. 610 [117] 588 [44]

8.1.1 Sample systems

Previous TR-XSS studies on AgPtPOP [117] and TlPtPOP [115] were
conducted at synchrotron sources and focused on the association of metal
ions through the increase of the binding constant in PtPOP complexes
following photexcitation. The metal ions associate along the platinum axis
forming a metal-metal bond to the nearest platinum. Fig 8.2 depicts the
structures of A) PtPOP, B) AgPtPOP and C) TlPtPOP, with indication
of the metal-metal distances used as structural parameters. The sample
systems were measured in identical circumstances during the same beam-
time as the data presented in sec. 7.3.1. All 3 samples were excited with
395 nm 3 uJ laser pulses. As shown in Tab. 8.1, this laser wavelength is
very close to the absorption peaks of AgPtPOP (400 nm) and TlPtPOP
(390 nm), but excited the PtPOP far off resonance (370 nm).
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Figure 8.2: Atomic structures of A) PtPOP, B) AgPtPOP and C) TlPtPOP.
The molecular structures correspond to the structurally optimized ground state
structure discussed below. The marked distances dPtPt and dPtM correspond
to the structural degrees of freedom of the complex. Made using Avogadro [93].
Adapted from Paper I

Figure 8.3: Colorpots of ∆S0 for A) PtPOP, B) AgPtPOP and C)TlPtPOP.
Adapted from Paper I

8.1.2 Model independent analysis

The measured data was reduced and separated into ∆S0 and ∆S2 as
discussed in sec. 5.2. Fig 8.3 depicts the isotropic difference scattering
signals for A) PtPOP, B) AgPtPOP and C)TlPtPOP. The details and
the analysis of the PtPOP measurement has been reported by Haldrup et
al. [97], and are summarized in sec. 7.3.1.

The Singular Value decomposition of the isotropic difference scatter-
ing signals ∆S0 are depicted in Fig 8.4. Panel A) depicts the first left
singular components of the three samples. They all share a strong posi-
tive peak at low q and a negative peak at 1.8 Å

−1, but differ above 2
−1.
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Figure 8.4: First component of the singular value decomposition for the data
sets shown in Fig. 8.3. The left singular components A) all show a strong positive
signal towards low q and a strong negative signal at ∼1.8Å−1, but differ in the
oscillations following that peak. The right singular values time traces B) exhibit
oscillations, which are transient for the MPtPOP systems and dephase over the
first picoseconds for the PtPOP system. The oscillatory structural signal (OSS)
is taken from all traces for further analysis and Furier transformed into C). A
Gaussion window was applied (ref) to reduce the impact of artfacts in regions
without oscillations. All 3 systems exhibit an oscillation at around ∼0.29 ps,
the MPtPOP systems additionally exhibit longer periods at 0.4 ps (AgPtPOP)
and 0.7 ps(TlPtPOP). Adapted from Paper I

The right singular time-traces are depicted in panel B), showing transient
oscillations in the MPtPOP systems and an oscillations with longer co-
herence time in the PtPOP system. A Gaussian window with 1 ps fwhm
centered at ∆t=1 ps is applied to the oscillatory structural signal is taken
from the time-traces to focus on delays directly following photoexcita-
tion. The Fourier transforms of these traces are depicted in C). A period
of 0.29 ps is identified in all systems, and it is the nearly sole mode in the
PtPOP measurement. The MPtPOP measurements exhibit additional pe-
riods, ∼0.4 ps for AgPtPOP and ∼0.7 ps for TlPtPOP. The time constant
found in this analysis are expected to be resolved in the structural fitting
further below.
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8.1.3 Structural optimization

The structural parameters describing the inter-metal distances of the com-
plexes, depicted in Fig 8.2, were optimized to match the simulated scat-
tering signal against the data. ∆S0(∆t=4 ps) was used for the structural
optimization using Eq. 6.5. The platinum atoms were constrained to sym-
metric positions around the ligand scaffolding center of mass and the
external metal atom was constrained to positions along the PtPt axis.
The solvation cage scaler β was tied to the solute scaler β=α to stabi-
lize the fit. Fig. 8.5 shows the result of the structural optimization for A)
AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP.

The first panel of A) depicts the fit using the optimized structure, the
data and the residual. The residual is mostly structure-less for q<4.5Å−1 .
The second panel depicts the individual components to scale, highlighting
that the difference scattering signal is primarily composed out of ∆SSolute

and ∆SHeat. The third panel depicts the fit of ∆S2(∆t=4 ps) using the
structure obtained from the ∆S0 optimization. The solute scaler had to
be decreased by 32% compared to the istropic fit to match the magni-
tude of the measured signal. The structural signal appears slightly shifted
towards lower q-values in comparison to the data, resulting in an oscil-
lation in the residual. The structural parameters are listed in Tab. 8.2.
dPtPt,Gs decreases from 3.03±0.04 Å by ∆dPtPt=0.25±0.08 Å, which is
comparable to results reported for PtPOP. dPtAg,GS increases following
the photoexcitation from 2.87±0.12 Å by 0.19±0.04 Å.

The TlPtPOP fit in the first panel of B) matches the shape of the
data well, leaving only an unstructured residual. The second panel depicts
the contributions of ∆S to scale, showing that ∆SSolute comprises a larger
part of the total signal, which is expected from the stronger scattering of
the Thallium in comparison to silver. dPtPt,Gs contracts from 3.12±0.12 Å
by 0.28±0.08 Å, the ground state distance being slightly longer than the
∼2.98 Å of PtPOP. dPtT l,GS is with 3.14±0.16 Å longer than the silver
parameter, but contracts following photoexcitation by 0.31±0.24 Å. The
∆S0 optimized structure matches the ∆S2 leaving no structure in the
residual, shown in the last panel, with the solute scaler reduced by 44 %
compared to the isotropic one.

In both cases α had to be reduced to match the ∆S2 signal. The
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Figure 8.5: Structural optimization results of A) AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP.
The first panels show the fit on top of ∆S0(∆t=4 ps). The second panels show
the different model components to scale as in the fit. The last panels show the
calculated anisotropic difference scattering signals using the optimized structure
scaled to ∆S2(∆t=4 ps). Adapted from Paper I
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Table 8.2: Structural parameters of A) AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP optimized
through a minimization of χ2. Adapted from Paper I

Parameter AgPtPOP TlPtPOP
dPtPt,GS [Å] 3.03±0.04 3.12±0.12
∆dPtPt [Å] 0.25±0.08 0.28±0.08
dPtM,GS [Å] 2.87±0.12 3.14±0.16
∆dPtM [Å] -0.19±0.04 0.31±0.24
α [%] 34±10 26±16

anisotropic signal only follows the cos2 distribution for perfectly linear
transition dipole moments. If the transition dipole is less well defined, as
might be the case through external metal atom, the observed effect will be
reduced. Additionally, due to the temporal compression of the laser pulse,
the laser might induce simultaneous multiphoton excitation events in the
sample. As their transition dipole moment would likely not match the
HOMO/LUMO transition, they would not contribute to the anisotropic
signal but the isotropic one. Additional reductions may arise from the
dephasing of the molecules rotating in solution.

In addition to the axial bonding of the external metal atom, as shown
in Fig. 8.2, a structure has been proposed by Kruppa et al. [120] in which
the external atom bonds to the ligand scaffolding in AgPtPOP. This con-
figuration will be discussed as the orthogonal structure from now on, as
opposed to the axial one. Fig 8.6 depicts these configuration for AgPtPOP
and, TlPtPOP. The findings from DFT calculations by Kruppa et al. show
a lower energy for the orthogonal configuration than the axial one.

The structure of the orthogonal configuration was optimized similar
to the axial one. The platinum atoms were constrained to symmetric posi-
tions along the PtPt axis, while the external metal atom was constrained
to positions orthogonal to this axis starting from the position optimized.
A separate set of ∆Scage was simulated for these structures.

Fig 8.7 depicts the result of this optimization. The AgPtPOP fit A)
matches the structure of the signal well both for ∆S0 and ∆S2. The resid-
ual is slightly more structured in the isotropic and slightly less structure
in the anisotropic, compared to the axial fit. This results in a reduction
of χ2 from χ2

axial5.06 to χ2
ortho 4.88, which is within the certainty range.
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Figure 8.6: Molecular structures of A) AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP in the or-
thogonal configuration. The molecular structures correspond to the structurally
optimized ground state structure discussed below. The marked distances dPtPt

and dM correspond to the structural degrees of freedom of the complex. Made
using Avogadro [93]. Adapted from Paper I

The residual TlPtPOP from the fit B) is notably more structured, as the
model is unable to describe the kink in the curve at 1.3 Å−1. This causes
an increase from χ2

axial 10.41 to χ2
ortho 21.40, marking a substantial de-

crease in fit quality. The second panel shows that a much larger part of
the signal is realized through the solvent ∆SHeat than ∆SSolute. The last
panel shows that the model is unable to describe the anisotropic data well,
and the excitation fraction had to be amplified in comparison to the ∆S0,
which is physically implausible.

The structural parameters for both system are listed in Tab. 8.3. The
∆dM distances of 2.75±0.33 Å (AgPtPOP) and 2.79±0.17 Å (TlPtPOP)
are considerably shorter than the 4.12 Å predicted by Kruppa et al., in a
way that would likely be prohibited due to steric hindrance.

Based on these finding, the axial structure was deemed to be the more
likely one for both systems.

8.1.4 Time-resolved analysis

The structural parameters of the ground state were used to optimize the
excited state structure for every time-bin of ∆S0(q,∆t). The ground state
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Figure 8.7: Structural optimization of A) AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP using
orthogonal structures. Adapted from Paper I

Table 8.3: Orthogonal structure parameter. Adapted from Paper I

Parameter AgPtPOP TlPtPOP
dPtPt,GS [Å] 3.01±0.27 3.12±0.08
∆dPtPt [Å] 0.30±0.27 0.30±0.17
dM,GS [Å] 2.75±0.33 2.79±0.17
∆dM [Å] -0.05±0.15 0.34±0.30
α [%] 14±4 12±7
∆T [K] 0.83±0.08 0.77± 0.10
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distances dPtPt,GS and dPtM,GS were kept constant alongside the solute
scaler α. Fig. 8.8 depicts the time-resolved structural and solvent param-
eter curves of AgPtPOP.

The left panel shows the inter-metalic distances as a function of time
alongside the kinetic functions describing functions describing them. The
parameters of the metal atoms are described through Eq. 8.1 and Eq. 8.2:

dPtPt(∆t) =IRF ∗ (dPtPt,GS +H(∆t)

· (∆dPtPt,1 +∆dPtPt,2(1− exp (−∆t/τPtPt,1))

+ ∆dosc cos (2π ·∆t/Tosc) exp (−∆t/τosc,P t)))

(8.1)

dPtM (∆t) =IRF ∗ (dM,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dPtM,1)

+ ∆dPtM,2(1− exp (−∆t/τPtM,1))

+ ∆dosc cos (2π ·∆t/Tosc) exp (−∆t/τosc,M )))

(8.2)

dPtPt,ES contracts following the photoexcitation and approaches the
equilibrated distance over the first few picoseconds with τPtPt,1 1.58±0.18 ps.
The parameter curve is superimposed with an oscillation T1 0.28±0.01 ps
dephasing with τosc,P t 1.71±0.69 ps over the first picosecond. The dPtAg,ES

exhibits similar dynamics, expanding with τPtPt,1 0.98±0.18 ps while os-
cillating with T1 0.36±0.02 ps.

The temperature ∆T of the surrounding solvent increases with τ∆T

1.24±0.04 ps, using Eq. 8.3. The solvation cage scaler ϵ reaches a maxi-
mum within the time-resolution of the experiment, determined with Eq. 8.4.
The function was extended with a nonphysical linear term m ·∆t to match
the continued increase over the picoseconds following photoexcitation:

∆T (∆t) =IRF ∗ (∆Tmax ∗H(∆t− t′)

∗ (1− exp (−(∆t− t′)/τ∆T )))
(8.3)

ϵAgPtPOP (∆t) =IRF ∗ (ϵmax ∗H(∆t− t′)

∗ (1− exp (−(∆t− t′)/τϵ) +m · t)) (8.4)
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Figure 8.8: Time-resolved structural parameter optimization of AgPtPOP. The
dPtPt,ES The parameter curves are fitted with functions (red lines) to derive
time constants. Adapted from Paper I

The time-resolved structural optimization results for TlPtPOP are de-
picted in Fig. 8.9 alongside their kinetic fits using Eq. 8.5, Eq. 8.2, Eq. 8.3
and Eq. 8.6. An nonphysical exponential term with a short decay time was
added to describe the cage for short delays. dPtPt,ES contracts within
the time-resolution of the experiment and remains constant from thereon.
dPtPt,ES contracts over several picoseconds oscillation with a period of
TPtT l 0.80±0.04 ps:

dPtPt(∆t) = IRF ∗ (dPtPt,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dPtPt))) (8.5)

ϵT lP tPOP (∆t) =IRF ∗ (ϵmax ·H(∆t− t′)

· (1− exp (−(∆t− t′)/τϵ)

− exp (−(∆t− t′)/τϵ,2)))

(8.6)

The kinetic fit parameters for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP are listed in
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8.1. Ultrafast structural dynamics in MPtPOP

Figure 8.9: Time-resolved structural and solvent parameter for TlPtPOP as
well as their kinetic fits. dPtPt,ES contracts within the time resolution of the
experiment. dPtM,ES contracts with τPtTl 1.53±0.04 ps exhibiting a transients
oscillation with TPtTl 0.80±0.04 ps. Adapted from Paper I

Table 8.4: Summary of the kinetic fit parameters of A) AgPtPOP and B)
TlPtPOP time-resolved structural fitting results. Adapted from Paper I

A) AgPtPOP
Tosc [ps] τosc [ps] τ1 [ps]

dPtPt 0.28±0.01 1.71±0.69 1.58±0.18
dPtAg 0.36±0.02 1.47±0.87 0.98±0.18
ϵ 0.02±0.04
∆T 1.35±0.04

B) TlPtPOP
Tosc [ps] τosc [ps] τ1 [ps]

dPtPt

dPtT l 0.8±0.04 0.49±0.11 1.53±0.04
ϵ 0.22±0.46
∆T 1.64±0.11
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Tab. 8.4. In both systems the longer oscillation period found in the SVD
analysis was identified as a structural motion in the dMPt parameter.
The shorter 0.28 ps mode, observed in the SVD anlysis for both MPtPOP
systems, was only identified in the dPtPt,ES curve of AgPtPOP.

8.1.5 Electronic structure

Both complexes, AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP, appear similar but exhibit dif-
ferent dynamics following photoexcitation. The electronic structure of the
systems should be able to elucidate these differences. The PtPOP elec-
tronic structure, shown in Fig. 8.10 A), can be described with a generic
MO-scheme highlighting the 5dσ∗ HOMO and 6pσ LUMO. During the
complexation with the external metal ion, these molecular orbitals mix
with the metal ion orbitals. The filled 6s orbital of the Thallium ion mixes
with the molecular orbitals of PtPOP, being positioned energetically lower
than the PtPOP HOMO. This causes the nature of the HOMO/LUMO
transition to remain from antibonding to bonding, causing the photoexci-
tation to yield a contraction. The silver ion on the other side provides an
empty orbital and therefore providing space for electrons already within
the system. The new orbital is positioned in the previous HOMO/LUMO
gap. During photoexcitation the bonding does not unambiguously increase
in the system, causing the silver atom to remain in place in relation to
the molecule center of mass. This is supported by the shape and ener-
getic levels of molecular orbitals calculated by Kong et al. [119] Similar
argumentation strategies are used by Clodfelter et al. [44] to describe the
orbital mixing of TlPtPOP and by Sykes & Mann [113] describing an
externally bound ion to IrDimen.

8.1.6 Conclusions

PtPOP bonds with metal ions in solution, the metal atoms are bonded
along the PtPt axis in the molecules as shown in this analysis. Their elec-
tronic structure is strongly influenced by the nature of the bonding ion.
The Platinum atoms contract following photoexcitation is a comparable
manner to the dPtPt in PtPOP, but additional structural dynamics occur
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8.2. Ultrafast deencapsulation in AgIrDimen

Figure 8.10: Molecular orbital scheme of the electronic structure of A) PtPOP,
B) AgPtPOP and C) TlPtPOP. The PtPOP structure is the generic MO-scheme
between two atoms as shown previously [38]. During the bonding with the
Thallium atom the filled 6s orbital mixes with the electronic structure. The
overall nature of the HOMO/LUMO dσ∗pσ transition is preserved, resulting
in a contraction in the system following photoexcitation. The 5s of the silver
ion is empty when bonding with the complex. The nature of the transition
is changed and the bond order no longer increases unambiguously following
photoexcitation, resulting in the expansion of dPtAg . Taken from sec. 9

in the PtM axis. The metal atoms oscillate on the excited state poten-
tial surfaces as energy is dissipated while they approach the excited state
equilibrium distance. The TR-XSS has helped to confirm and define the
structure of the structure of MPtPOP, where theoretical calculations have
led to ambivalent results. This information was then used to elucidate the
electronic structure that would lead to such structures and dynamics fol-
lowing photoexcitation The metal-metal bonding and their perturbation
through photoexcitation yield insight into the field of tri-metallic com-
plexes as a whole.

8.2 Ultrafast deencapsulation in AgIrDimen

The association of metal ions with d8d8 transition metal complexes is
limited to outward facing positions for PtPOP, due to the inflexible lig-
and scaffold and short dPtPt distance of ∼2.95 Å. In transitions metal
complexes with a more flexible structure, the additional metal ion is able
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Figure 8.11: A) IrDimen and B) AgIrDimen complex structure visualized using
Avogadro [93], together with their structural parameters.

to associate at the center of the complex, bonding to both metal atoms
simultaneously.

This phenomenon was first described by Sykes and Mann 1988, syn-
thesized this compound during an attempt to generate d8-d7 mixed metal
transition metal complexes in DMSO. IrDimen encapsulates Ag+ ions in
solution, bleaching the characteristic absorption of IrDimen and turning
the solution clear. The formed tri-metallic complex is sufficiently stable to
be crystallized. Following photo-excitation with ultraviolet light, the Ag+

is ejected restoring the characteristic absorption of IrDimen reversibly. [43]
The initial investigation was able to locate the position of the encap-

sulated ion but offered little insight on neither the electronic structure nor
the reaction dynamics. The Ag+ ion is located centrally in the complex
between the two Iridium atoms, shown in Fig. 8.11 alongside the structural
parameters.

The energetic parametrization of AgIrDimen in relation to IrDimen
can be described in a Frank-Condon diagram, shown in Fig. 8.12 in rela-
tion to the dIrIr coordinate. As discussed in section 7.1, IrDimen has two
stable ground state conformers in solution with different dIrIr which can
be selectively excited with different wavelengths. The distance dIrIr in
the AgIrDimen expands to accommodate the encapsulated ion. The ex-
citation with near-ultraviolet light is depicted to excite the complex onto
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Figure 8.12: Frank-Condon Diagram of IrDimen and AgIrDimen in relation of
dIrIr against the energy in the system. The two ground states of IrDimen
can be excited with different optical wavelenghts, while the AgIrDimen can be
transferred into the IrDimen S1 with ultraviolet excitation, ejecting the Ag+.

the IrDimen S1 excited state potential surface following the expulsion, but
the process could also lead to the IrDimen relaxing into the ground state
based on the information available at the time of the experiment. The ex-
cited state potential surface is depicted as a singlet, but the information
available does not exclude spin-forbidden photoexcitation. The analysis of
the system presented here is preliminary and further analysis has to be
done for a full interpretation of the available data.

8.2.1 Experimental parameters

The experiment was conducted in 2018 at the LCLS facility under the
proposal Revealing the Ultrafast Dynamics and Hidden Symmetries During
Ion- Release from a Transition-Metal Complex. The sample was prepared
as a 30mM solution of IrDimen in acentonitrile. The data analyzed in this
work reduced during the beamtime. The sample was excited with 400 nm
70 fs laser pulses.
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Figure 8.13: Difference scattering signal of AgIrDimen in acetonitrile, A)
Isotropic difference scattering ∆S0 and B) anisotropic difference scattering
∆S2. The isotropic scattering signal features a strong transient negative signal
at low q turning positive for longer delays. The rest of the q-range forms in the
first ∼0.5 ps and remains stable. The anisotropoic signal B) is dominated by
the optical Kerr effect but exhibits some additional signal for short delays.

8.2.2 Model independent analysis

The binned difference scattering signals separated into ∆S0 and ∆S2 are
depicted in Fig. 8.13. The isotropic difference scattering signal A) exhibits
a strong negative transient signal at low q for the first picosecond, which
is later replaced by a strong positive signal. Additional oscillations along
the q-axis, with notable maxima around 2, 3 and 4.5 Å−1, appear within
the first few hundreds of femtoseconds and remain stable. The isotropic
signal also exhibits a weak sharp features around, amongst others, 3 Å−1.
These features can be attributed to silver nanocrystals that have formed
in solution and are heated by the pump laser pulse.

The anisotropic signal primarily feature strong transient signals fol-
lowing photoexcitation, with a negative peak at around 1.8Å−1. Such as
feature would be expected from the optical Kerr effect in acetonitrile. As
this feature is expected to decay with a time constant of 1.5±0.5 ps [80].
There is longer lasting structure within the system. Going forwards, the
analysis shown here will focus on ∆S0.

Fig. 8.14 depicts the SVD of the AgIrDimen isotropic ∆S0 scattering.
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8.2. Ultrafast deencapsulation in AgIrDimen

Figure 8.14: Singular Value Decomposition of the isotropic difference scattering
signal ∆S0 of AgIrDimen. A) depicts the component magnitudes S in descend-
ing order. The right singular components of the first two, which A) shows to be
dominant, are depicted in B). They both show oscillations in the signal from q 2
to 5Å−1, and differ primarily in low q area. The time traces in C) highlight that
the components are substituted from one another over the first 4 picoseconds.
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The magnitude of the components in A) shows that the first two compo-
nents comprise a large share of the total signal. These first components
are depicted in B) and show great similarity in the q range larger than
∼2 Å−1. The right singular time-traces of the components shown in C)
suggests that the components are substituted for one another, describing
the change in low q. As a result, the structure of the signal at larger q
can be interpreted as growing in fast and remaining constant afterwards.

8.2.3 Structural optimization

The previous analysis has suggested that the signal at low q, which is gen-
erally strongly influence by solute-solvent interactions, changes strongly
on the picosecond scale. However, at the time of analysis, no simulated
∆Scage were available for the system. As a result the data q<1 Å−1 was
omitted from further analysis. The results of the structural optimization of
∆S(∆t=6 ps, 1<q <5) are depicted in Fig. 8.15. The optimized structural
parameters are shown in Fig. 8.11.

The distance between the Iridium atoms dIrIr,GS was determined at
5.40±0.06 Å with the Ag+ ion located at 0±0.25 Å. In the excited state,
dIrIr,ES converges at 2.82±0.05 Å. dIrIr,ES matches the dIrIr,ES of IrDi-
men determined in previous studies [77] and this thesis sec. 7.1 resonable
well. From these findings it can be reasoned that the complex remaining
after the expulsion relaxes into the IrDimen excited state, as proposed by
Fig. 8.12.

8.2.4 Time-resolved analysis

Having derived the structural parameters of the ground state and the
equilibrated excited state, the next step is to track the atoms during the
expulsion process.

In the previous analysis of IrDimen, shown in sec. 7.3.3, it was shown
that the twisting of the ligand scaffolding to accommodate for the the
decresed dIrIr primarily occurs at ∆t>2 ps. This parameter is thus omitted
in the analysis for ∆t<2 ps shown in this section.

A difficulty in the analysis is the distinguishing between movement
along the dIrIr and the dAg parameter. Fig. 8.16 depicts the fitting of
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Figure 8.15: Fit of the higher q part of the isotropic scattering signal of AgIrDi-
men ∆S(∆t = 6 ps). The data was fitted between 1 and 5 Å−1 to avoid the
strongly solvation dependent part observed in the model independent analysis.

A) ∆S(∆t=0.23 ps) and B) ∆S(∆t=1 ps) with structures in which either
dIrIr is expanded, or dIrIr is contracted and the Ag+-ion is expelled.
In the fitted q-range >1Å−1 the difference in ∆S for an identical solute
scaler α is primarily in the position of the peak at ∼2 Å−1. The shift of
the peak at 2−1 towards hight q in comparison to the peak position in
the equilibrated ∆S(∆t=1 ps), could only be modelled by an expansion
of dIrIr.

The time-resolved structural optimization results are shown in Fig. 8.17
A). In the presented analysis the excited state the excited state ensem-
ble is represented as a single structure. The inclusion of a range of more
structures led to instabilities in the fitting parameters.

As discussed in sec. 7.3.3, IrDimen does not contract coherently follow-
ing photoexcitation. Constraining the solute scaler led to the nonphysical
appearance of a delay of 0.2 ps in the contraction of dIrIr in the IrDimen
analysis as a result. The AgIrDimen exhibits a similar behavior in the dIrIr
curve. The dIrIr increases for short delays, after which dIrIr abruptly de-
creases where, as discussed in Fig. 8.16, the structure with dissociated
silver becomes the more probable.

The Debye-Waller-esque factor uAg, as used in Eq. 4.8, was dynami-
cally chosen as dAg/3 to model and increase in spread of the distribution of
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of the data to a model with expanded dIrIr and a
model with contracted dIrIr with a dissociated Ag+ for A) ∆t=0.23 ps and
B) ∆t=0.23 ps. An expanded dIrIr appears as the only way to model the
peak at 2.3 Å−1 for short delays, where it is shifted towards higher q-values in
comparison to the excited state. For longer delays, the peak position approaches
the shape of the dissociated structure. The ∆SSolute differ the strongest for q
<1−1, where the analysis was omitted due to the lack of solvent terms.
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distances with increasing dAg. The factor 3 was a compromise between too
early delocalization of the ion, due to too large associated positional un-
certainties, and nonphysical parameter curves due to artifacts of the form
factor matching to the data in local minima. The convergence towards
dAg=6 Å depicts such a minima, where the fit is only marginally better
χ2(dAg=6 Å)=14.6 than for notably larger distances χ2(dAg=10 Å)=14.9.

The solute scaler is depicted in Fig. 8.17 B). The scaler was limited to
values >0.25 ·αequi to stabilized the fit and reaches its equilibrium value
after ∼0.6 ps. With this information, the average speed of the Ag+ was
determined with a kinetic function comprising a linear fit convoluted with
the IRF and a Heaviside function:

dPtPt(∆t) = IRF ∗ (H(∆t) · vAg ·∆t) (8.7)

Omitting the data between 0.35 ps<∆t<0.6 ps, an average velocity
of the Ag+ of 1180m/s was obtained. This speed is close to the speed
of sound in acetonitrile (1278.01m/s) [121]. Such as speed can only be
realized in sufficient energy is deposited by the photon in the system by
the excitation photon.

The encapsulation of the Ag+-ion reduces the disorder in the liquid.
For the association to occur with such a large reaction constant, as evident
through the complete bleaching of a strongly absorbing solution, the free
energy has to be reduced significantly in comparison to unbound IrDimen
and silver in the solution. The 400 nm excitation delivers a total of 3.1 eV
into the system upon absorption. The optical decay of IrDimen under
emission of 710 nm [94] photons suggest that at least 1.74 eV remain in
the excited state of the system following the structural rearrangement.

Accelerating an Ag+-ion with a mass of 107.9 u to 1180 m/s requires
0.8 eV of total energy. This leaves 0.56 eV that can be dissipated into
the solvent as the structure relaxes. This value is larger than the energy
dissipated after an S0,long S1 transition in IrDimen with 585 nm, where a
total of 0.36 eV can be dissipated. The ejection of the Ag+-ion at such
speeds is therefore possible.
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Figure 8.17: Time-resolved analysis of the photo dissociation of AgIrDimen.
Panel A) depictes the structural parameter curves of dIrIr,ES and dAg,ES .
The expulsion of the Ag+ occurs perpendicular to the IrIr-axis and through a
gap between the ligands. Structural parameters between 0.35 ps<∆t<0.6 ps,
in which time the interconversion is likely to occur. B) depicts the solute scaler
α. The scaler is limited to ≥0.5% to stabilize the structures for short delays
and reaches its excited state equilibrium at 0.6 ps.
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8.2.5 Solvation shell

The description of solvation in this system has two main components,
the solvation of the Ag+, which forms a solvation shell with the solvent
following ejection, the structure of which has been subject to debate [122,
123], and the solvation of the IrDimen unit. The acetonitrile surrounding
the IrDimen interact with the solute and react to changes in structure and
charge distribution.

The description of the Ag+ ion itself also falls in principle into two
components. In a first step, following the ejection, the ion is surrounded
by solvent molecules. Until the ion has been slowed down sufficiently,
and the adjacent molecules had enough to rearrange themselves, the ion
experiences an average distribution of solvent molecules in its vicinity. In
a secondary step the adjacent molecules align to form a solvation shell.

As discussed in the previous sections discussing IrDimen, the descrip-
tion of the solvation shell in both ground state and excited state has been
subject to theoretical work [124] and proven difficult to apply in experi-
mental analysis [77]. The encapsulation of the Ag+ increases the charge
of the from +2 to +3, would likely increase the order of the surrounding
complexes. Future theoretical work on the solvation shell of this com-
plexes could prove helpful in resolving the superposition of the excited
state ensemble of AgIrDimen complexes.

8.2.6 Conclusions

In the analysis of this TR-XSS experiment, the structure of the ground
state of AgIrDimen, the silver being encapsulated, was confirmed, and the
electronic state after the ejection was identified as the excited state of
IrDimen. The ejection of the Ag+-ion was tracked, identifying the speed
as close to the speed of sound. The analysis of the energy transfer in the
individual processes suggested the plausibility of such as speed.

The large spread of the structural ensemble, also previously observed
for pure IrDimen, resulted in some difficulties to describe the first 500 fs,
but ultimately the measurement allowed the observation of the dissociative
reaction.
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8.3 Summary

The further complexation of d8d8 transition metal complexes leads, as
already discussed in the introduction to this chapter, to a whole range
of interesting properties and phenomena. The analysis of the MPtPOP
system in sec. 8.1 investigated the association of metal ions in solution.
The molecular and electronic structure of the complexes was determined,
and oscillations in the data were linked to structural dynamics follow-
ing photoexcitation. The analysis of the photophysical deencapsulation
of AgIrDimen in sec. 8.2 found the structure of the ground and excited
state following the photoexcitation, as well as derived the kinetics of the
expelling of the ion.

Going forward, the association the field of tri-metallic complexes de-
rived from d8d8 transition metal complexes allows for such a vast quantity
of possible structures, that only a very small share could be investigated
as part of this work.
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Future work
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This thesis presents a broad spectrum of investigations of ultrafast struc-
tural dynamics and chemical reactions of IrDimen and PtPOP.

The structural implications of intersystem crossing have been investi-
gated, and the distribution of structures in an ensemble of photoexcited
molecules have been investigated with TR-XSS. The excitation wavelength
dependent structural dynamics of PtPOP and IrDimen have been analyzed
on the femtosecond timescale. The electronic transitions inducing oscil-
lations in ground and exited state potential energy surfaces have been
identified and linked to physical processes. By taking advantage of larger
X-rays energies recently made available by the ongoing upgrade of the
LCLS, this analysis was extended to investigate the parameter distribu-
tions inside an oscillation excited state ensemble and successfully linked
to population dynamics in anharmonic potentials.

The formation, structure and structural dynamics of several tri-metallic
complexes has been successfully identified. The structure, structural dy-
namics and electronic structure of TlPtPOP and AgPtPOP has been suc-
cessfully identified with TR-XSS. The structure of AgIrDimen in solution
has been determined and a preliminary analysis of the photodissociation
reaction has been presented.

In the work done for this thesis, only a small share of the chemical re-
action properties of d8d8 transition metal complexes and the metal-metal
bonds they for could be investigated. As discussed in the introduction to
chap. 8, the bonding occurs with a broad range different ions, which can
be used to further study metal-metal bonds and to benchmark quantum
chemical calculation tools.

In a broader sense, the continuous improvement of sources, such as the
upcoming upgrade towards LCLS-II with its access to megahertz repetition
rates, can extend this form of investigation towards more electron scarce
materials and compounds. The methodology developed in this work for
samples with strong scattering contrast can then be applied and used as a
basis for the analysis of these sample systems. Ultrafast science as a whole
will be able to answer interesting questions about fundamental problems
for many years to come.
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Ultrafast photoexcitation dynamics in tri-nuclear

metal-metal bonded M-PtPOP (M = Ag, Tl)

transition-metal complexes

December 31, 2022

The diplatinum complex PtPOP associates with free metal ions (M=Ag+, Tl+)

in solution forming tri-nuclear metal-metal bonded MPtPOP complexes. These complexes,

their structural dynamics and their electronic behavior are not well understood and afford a

unique opportunity to study metal-metal bonds. Here, we present an X-ray solution scattering

study of the ultrafast structural dynamics of AgPtPOP, TlPtPOP and PtPOP in water after

photoexcitation. We carry out model-independent analysis of the observed dynamics as well

as an analysis incorporating time-resolved structural refinements of the PtPt and MPt bond

lengths with <100 fs time resolution. Based on the observed structural dynamics we propose

an electronic structure model that describes the metal-metal bonding behavior in both the

ground and excited state. The model classifies the MPtPOP molecular orbital schemes by the

electronic configuration of the association ion which defines the HOMO and LUMO of the

resulting complex. The similarities and differences observed in the dynamics of AgPtPOP,

TlPtPOP and PtPOP complex are discussed on the basis of this model.
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Figure 1: DFT-calculated structures of PtPOP (A), AgPtPOP (B) and TlPtPOP (C) with the
structural parameters investigated in the present study indicated by arrows.

.

1 Introduction

Transition-metal complexes have been objects of interest for their photochemical and photo-

physical properties for several decades[1]. Their ability to absorb and convert energy from

as well as into photons makes them interesting for potential applications such as catalysis

and electrically driven light emitting diodes [2]. They consist of a core comprising of one

or more metal-atoms, which are enclosed by a ligand scaffold composed of often organic

compounds. The complexes are regularly classified based on the number of electrons in

the outermost d-orbital of the metal atoms. Following photo-excitation the single-metal d6,

d8, and d10 metal ion complexes often undergo metal-to-ligand charge transfer [1, 3, 4]

whereas for the bimetallic d8-d8 complexes metal-metal (MM) and metal-metal-to-ligand

charge transfer (MMLCT) often dominates and this leads to large changes in the metal-metal

bond length and overall geometry of the complexes as recently reviewed by Gray, Zanis and

Vlcek [5]. However, despite decades of investigation, the interrelationship between electronic

transitions, structural change, and catalytic activity is not yet completely understood.

Fig. 1 A depicts the structure of the tetrakis (diphosphito) diplatinate(II) anion

[Pt2(H2P2O5)4]4−, or PtPOP. Within the field of ultra-fast structural dynamics PtPOP, has
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been intensively investigated due to its interesting photophysical properties[1, 6, 7], its

photodehydrogenation capabilities [8] as well as its comparative simplicity with respect to

other d8-d8-complexes such as Ir2(1,8-diisocyano-p-menthane)4 (Ir2Dimen4)[9, 10, 11]. In

the PtPOP system, the four pyrophosphite ligand subunits are known to form a symmetrical

scaffold around the platinum atoms as depicted in Figure 1. In the ground state (GS) the

platinum-platinum distance (dPtPt) was determined from crystallography to be 2.92 Å [12]

with later studies based on L-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy in solution suggesting

dPtPt to be around 2.88 Å [13] whereas a study based on Time-Resolved X-ray Solution

Scattering suggested a distance of slightly above 2.95 Å [14]. Simulation studies based on

Density FUnctional Theory (DFT) have found dPtPt to be in the range from 2.8 Å to 3.1 Å

with higher levels of theory trending towards longer distances [15, 16, 17].

From early single-crystal spectroscopic studies [18] the photoexcitation of PtPOP

in the intense absorption band centered at 370 nm was concluded to involve a significant

contraction of ∆dPtPt = 0.2-0.3 Å along the Pt-Pt axis. This was later confirmed with Raman

Spectroscopy [19] and steady-state X-ray diffraction [20] and in two studies with 100

picosecond time resolution based on Time-Resolved X-ray Solution Scattering (TR-XSS)

[14] and L-edge EXAFS [21]. From the spectroscopic data, this contraction was determined

to arise from a dσ∗→ pσ transition along the Pt-Pt axis, where one electron is promoted

from an anti-bonding orbital to a bonding orbital located between the two Pt atoms. More

recently, and beginning with a landmark study by van der Ween et al. [22], Transient Optical

Absorption Spectroscopy (TOAS) has been extensively used to elucidate the details of the

electronic and structural dynamics following photo-excitation. Following excitation, the

molecules start out in a vibrationally hot state on the potential energy surface of the S1

electronic excited state. The structure dissipates energy with impulsive vibrational cooling
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during the first Pt-Pt oscillation. This is followed by solvent dependent vibrational cooling for

1-2 ps into the lowest vibrational state [22, 23]. On slightly longer time scales, the intersystem

crossing (ISC) time has been determined to be strongly solvent dependent for PtPOP, ranging

from 0.7 in Acetonitrile to 30 ps in Ethylen Glycol, whereas for water it is 13.7±0.2 ps [22]

and we note that also the properties of the ligand scaffolding have been shown to impact ISC

times [7]. Under excitation with higher photon energies the electrons are initially excited

to the higher lying state manifold above the lowest singlet, an excitation process which has

been attributed to ligand-to-metal charge transfer states [24]. From these states the PtPOP

molecules rapidly (∼ 100 femtoseconds) decay into the lowest triplet state, bypassing the

singlet while maintaining structural coherence upon ISC to the triplet state.[23]

Focusing next on the solution-phase chemistry, PtPOP forms complexes in solution

in the presence metal-ions, PtPOP+M ⇀↽ MPtPOP and PtPOP+2M ⇀↽ M2PtPOP, where

the metal ion M can be Ag, Tl or a range of other metal ions [25]. As discussed in detail

by Clodfelter et al. [26] this complexation most likely takes place in the axial position and

both in ground state and in the photoexcited state, where the interaction is enhanced by

several orders of magnitude. As such, the metal-PtPOP complexes 1 B and C, afford a unique

opportunity for studying metal-metal bonding. The TlPtPOP complex was investigated first

in the optical studies by Nagle&Brennan [27] and Clodfelter et al.[26], where the association

reaction constants (see below) were determined and the Pt-Tl distance estimated to be

2.7-3.0 Å assuming a ∆dPtPt Pt-Pt distance contraction from 2.92 Å to 2.71 Å, which was

estimated from measurements on PtPOP alone. Taking advantage of the much increased

bonding affinity in the excited state, the structure and lifetime of TlPtPOP* and Tl2PtPOP*

was later studied using TR-XSS by Haldrup et al. [28] determining a dPtTl,ES of 2.92 Å. In

the case of AgPtPOP* Christensen et al., [29] determined a dPtPt,ES of 2.84 and a dPtAg,ES
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of 2.47 Å for the AgPtPOP complex. These studies however did not include the ground

state association in the structural refinement, a shortcoming which was later adressed by

the same authors in a study by Kong et al., reporting on excited state quantum chemical

calculations[16]. In this study, dPtPt,ES was calculated to be 2.78 and 2.79 Å for axially-

coordinated TlPtPOP and AgPtPOP, respectively, with a polarizable-continuum model of

the solvent environment. The excited state distances dPtM,ES were determined to be 3.0 and

2.9 Å for Tl and Ag, respectively. This study also discussed the shape and nature of the

HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals used to support the MO-scheme suggested from the

structural results presented here. In contrast to these studies, Kruppa et al. [30] reported

on time-resolved mass spectrometry in combination with (vacuum) DFT, based on which a

side-binding motif was suggested for AgPtPOP, as discussed further below.

1.1 Electronic structure

Fig. 2 shows the electronic structure of PtPOP, AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP as molecular orbital

(MO) energy diagrams. The diagrams for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP are derived from previous

work on d8-transition metal complexes[5] and previous quantum-chemical calculations on

these samples[16], and will be discussed below. In PtPOP, the electrons fill up the orbitals to

the antibonding highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 5σ*. The optical transition of an

electron into the bonding, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 6σ orbital increases

the bonding order between the platinum atoms, resulting in a bond-length contraction[5].

When a metal ion associates with the PtPOP anion, the valence s-orbitals, filled 6s for Tl+

and empty 5s for Ag+, mix with both the HOMO and the LUMO[26]. This process decreases

the overall energy of the system by decreasing the energy of the 5dσ* electrons in AgPtPOP

and the 6s electrons for TlPtPOP. In the TlPtPOP system the interaction yields a Tl 6s type
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Figure 2: Molecular orbital (MO) scheme of A) PtPOP, B) AgPtPOP and c) TlPtPOP

MO energetically below the PtPOP 5d, resulting in the nature of the HOMO and LUMO

being largely preserved.[16] In the AgPtPOP system, the interaction results Ag 5s type MO

being energetically between the PtPOP 5d and 6p type MOs, as is shown in Fig. 2 B. This

changes the nature of the transition and the bond order no longer unambiguously increases

during excitation. In fact, we have tentatively made the new MO anti-bonding, following

the argumentation of Sykes and Mann 1990[31], who discuss the MO-scheme of the d8-d8

complex Ir2Dimen4 in crystals after externally binding a silver. We will return to this point

in the discussion of our results.

In this work, we use time-resolved X-ray solution scattering with an X-ray Free

Electron Laser (XFEL) source to investigate the structural rearrangements, dynamics and

energy dissipation with 50 fs time resolution following photo-excitation of Ag- and Tl-

PtPOP in solution. The difference scattering signals DeltaS(q, t) acquired for both the

metal-PtPOP systems as well as for the PtPOP anion alone are analyzed using first Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) and Fourier analysis of DeltaS(q, t), followed by time-resolved

structural model refinement. Based on the structural dynamics observed, we propose a

molecular orbital scheme for the metal-PtPOP systems investigated
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2 Methods

Experimental

The experiments presented here were all carried out the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)

XFEL facility at SLAC. The PtPOP sample was prepared as an aqueous solution of K4PtPOP

(81 mM) via direct mixing of the bright yellow-green K4PtPOP powder into the aqueous

solvent under inert atmosphere to form a bright yellow solution exhibiting green fluorescence

under phosphoresecent ceiling lights. The AgPtPOP sample was similarly prepared as an

aqueous solution with K4PtPOP (20 mM), CF3SO3Ag (30 mM) and CF3SO3H (40 mM). The

excess triflic acid increased the stability of the sample by preventing the formation of silver

clusters in solution. The TlPtPOP sample was prepared as an aqueous solution of K4PtPOP

(14 mM) and Tl2SO4 (105 mM Tl+). The samples were prepared on-site and validated with

optical absorption spectroscopy.

Eq. 1 depicts the law of mass actions determining the concentration of [MPt2POP4]3−

as a function on the metal ion concentration M+, the PtPOP concentration [Pt2POP4]4− and

the equilibrium constants KMPt2POP4 .

KAgPt2POP4 =
[AgPt2(H2P2O5)

3−
4 ]

[Ag+][Pt2(H2P2O5)
4−
4 ]

KTlPt2POP4 =
[TlPt2(H2P2O5)

3−
4 ]

[Tl+][Pt2(H2P2O5)
4−
4 ]

(1)

From previously determined reaction constants of KAgPt2POP4 = 320 M−1[32] and

KTlPt2POP4 = 6 M−1[26] we estimate the AgPtPOP concentration to be 16.3 mM, and the

TlPtPOP concentration to be 5.2 mM. As such, some residual uncomplexated PtPOP remains
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Figure 3: Ground state absorption and excited state emission spectra of PtPOP, AgPtPOP and
TlPtPOP. All samples were prepared with 10 µM PtPOP in aqueous solution with either Ag+

or Tl+ ions added. The spectrum depicted in purple shows the position and spectral width of
the excitation laser used in the X-ray scattering experiments, chosen to preferentially excite
the Ag- and TlPtPOP species. The TlPtPOP spectra are a preliminary simulation based on
literature.

in the solution for both metal-PtPOP samples (4 mM for AgPtPOP, 9 mM for TlPtPOP) as

discussed in more detail below.

Figure 3 shows the changes in the absorption and emission spectra arising from

the addition of Ag+ and Tl+ ions in excess to a dilute PtPOP solution. For both metal

ions the absorption spectrum shifts towards longer wavelengths with concommittant shift

of the emission spectrum also towards longer wavelengths. Also shown in Figure 3 is the

spectral profile of the excitation laser pulse centered at 395 nm, indicating how this choice of

wavelength will lead to preferential excitation of the Ag- and Tl-PtPOP species compared to

the PtPOP anions also present in the sample solutions.

The laser-pump/X-ray probe experiments presented here were conducted at the

XPP instrument at the LCLS. The facility delivered sub 50 fs 9.5 keV X-ray pulses at 120 Hz

focused to 30 x 30 µm2 at the sample position. The sample solutions were supplied under
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helium atmosphere as a 50 µm diameter cylindrical jet with a flow speed of 3 m/s to ensure

the sample was replaced between consecutive X-ray pulses. The X-rays scattered from the

sample we detected by the Cornell–SLAC Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD)[33] positioned

∼5 cm behind the sample jet. We define the resulting scattering data as S(q,φ), with the

scattering vector q = (4π/λ )sinθ depending on the X-ray wavelength λ and the scattering

angle θ , and the azimuthal angle φ in the detector plane. The detector position ∼5 cm behind

the sample jet allowed the detection of scattering patterns up to a maximum scattering vector

of q = 5Å−1. The excitation laser delivered <50 fs 395(5) nm pulses of 3 µJ, focused to a

∼150 µm circular spot and set to arrive with known delays ∆t with respect to the X-ray

pulses.

Data reduction

To determine the structural changes following the laser excitation it is most often convenient

to perform the analysis on the difference-scattering data ∆S(q,φ ,∆t), where ∆S(q,φ ,∆t) =

S(q,φ ,∆t)LaserOn- S(q,φ)LaserOff. As such, scattering images without laser excitation were

acquired for every N’th X-ray pulse and the (scaled) average of the nearest two such Laser-off

images were subtracted from each Laser-On image. The difference scattering images thus

formed were time-stamped and sorted according to the delay ∆t, with the nominal time delay

individually corrected by the timing tool information [34]. These difference scattering image

arise from and therefore contain information about the structural changes in the sample

arising as a consequence of the laser excitation.

To enable analysis of the acquired difference images, several data correction and

reduction steps are necessary and the full data reduction process and filtering procedures are
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described in detail in the supplementary information but are outlined inj the following. As

an inital step, applied before forming the difference images, the 2D-images were corrected

for effects of X-ray polarization, electronic noise and solid-angle coverage of the individual

pixels. Nonlinear responses to changes in X-ray intensity and wavelength were corrected

for following the SVD-based methodology presented in van Driel et al. [35]. The corrected

scattering images were subsequently scaled to the simulated scattering from what is know as

the Liquid Unit Cell, representing the stoichiometry of the sample. This removes the changes

in scattered intensity arising from changes in incident intensity before the 2D difference

scattering images are calculated and further allows for quantitative estimates of e.g. excitation

fractions and temeprature increases [36]

The preferential excitation of complexes with a well-defined transition dipole

moment with respect to the laser polarization causes the 2D difference scattering images to

be anisotropic. As such, the 2D difference scattering images are integrated in 17 individual

azimuthal bins, which are then used for the decomposition of ∆S(q,φ ,∆t) into the so-called

isotropic ∆S0(q,∆t) and anisotropic ∆S2(q,∆t) components as previously described by Biasin

et al. and Lorenz et al. [37, 38].

In the final step of the data reduction the difference scattering signals are binned

according to ∆t into equistatistical groups, meaning the same number of difference scattering

images per time bin. This leads to an average temporal bin size of 30 fs for the first 5 ps.

Fig. 4 depicts the measured isotropic difference scattering signals ∆S0(q,∆t) of PtPOP (A),

AgPtPOP (B) and TlPtPOP (C) with the corresponding anisotropic signals ∆S2(q,∆t) shown

in the supplementary online information. The analysis reported here focuses on the isotropic
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Figure 4: Isotropic difference scattering signals ∆S0(q,∆t) of PtPOP (A), AgPtPOP (B) and
TlPtPOP (C) for the first 5 ps after excitation. Common to all data sets are an increased
difference signal at low Q which indicates a contraction along the Pt-Pt axis and an oscillatory
behaviour along the time direction.

difference scattering signal ∆S0 and uses the anisotropic signal to independently assess the

structural model quality.

We note that the analysis of the PtPOP data has previously been reported[39], and

that from analysis of the rise time of this difference signal the time resolution (Instrument

Response Function, σIRF ) of the experiment could be estimated to be σIRF = 50±6 fs.

Data analysis

The isotropic difference scattering signal ∆S0 arises from the laser induced structural changes

in the sample. In this work, we model this as arising from three contributions: Structural

changes in the solute ∆S(q,∆r)Solute, structural changes in the solvent "shell" immediately

around the solute ∆S(q)Shell and changes in the bulk solvent structure due to the temperature

increase ∆T following energy dissipation from the solute to the bulk solvent ∆S∆T (q). Eq.2

depicts how the contributions are used to assemble the full model of the difference scattering
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signal with the excitation fraction α , the solvation cage scaler ε , and the solvent temperature

increase ∆T .

∆S0(q,∆t)sim = α∆SSolute(q,r(∆t))+ ε(∆t)∆SShell(q)+∆T (∆t)∆S∆T (q) (2)

We here note that the changes in solute structure (denoted ∆r) are explicitly time

dependent (see below), as are the scalers on the ∆sShell and ∆S∆T terms. ∆SSolute(q,r(∆t))

denotes the difference scattering between excited and ground state structures arising from a

given vector of bond-length changes ∆r. Eq. 3 shows the calculation of the solute difference

scattering signal by subtracting the ground-state scattering signal from the excited state

scattering signal. The solute scattering signals, which may generally depend on all bond

lengths in the ground- and excited state molecules, are in the present investigation parameter-

ized as a function of only changes in the Pt-Pt and the metal-Pt distances in the two states,

(dPtPt,GS dM,GS) and (dPtPt,ES dM,ES) as indicated in Fig. 1. dPtPt,GS and dPtPt,ES describe the

distance between the platinum atoms in the ground- and excited-state, respectively. dM,GS

and dM,ES describe the distances between the external metal ion and the nearest platinum

atom in ground- and excited state. The ligand scaffold is assumed to be rigid, as in our prior

work on PtPOP [14, 39].

∆S(q,∆t)Solute = S(q,∆t)[dPtPt,ES,dM,ES]−S(q)[dPtPt,GS,dM,GS] (3)
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The isotropic solute terms are calculated using the rotationally averaged Debye

equation. Eq. 4 from which the coherent X-ray scattering from a given molecular structure

consisiting of N atoms can be straighforwardly calculated:

S(q,∆t) =
N,N

∑
m,n

fn(q) fm(q)
sin(qrmn(∆t))

qrmn(∆t)
(4)

Here, the scattering signal S(q, t) depends on the the atomic form factors fn,m of

the various atoms and the positional vectors between atoms n and m, rmn. The atomic form

factors are calcualted using the Cromer-Mann approximation.[40].

The bulk solvent heat term ∆S∆T (q) in Eq. 2 was obtained from a set of measure-

ments utilizing photoexcitation of a short-lived dye reference sample with detection of the

difference scattering signal at a time delay of 100 ps as described by Kjær et al. [41]. The

time evolution of this contribution is assumed to be described by a scaling only, here denoted

∆T (t) as the scaling mentioned above yields this in degree K at thermodynamic equilibrium.

The solvation cage difference scattering term ∆sShell describes the changes in

scattering arising from changes in the interatomic distances between atoms in the solute and

solvent molecules following photoexcitation from the ground state (GS) tot he excited state

(ES), i.e. ∆S(q)Shell = S(q)Shell, ES−S(q)Shell, GS. These changes can be due to both solute

structural change as well as changes in the solute electronic charge distribution [42]. For

the analysis presented here, ∆sShell was calculated from equilibrium Molecular Dynamics

simulations of the ground- and excited state species [43] and with the time evolution of the

cage term assumed to be described by a simple scaling factor, here denoted ε(∆t). These

MD simulations are described in detail in the SI.
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For both AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP data sets, the best-fit structural parameters were

determined based on Likelihood-estimation in a multidimensional grid of dPtPt,GS, dPtPt,ES,

dPtM,GS and dPtM,ES. The platinum atoms were constrained to take symmetric positions with

respect to the Center of Mass of the ligand scaffold while the external metal atoms were

constrained to positions along the PtPt bond axis. The ligand scaffold was approximated as

rigid. An alternative geometry, where the complexating metal atom is located outside the

ligand scaffold on an axis orthogonal to the PtPt- axis has been proposed by Kruppa et al.[30].

Result using this model are discussed in detail in the supplementary online information.

The likelihood of any given structural model was assessed in a χ2 framework,

where χ2 = ∑(∆SModel−∆Sdata)
2/σ2 using Eq. 2 to calculate the ∆S(q). From this we esti-

mated the (relative) model likelihoods L via L∼ exp(−χ2/2), projecting the N-dimensional

likelihood distribution onto each parameter axis [44], with N being the set of optimization

parameters (dPtPt ,dPtM,α,ε,∆T ).

The full optimization of the structural and solvent fit parameters was done as

a two-step process. Initially the structural parameters of the ground state solute and the

equilibrated excited state solute are determined along with the excitation fraction α at ∆t 4 ps,

at which the structural changes in the solute are expected to be completed. The fit was further

stabilized by constraining ε = α during this optimization process, as the relative magnitude

of the ∆SShell contribution scaled via ε is expected to be determined by the excitation fraction

α in the excited state equilibrium obtained after a few picoseconds. In the second step of

the analysis the ground state structure and excitation fraction were kept constant while the

excited-state structural parameters as well as ε and ∆T were optimized for each time bin

individually.
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Modelling

To provide a starting point for the structural analysis described above, initial ground- and

excited-state structures of PtPOP, AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP were calculated with DFT using

the B3LYP functional with a D3(BJ) dispersion correction. The structure was first deter-

mined with the def2-SVP basis set and refined using the def2-TZVP set. The solvent was

approximated with the polarizable continuum CPCM-model and all calculations were done

using the ORCA framework[45]. Determining the structure of loosely bound transitions

metal complexes can be a significant challenge for DFT-based methods [16] and therefore

the geometry optimizations were carried out while constraining the Pt-metal distances.

To calculate contributions to the difference scattering signal arising from changes

in the solute-solvent interactions and structure, ∆SShell, the aqueous solvent was included in

the modelling via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by extending the GAFF force field

based on the partial charges calculated from the DFT simulations. These simulations were

done for the ground- and excited state solute structures and with 2872 Water molecules in

the MD simulations and with the corresponding difference scattering signals calculated from

the resulting Radial Distribution Functions using the approach outlined by Dohn et al. [43].

The simulation methods used are further described in the supplementary online information.
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3 Results

3.1 Model-independent analysis

As a first step in the analysis of the three ∆S(q, t) data sets presented in Figure 4 we apply

a Singular Value Decomposition. By this approach, the data matrix ∆S(q, t), now denoted

X, is decomposed into an orthonormal set of vectors via X = SUV T , where T here denotes

the transpose of V . Within this framework, the columns of S describe the characteristic

shape(s) of the signal in X , the colums of V described the (time) evolution of the signal

and the diagonal values of U encode the relative magnitude of the individual components

described the columns of S. Figure 5 A) shows the first column of S as a function of q, and

the characteristic shapes with a positive feature at low-q followed by an oscillatory pattern

as also seen is Figure 4 is immediately recognized for all three data sets with TlPtPOP in

orange, AgPtPOP in green and PtPOP in blue. This characteristic shape of the difference

scattering signal can be directly interpreted as arising from a contraction of electron density,

and based on the know structural dynamics of PtPOP we assign this as arising primarily from

a contraction along the Pt-Pt axis. Figure Sx in the SI shows SVD components 2-5 for the

three data sets.

Figure 5 B) shows the time evolution (rows of V ) for these three components,

which all show a prompt increase at ∆t = 0. In particular for the PtPOP data set (blue lines) a

clear oscillatory pattern is seen, as expected from the full data sets shown in Figure 4. To

enhance these features, we follow the approach presented by Biasin et al. [46] where an

IRF-broadened exponential grow-in is substracted from the signal to isolate the Oscillatory
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Figure 5: Analysis of the first SVD-component of ∆S0 . A) depicts the first U vector of each
system along the q-axis. They are comparatively similar between the samples. B ) shows
the V vector along ∆t corresponding to the depicted U vectors, as well as its oscillatory
structural signal (OSS) along the time-axis. The red lines show the OSSs after application
of a σ=1 ps Gaussian window centered at ∆t = 1 ps to suppress artifacts. C) shows the
Fourier-transformation a of said windowed OSSs. The Fourier magnitudes are normalized to
the magnitude of the OSS.

Structural Signal, OSS. Figure 5 B) shows the OSS with thinner lines, with the color coding

again corresponding to TlPtPOP (orange), AgPtPOP (green) and PtPOP (blue).

Fig. 5 C) shows Fourier Transformations (FT) of the three OSS as a function of

period T following application of a gaussian window function centered at ∆t = 1 ps and with

σ=1 ps, as shown with red lines in Fig. 5 B) Common to all three data sets, a mode with a

period of T = 0.29 ps is present and while this completely dominates the PtPOP spectrum, it

is less pronounced for AgPtPOP and even more so for TlPtPOP. In contrast to the PtPOP

data set, both M-PtPOP data sets exhibit significant contributions at other vibrational periods,

with AgPtPOP having peaks at T = 0.2 ps and T=0.4 ps and TlPtPOP exhibiting broader

feature around T=0.7 ps as discussed in further detail below. To investigate the dynamics

observed in Fig. 5 C) in more detail, we next consider time-resolved Fourier spectra taken

at two differen regions of q-space highlight different structural motions in the solute . The
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Fourier Transforms of the OSS from ∆S0 averaged between q = 0.4 - 0.8 Å−1 and q= 1.0 -

1.2 Å−1 are taken with a sliding σ= 0.4 ps Gaussian window. The q-ranges have been chosen

based on their ability to separate the periods determined via the analysis shown in Fig. 5 C.

The time-resolved Fourier transform of the PtPOP OSS (Fig.6 A1) exhibits a

strong∼0.29 ps mode decaying over several picoseconds. As discussed in the recent paper by

Haldrup et al.[39], at 395 nm excitation this mode corresponds to the ground state oscillation

in the PtPt distance of PtPOP, due to off-resonanence excitation. The fourier analysis of the

difference signal in the higher q-range exhibits the same period, but with reduced amplitude

(Figure 6 A2). Figures 6 A3 and A4 show the two OSS (blue) for PtPOP along with a fit

(red line) of a single, damped harmonic function to the OSS data, and we find that the OSS

signal is very well described by single oscillating signal with a period of T = 0.29(1) ps and a

damping time of ??? ps. This model-independent analysis is thus in good agreement with the

results of structural modelling presented in [39] where the T=0.285 ps mode with a decay

time was found to arise from ground-state dynamics of the Pt-Pt bond length.

Focusing next on the high-q signals for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP, the time-resolved

Fourier transform of the AgPtPOP OSS (Fig.6 B1) exhibits a short-lived (<1 ps) broad

feature at a period T=0.4-0.6ps. In a similar fashion, the TlPtPOP system (Fig.6 C1) exhibits

a broad, short-lived feature centered at 0.6 ps. From the fits to the OSS data (B3, C3) we find

best-fit periods of T=0.44 ps and T=0.6 ps, respectively, with decay times of 0.9±0.2 and

1.1±0.3 ps. The Fourier maps indicate that these oscillations frequencies change slightly

over time, as the 0.44 ps mode of AgPtPOP moves towards shorter period times and the

0.6 ps mode moves towards longer period times over the first picosecond.
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In the time-resolved fourier analysis in the higher q-range (B2 and C2), both

M-PtPOP systems exhibit oscillations with periods at around T=0.29 ps. The corresponding

features in the OSSs can be again be described through a single 0.29±0.01 ps oscillation

(B4,C4), even if the fit quality is considerably poorer than in the PtPOP system.

The oscillation magnitudes are fitted on the relative difference signal between the

self normalized images, to prevent biasing from the liquid unit cell scaling. The amplitudes

are depicted as normalized to both the residual PtPOP concentration and the sample con-

centration, to assess whether or not the 0.29 ps oscillatory mode is a feature of the MPtPOP

systems. The amplitudes of the oscillations are about 3 times stronger for TlPtPOP and 8

times stronger for AgPtPOP than expected from the residual PtPOP in solution, as shown

by the oscillation amplitudes in the fits of the panel 4’s, which we shall return to in the

discussion section. We observe a phase shift of less than 0.3 π between the three systems on

the other in the 0.29 ps mode when fitting the OSS between 1.0 and 1.2 Å−1. The 0.29 ps

mode normalized to the sample concentration depicts that the oscillation is nearly 3 times

as strong per TlPtPOP molecule than it is per AgPtPOP molecule in the sample solutions.

The oscillations revealed in the SVD analysis have been attributed to different parts of the

q-space, which suggests they arise from different parts of the structure. The 0.29 ps mode is

too strong in the MPtPOP datasets as to be explained by residual PtPOP.

3.2 Structural model fitting

3.2.1 Ground state and excited state equilibrium fit

To further investigate the direct complex structure, the sample systems are analyzed with

a modeling approach to determine structural parameters. Fig. 7 depicts the best fit result
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Figure 6: Fourier map of the PtPOP (A), AgPtPOP (B), and TlPtPOP (C) oscillatory structural
signals of the averaged data signal between 0.4 and 0.8 Å−1 (column 1) and between 1.0
and 1.2 Å−1 (column 2). The time and frequency resolution is given by a gaussian window
function with σ = 0.425 ps. A∼0.29 ps mode is visible in the PtPOP (A1 & A2) and appears
for the M-PtPOP in q range 2 (B2 & C2). The M-PtPOP systems exhibit strong transient
oscillations at 0.45 ps and 0.6-0.7 ps respectively in q range A (B1 & C1). The signals in
the Fourier space are fitted to the corresponding signals in the images 3 and 4 for A-C. The
amplitude fit parameter is normalized to the amount of uncomplexated PtPOP in solution to
assess whether or not the oscillation arises from MPtPOP. The red lines in the first 2 columns
corresponds to the fitted periods in the third column.
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Table 1: Fitting results of the ground state structural parameters and changes after excitation
Parameter AgPtPOP TlPtPOP
dPtPt,GS [Å] 3.03±0.04 3.12±0.12
∆dPtPt [Å] 0.25±0.08 0.28±0.08
dPtM,GS [Å] 2.87±0.12 3.14±0.16
∆dPtM [Å] -0.19±0.04 0.31±0.24
α [%] 34±10 26±16

from the structural optimization for both AgPtPOP (A) and TlPtPOP (B) as well as the heat

and solvation contributions in accordance with Eq. 2 for ∆t = 4 ps. The determined structural

parameters are listed in Tab. 1. In both cases the ground state distances between the platinum

atoms are determined to be slightly larger than 3 Å and are associated with a contraction

of around 0.25 Å after excitation. However, in opposition to one another, dPtTl contracts

after excitation while dPtAg expands. Fig. 7 depicts the fits using the parameters. The models

reproduces the broader features of the signals well. The residual of the AgPtPOP fit does not

show much structure. The TlPtPOP fit also follows the broader features of the data well, but

leave some structured residual around the peaks at 1.8 and 2.3 Å−1.

The panels III of both samples depict the anisotropic scattering of the structures

optimized on the isotropic signal ∆S0 scaled onto ∆S2. The TlPtPOP fit describes the data

well. The AgPtPOP signal follows shape of the data but exhibits some offsets to the curve

towards lower q. In both cases the excitation fraction had to be decreased in order to match

the signal.

3.2.2 Time resolved fitting

By first identifying the the ground state structure and excited state fraction of the system

the temporal development of the structural parameters can be tracked as a function of time.

Fig. 8 shows the results obtained by analyzing the AgPtPOP data in such a manner.
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Figure 7: Fit of the signal for AgPtPOP (A) and TlPtPOP (B) at ∆t = 4 ps. The panels I)
show signal, fit and individual fit components to scale on top of one another. The light blue
lines at the bottom show the residual of the fit. II) depicts the solute, heat and solvation fit
components separated from one another. III) depicts ∆S2 and the simulated signal of the
structure optimized on the ∆S0 signal.

Table 2: Comparison of the kinetic fit parameters between the AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP
time-resolved structural fitting results

A) AgPtPOP B) TlPtPOP
Parameter T1 [ps] τω [ps] τ1 [ps] T1 [ps] τω τ1 [ps]
dPtPt 0.28±0.01 1.71±0.69 1.58±0.18
dPtM 0.36±0.02 1.47±0.87 0.98±0.18 0.8±0.04 0.49±0.11 1.53±0.04
ε 0.02±0.04 0.22±0.46
∆T 1.35±0.04 1.64±0.11
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Figure 8: Structural Parameters and solvent temperature increase fitted for the isotropic signal
of AgPtPOP. The left panel shows the optimized structural parameters for every time bin.
The solid red lines depict the kinetic fits. dPtPt,ES describes the distance between the two
platinum atoms and dPtAg,ES describes the distance of the silver atom to the complex center,
as is shown in Fig. 1, The right panels show the solvation cage and temperature scaler along
with the fits.

The most likely parameters for each time step were connected through the time bins

using kinetic functions. These functions consist out of terms for increases and decreases as

well as an oscillations with a dampening term convoluted with a Heaviside function and the

IRF. The functions used for each specific parameter curve are discussed in the supplementary

online information. The time constants describing the dynamics can be extracted by using

these functions. The functions are described in the supplementary online information.

The kinetic parameters for the AgPtPOP dataset are depicted in Tab. 2 A), with the

oscillation period T1, the oscillation dampening time τω , and the exponential convergence

term τ1.

Both the dPtPt contraction and dPtAg could only be described well by expanding

a step function with an exponential terms describing the atom movements. The motions

are superimposed with oscillations with periods of 0.28±0.01 ps and 0.36±0.02 ps. The
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Figure 9: Structural Parameters and solvent temperature increase fitted for the isotropic signal
of TlPtPOP. The left panel shows the optimized structural parameters for every time bin. The
solid red lines depict the kinetic fits. dPtPt,ES describes the distance between the two platinum
atoms and dPtT l,ES describes the distance of the Thallium atom to the complex center, as is
shown in Fig. 1. The right panels show the solvation cage and temperature scaler along with
the fit.

solvation cage scaler reaches is maximum immediately. The function had to be extended with

a linear term to match the result. The energy is dissipated with a time constant of 1.35±0.04

ps after a delay of 0.12 ps.

The TlPtPOP temporal analysis results are depicted in Fig. 9 with the associated

time constants displayed in Tab. 2 B). The contractions of dPtPt is well described with a

broadened step function, dPtT l is adequately described with a single exponential convergence

term. The Thallium motion is superimposed with as oscillation with the period of 0.8±0.04 ps.

The solvation cage scaler reaches its maximum with a time constant of 0.22±0.46 ps. The

function had to be extended by an exponentially decaying term to match the larger values

at short time delays. The temperature approaches its maximum with a time constant of

1.65±0.11 ps after a delay 0.4 ps.
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Individual data curves and the corresponding fits are depicted in the SI for short

time delays for both systems.

4 Discussion

The SVD analysis, the Fourier analysis, and the structural model fit have three oscillation

periods in common: 0.28-29 ps for both MPtPOP systems (for TlPtPOP only in the SVD and

Fourier analyses), 0.36-0.44 ps for AgPtPOP, and 0.6-0.8 ps for TlPtPOP. These similarities

give confidence to the structural model and we, therefore, continue the discussion based on

the structural model.

4.1 Steady state structural fitting (Table 1) discussion

The ground state Pt-Pt distances of 3.03 and 3.12 Å for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP are slightly

longer than distances proposed for PtPOP ranging from 2.88 Å[13] to 2.96 Å[39] but could

be explained with the external bond stabilizing platinum positions further away from the

center.

The final contractions in Pt-Pt distances of 0.25 and 0.28 Å for AgPtPOP and

TlPtPOP are in good agreement with previous work on the PtPOP system, which estimate

the contraction between 0.2 and 0.31 Å[39, 36, 18, 21, 13, 19, 47, 20]

The ground state distances dPtT l,GS 3.14 Å and dPtAg,GS 2.87 Å are plausible in

comparison to previous work on transition metal complexes.[5] The excited state PtTl

distance of 2.83 Å is shorter than the 3.0 Å previously predicted by DFT calculations[16] and

the 2.92 Å estimated with solution scattering[28] but still comparable and within the range
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of 2.7-4.0 Å initially assessed by Clodfelder et al.[26]. In the AgPtPOP system the excited

state PtAg distance of 3.06 Å is longer than the 2.86 Å predicted by DFT calculations[16].

The MO-scheme Fig. 2 attributes the contraction of dPtPt in both systems after

excitation to the depopulation of the antibonding orbital 5dσ∗. In the TlPtPOP system, like

in PtPOP, the electron is promoted into a bonding 6pσ orbital, resulting in an increase in

bonding order, which is consistent with our observed decrease of dPtTl. In AgPtPOP the

electron is promoted into the an 5sσ -type orbital, which we tentatively made anti-bonding

in the figure. This is consistent with our observed increase of dPtAg, resulting in the Ag to

complex center distance dAg not changing within the error bar.

The ∆S2 signal in both system can best be described through a decrease in excitation

fraction in comparison to the ∆S0 result. This difference can be explained through either a

not well defined transition dipole moment, resulting in the anisotropy being smeared out, or

multiphoton excitation which does not necessarily follow the ∆S2 symmetry.

Due to distortions in the signal shape due to artifacts there may be an offset to the

structural parameters to covered by the statistical error determined through goodness-of-fit

estimations.

4.2 Time dependent structural fitting (Table 2) discussion

The fitted changes in structural parameters occur as one motion on the potential energy

surface, but are subject to dampening on several timescales. The primary ones are impul-

sive cooling within the first hundreds of femtoseconds, vibrational cooling over the first 2

picoseconds as well as (very slight) dephasing.[22] As such, the motion is split during the
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kinetic fitting into at least a fast contraction and an oscillatory term. The impulse cooling is

faster than the IRF for both systems. The additional time constant τ1needed to describe the

dPtPt is AgPtPOP is likely the result of multiphoton excitation, in which higherlying states

are populated, which decay within the first picoseconds into the lowes singlet or triplet state.

The oscillations with a T1 of 0.29 ps, determined also from the SVD and Fourier analyses,

were resolved in the the dPtPt,ES of AgPtPOP, but not for TlPtPOP. This is likely due to the

oscillations being weak and the model being much more sensitive to details of the analysis

than a Fourier transformation.

dPtAg expands within the time resolution and exhibits the 0.36±0.02 ps mode, the

dPtTl exhibits a 0.8±0.04 ps mode, which supports the conclusion from the Fourier analysis

that these are indeed dynamics of the excited state. The slower contraction of dPtTl supports

the argument of a reasonable amount of multiphoton excitation suggested by the scaling onto

the ∆S2 signal.

In both systems, the solvation cage response reaches its maximum faster than

solvent response time of water of 0.6(2) ps[48]. This behavior is in line in the platinum atoms

and possibly metal atom moving away from the closest solvent molecules during the fast

contraction process, causing the majority of changes between the solvation shell in ground

and excited state equilibrium. In both systems the ε(t) fits had to be expanded to include an

additional term as an ajustment, a linear for AgPtPOP and a shortlived decay for TlPtPOP,

The heat dissipation time constants of 1.35 ps for AgPtPOP and 1.65 ps for TlPtPOP

are notably slower than the timescale of the solvent. The heat dissipation is therefore not only

limited to the first hundreds of femtoseconds following the excitation, but energy continues

to be dissipated due to vibrational cooling over the first few picoseconds[22]. The delays
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of the arise of the heat signal of 0.12 ps and 0.41 ps are comparable with previous studies

[39] and simulated energy dissipation time for PtPOP[17]. The delay can be attributed to the

transfer of energy from central modes to those coupling to solvent molecules

The temperature increase of 0.61 K for AgPtPOP and 0.31 K of TlPtPOP are

notably larger than 0.25 K[39] reported for PtPOP. The values are in line with the heat

dissipated from single photon excitation as well as the added heat from additional multiphoton

excitation, in relation to the change in excitation fraction needed to describe the ∆S2 signal,

as described in the supplementary online information.

4.3 Discussion of the 0.29 ps oscillation

Both the SVD analysis and the fitting of the low q signal with a dampened oscillator show

oscillations with a period of 0.29 ps as part of the responses of both AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP

difference scattering. This mode shows up in the Fourier analysis, alongside the stronger

modes at longer periods with short decay times. The fitted magnitude of the oscillation is

3-8 times stronger than would be expected from the residual PtPOP present in the sample

solutions. Thus oscillation is too strong to be explained by residual PtPOP and must originate

from the M-PtPOP systems.

In the structural model, this period is assigned to Pt-Pt vibrations in the excited

state. However, no PtPt vibrations are included in the ground state so the model fit could also

try to compensate for PtPt vibrations in the ground state. Below, we discuss two pictures that

would give rise to observed either excited- or ground-state PtPt vibrations.
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Figure 10: Ground- and excited state potential energy surfaces for dPtPt, depicting a possible
oscillation in the excited state A and the ground state B

Excited-state oscillations only: The observed oscillations can be explained through

motion of the excited state population on the excited state potential energy surface shown

in Fig. 10 A. After excitation dPtPt oscillates around the equilibrium excited-state distance

dES dissipating energy into the surroundings. The (slightly) blue shifted excitation of the

AgPtPOP (395 nm laser, 400 nm absorption maximum) would result in an excitation to a

higher vibrational state, resulting in a relatively larger oscillation amplitude, compared to the

TlPtPOP system. At the same time, the blue shift for AgPtPOP and the red shift for TlPtPOP

(395 nm laser, 400 nm absorption maximum) are both small and would result in little visible

ground-state vibration. This model results in no phase shift in the oscillation between both

the MPtPOP systems and the PtPOP system.

Ground-state oscillations only: A model with strongly coupled dPtPt excited state

vibrational modes, such as to the external metal modes observed, also explains the observed

dynamics, as depicted in Fig. 10 B. This model describes the larger relative change per solvent

molecule observed in the fitting for TlPtPOP due to the larger scattering power of the heavier

external atom. This model is also supported by the similarity of oscillation frequencies

in PtPOP and MPtPOP systems This is supported by shape of the ground state molecular
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orbitals calculated by Kong et al.[16], which describes a similar electronic potential surface

describing the ground state Pt-Pt distance should be similar between the MPtPOP and

the PtPOP systems, thereby explaining the same frequency to oscillations in the ground

state potential surface of PtPOP.[39]. The model results in a phase shift of π between the

red shifted excitations PtPOP and TlPtPOP on one side and the blue shifted excitation of

AgPtPOP on the other side, as observed by Van der Veen et al.[22] for PtPOP.

Due to the low signal to artifact ratio for the weak oscillation, both t0 and thereby

phase are difficult to determine accurately.

We thus tentatively assign this mode to arise from ground state oscillations of the

M-PtPOP systems between the Pt atoms, in which, similar to the PtPOP system[39], the hole

in ground state from where the molecules have been excited on the ground state potential

oscillates. The decreased coherence time in comparison to pure PtPOP can be attributed to

the influence of the external metal atom.

The several picosecond rise-time seen in the temporal evolution of the M-PtPOP

systems in the SVD analysis indicate that there is at least some degree of either electronic

or steric hindrance preventing the equilibration of the excited state structure (Fig. 5). Multi-

photon excitation in PtPOP results in the population of short-lived higher lying states, that

directly decay into the triplet state over the with a time constant of 0.3 ps.[49] As the bonding

MO between the platinum atoms is not occupied in these higher lying states, the preferred

platinum-distance may be longer than the one of the lowest singlet or triplet state. As such

the excited state signal grows in over said time instead of developing fully immediately after

the excitation. As the signal is strongest in a different part of the q-range as the previously

identified PtPt motion, we tentatively assign the slow grow-in of the primary component of
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the M-PtPOP systems to arise from similar higher order population effects. The changes

of frequency over the first picoseconds in the dM,Pt modes over the first picosecond can be

attributed to anharmonicity in the potential energy surface.

4.4 What we have learned

We have determined the structures to of AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP. We see the metal atom

distance change following excitation and observe oscillations around the new equlibrium

positions. We believe this is due to the changes in bond strength following the promotion of

the electron and subsequent change of electronic structure. The structural fitting also grants

insight into the structural rearrangement and non-equilibrium structural dynamics occurring

on ultrafast timescales shortly after the excitation. This work gives insight into the larger

class to trimetallic transition metal complexes as well as the nature of metal-metal bonding.

4.4.1 open data

The reduced data files, containing the data binned in q and ∆t dimension, as well as reference

files and analysis code is available online [cite final DOI]
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Figure 11: Determination of the IRF with the Pt2POP4 sample. The ∆S0 of the PtPOP dataset
averaged in the q range between 0.8 and 1.2 Å

−1 is taken and fitted with Heaviside function
convoluted with a dampened oscillation and a Gaussian Instrument response function.

Supplementary online information

5 Instrumental response function and two-photon excitation

The temporal resolution of the Pt2POP4 measurement was assessed by fitting the time-

depedence of the signal averaged between 0.8 and 1-2 Å−1. The signal shows evolution

arising from coherent dynamics to the Pt-Pt distances in the ground state population after

off-resonance excitation[39], and can be described through a convolution of a Heaviside

function describing t=0, a sine function describing the oscillations and an exponential decay

describing the decreasing coherence, as shown in Eq. 5.

∆S(t) = IRF ∗H(t) · (A+B · sin(ωt +φ) · exp(−t/τ)) (5)
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IRF =
1√

2πσ
· exp

−t2

2σ2 (6)

For the fit, this function was convoluted with the instrument response function

(IRF), which yielded a σIRF of 50±6 fs when fitted using the gaussian distribution shaped IRF

shown in Eq. 6. This is within expectation for a 50µm jet thickness, resulting in a temporal

smearing of 50 fs due to the different speed of optical and X-ray pulse, a pulse width of 30 fs,

and 10 fs uncertainty on the timing tool, adding up to a total expected smearing of 59 fs.

The peak height of oscillation maxima and minima after the first rise exceeding

the first peak hints and the presence of two-photon excitation[39], leading to the formation

of higher-order states that directly decay into the triplet state T1 over the course of 2 ps[49].

As a same excitation energy was used for the MPt2POP4, which exhibits a larger absorbance

at the excitation wavelength, experiments, multiphoton effects cannot be ruled out.

Complexes excited into higher order states decay within hundreds of femtoseconds

into the lowest triplet or singlet states. As such the structural parameters determined for

the equilibrium after several picoseconds are not effected by the occurrence of multiphoton

excitation. The dynamics however at short time delays would be smeared out, as complexes

in different electronic states posses different potential energy surfaces in atom position

resulting in different vibrational modes.
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6 MD Simulations of solvent shell structural changes

The overarching strategy for sampling solvent shell changes is described in detail elsewhere[50].

We attempt to sidestep issues inherent in developing force fields for exotic complexes and

electronic states[51] by restraining DFT-optimized geometries of the involved complexes

and their states while sampling the solvent structure as a result of custom partial charge sets

obtained through the DFT calculations, to obtain an average response from the changes in

the solvent shell.

First, the bonded interatomic force field terms of the AgPtPOP complex were parametrized

within the GAFF model[52] in the ground state using ’MCPB.py’ following the procedure

reported elsewhere[53], using the Gaussian16 program[54] for the required QM simulations.

This preliminary solute structure was solvated and the total simulation cell was charge-

neutralized using the LEaP code from the AmberTools suite[55]. The cell was initially

equilibrated in the NPT ensemble, resulting in a 44.49 Å x 44.00 Å x 44.52 Å box containing

2871 water molecules, described by the TIP4PEW potential[56]. All MD simulations were

carried out using OpenMM[57]. Molecular ES and GS geometries containing metal-metal dis-

tances structurally fitted without solvent cage contributions were then re-relaxed, constraining

the 3 metal atom distances to the values obtained from the initial, solvent-free structural fit.

The geometric relaxation was carried out at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP[58, 59, 60, 61, 62] level

with the CPCM polarizable continuum model for water[63], using the ORCA program with

its standard geometry convergence criteria[64]. We name the the two resulting geometries

RES
initial and RGS

initial. Then, sets of RESP-charges were created by scanning the vdw radii of

the Pt and the Ag/Tl metals in the range of 1-3 Å, using Gaussian which allows the user

to manually set this parameter, using the same functional, basis set and solvation model
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as previously. Then, for each set of partial charges, the solvation shell of the complex was

sampled using the MD procedure described below.

For each of the partial charge sets for each of the previously optimized structures, the ES and

GS solute geometries in the initial MD box were reset to the RES
initial and RGS

initial geometries,

and its charges changed. For the TlPtPOP runs, the Lennard-Jones parameters were changed

accordingly[65]. The solute atoms were restrained with 2000 kcal/mol Hookean potentials,

and the solvent shell was allowed to re-equilibrate around this new structure and set of

charges for 200 ps in the NVT ensemble. The production runs sampling the solvent shells

were then sampled for 10 ns each, also in the NVT ensemble, using a Langevin thermostat

in both cases. The radial distribution functions were sampled using the VMD program[66],

and difference-RDFs (ES - GS) were calculated for all possible combinations of ES and GS

vdw radii-runs, and the resulting cage-scattering from these distributions were calculated as

described elsewhere[43].

6.1 Radial distribution functions

Radial distribution functions (RDFs) describe correlation of atomic distances between 2

atoms of specific types, being separated both by atomic number and affiliation with either

solvent or solute. In solution, the correlation is defined as the amount of molecules within a

given spherical shell in comparison to the density of bulk solvent.

Fig. 12 depicts the radial distribution function between the silver atom and the

solvent atoms for both ground and exited state for the simulated solvation cage used in the

structural analysis. In the ground state, the water molecules are strongly coordinated with

the silver atom. The positive charge of the complex results in the oxygen atoms directing
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Figure 12: Radial distribution functions of Ag and Pt for the solvent atoms

themselves towards the atom, with the hydrogen atom point outwards. After the excitation,

the coordination becomes weaker as the first peak is softened and shifts to greater distances.

The simulation suggests that the excitation results in a desolvation of the silver.

In direct comparison to the ground state, the RDFs are shifted towards larger

distances in the excited state especially in the Pt-distances, which can be explained with

the contraction of the Pt atoms away from the solvent. Additionally there is a considerably

decrease in order especially in the Ag-solvent distributions.

The same cage was used for the TlPt2POP4 system due to problems with the

simulations of solvation cages with this system. The solvation cage was chosen out of

several simulated with different partial charge distribution. Solvation cages were rejected for

exhibiting discrete peaks in the radial distribution functions of either ground and excited state

or by exhibiting an increased difference scattering signal towards higher q. The remaining

solvation cages produced similar results.
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7 Calorimetry

We report a temperature increase of 0.68±0.07 K in the AgPtPOP measurement and 1.08±0.32 K

for the TlPtPOP. With an excitation wavelength of 395 nm and emission wavelengths of

560 nm for AgPtPOP and 550 nm for TlPtPOP, 0.92 eV and 0.88 eV are deposited in the

form of heat in the solvent per single photon excitation. This deposited energy per liquid unit

cell multiplied with the determined excitation fractions of αAg = 0.34 and αT l = 0.26 both

serves as a minimum possible temperature as well as a starting point to assess how much

multiphoton excitation may have occurred during the experiment.

nMultiphoton =
∆T ·CT,Water ·nwater− (ei− e f ) ·α

ei
(7)

The amount of multiphoton absorption events in a liquid unit cell can be assessed

with Eq. 7, with the heat capacity CT,Water, the absorbed energy ei and the emitted energy e f .

The energy that is dissipated in the form of heat is attributed to two sources, single-photon and

multiple-photon absorption events. The single photon absorption per liquid unit cell occurs

according to the excitation fraction, dissipating the difference in energy between absorbed

and emitted photons in heat. During multi-photon events, one or more additional inciting

photons are absorbed by an already excited complex, or at the same time as another photon,

resulting in the entirety of the photon energy being dissipated into the solvent heat. To assess

the amount of multi-photon absorption in the system, the dissipated energy ∆T·CT,water ·nwater

is contrasted to the expected heat from single photon absorption (ei− e f ) ·α .

We determine that to reach the fitted temperature 0.48 photons have to be absorbed

in a multiphoton processes in the AgPtPOP sample and 0.75 in the TlPtPOP sample per
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liquid unit cell. This is in line with the magnitude of the scaler needed to match the scattering

signal from structure and excitation fraction determined from the ∆S0 signal onto the ∆S2

signal, 0.85 for AgPtPOP and 0.66 for TlPtPOP.

8 Data Reduction

8.1 Information sources

The following primary information for the data analysis are taken from the hdf5-files of the

experiment:

• Machine motor positions

• Detector images saved for each x-ray pulse with the CSPAD detector[33]

• LCLS accelerator information, which are saved for each shot along the detector data

• Timing tool, which delivers information both about the delay between the pulses as

well as their shape. It was developed and is extensivly discussed by Harmand et al.[34].

8.2 Correction and masking of the detector images

The beam center position was found by optimizing the overlap of the solvent total scattering

peak between 17 azimuthal slices. The detector distance was found by comparison of the

solvent total scattering peak to its literature position. The q-axis was additionally corrected

for small distance changes during the model fitting using a χ2 minimization after most likely
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ground and excited state distance for the Platinum atoms where determined. As such the

solvent heat signal was matched as good as possible to the well characterized reference.

The first corrections applied to every image can be summarized as Eq. 8, with the

corrected image ICorrected , the detector image IImage, the detector noise correction IDark, the

omitting of untrustworthy detector pixels Cmask, and solid angle correction CSolidAngle, and

the polarization correction CPolarization.

ICorrected = (IImage− IDark) ·Cmask ·CSolidAngle ·CPolarization (8)

To account for electronic background, 30 dark images per scan, meaning detector

images with neither x-ray nor laser pulses, are averaged and subtracted from every used

detector image.

IDarkCorrected = IImage− IDark (9)

Areas of the detector in which scattered x-rays are shadowed by part of the setup

such as the nozzle removed from all images. Pixels that are within 5 pixels of the edges

for any given detector image are omitted. Unbonded pixels, which are a diagonal line of

pixels through every detector panel that are not electronically connected, are removed from

the analysis together with their adjacent pixels. Additionally pixels that exhibit a standard

deviation of 3.35 times the mean standard deviation in their electronic readout are omitted

from the analysis. Fig. 13 depicts the assembled detector image, the area after masking as

well as the mask used during the integration. In total around 39.8 % of the ∼2.3 million

pixels are removed in this step through application of Cmask.
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Figure 13: Assembled detector image, detector image after mask application and applied
mask for every detector image

Cmask =





NaN, if masked

1, otherwise

(10)

A solid angle correction is used to correct for the relative area covered by a pixel

in a projection of the scattering sphere, with θ being the scattering angle, as discussed by

Boesecke et al.[67]

CSolidAngle =
1

cos(2θ)3 (11)

Lastly, a polarization correction is made to account different scattering probabilities

depending on the angle between x-ray polarization and azimuthal scattering angle,[37, 38]

CPolarization = P[1− (sin(2θ)sin(φ))2]+ (1−P)[1− (cos(2θ)sin(φ))2] (12)

with the x-ray polarization P, the x-ray scattering angle θ , and the azimuthal angle φ , as

discussed by Hura et al.[68]
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8.3 Correction for nonlinear detector response

In a second correction step, the data set is tested and corrected for nonlinear behaviour

in regards to X-ray energy or intensity, according to the SVD-based methodology in van

Driel et. al. 2015[35]. For this each of the individual scans is analyzed with Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD). The strongest signal yielded by the decomposition is the scattering

signal of the sample system, additional contributions can be either due to electronic detector

behaviour or changes in the measurement setup such as crystal formation or pressure changes

in the gas chamber. Each non signal contribution is plotted and fitted against beam intensity

and x-ray energy. Contributions that show a clear correlation with said parameters and con-

tribute significantly to the system are determined as nonlinear contributions, and subtracted

according to fit and machine parameters.[35] Eq. 13 shows the correction, with the already

once corrected data ICorrected , the x-ray energies and intensities for each shot γx−ray energy and

γx−ray intensity, and the identified nonlinear responses IFit energy and IFit intensity.

ISV D corrected = ICorrected−
n

∑
X−ray energy

IFit energy ·γX−ray energy−
n

∑
X−ray intensity

IFit intensity ·γX−ray intensity

(13)

8.4 Image normalization

The signal measured on the detector fluctuates stronger as a result of the photon count than

due to laser induced changes. To reduce the impact of fluctuations each corrected detector

image is self normalized by dividing the detector counts by the average intensity between

2.5 and 5 Å
−1.
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Figure 14: Scaling of the data to the liquid unit cell for AgPtPOP A) and TlPtPOP B)

During the self normalization process the analogue detector units saved in the file

are converted into arbitrary units. To reconvert the fit parameters into physical properties,

most notably excitation fraction and temperature, the signal magnitude is scaled to the

liquid unit cell. The liquid unit cell consists of one sample molecule of interest, solvent

molecules according to the sample concentration and other components such as counter

ions and stabilizing detergents. The sum of simulated coherent and incoherent desolved

molecules, as well as a measured reference[69] of the solvent to scale is the scaled onto the

azimuthal integrated total scattering signals of off-images. This process is seen in Fig. 14.

The fitted scaling parameter is applied to the difference scattering curves and transforms the

arbitrary units into electron units squared of the liquid unit cell.

8.5 Filtering

Tab. 3 shows the number of scattering images taken, filtered and used for each dataset. X-ray

pulse shots with X-ray intensities less than 20% of the median are removed together with

images with which the timing tool-detector registered an invalid position, defined as within

10 pixels from the edge of the detector or no registration at all.
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Pt2POP4 AgPt2POP4 TlPt2POP4

Total Scattering images 554154 458346 361788
low X-ray intensity 4877 8901 18402
Deviating X-ray energy 26955 26107 20129
Invalid position on timing-tool detector 76644 64369 51225
Error on timing tool position too large 143638 132269 95790
Scattering signal deviating from mean 17133 3926 3857
Scattering images after filtering 284907 222774 172385
Difference scattering images after filtering 208706 161001 125144

Table 3: Filtering statistics for the analysed datasets

The shots were additionally filtered based on the X-ray energy, as measured

through the energy of the electrons for a given shot, and the fit error determined by the fit

of the position on the timing tool detector. In both cases the density kernel distribution was

estimated using a prodecure proposed by Botev et al.[70], and images rejected that deviate

too much from the center using a triangular filter.

The majority of shots rejection occurs based on information from the timing-tool,

rejecting shots in the fringe region of the timing-tool detector and determination of the actual

temporal delay was associated with a too large error.

In a final step scattering images whose azimuthally integrated signal deviate from

the mean are rejected using the triangular filtering algorithm.

These filtered scattering images are then used to calculate the difference scattering

images used on the analysis. 600 difference scattering images were averaged for each time

bin to ensure equivalent counting statistic in each of the temporal bins.
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9 Anisotropic scattering signals

The angular distribution of molecules excited molecules after a one photon absorption process

with linear polarized is described by a cosine-squared distribution centered around the laser

polarization. Eq. 14 separates this distribution D(α) into an isotropic term with the 0th order

Legendre polynomial P0(x) = 1 and 2nd order Legendre polynomial P2 = (3x2−1)/2.

D(α) ∝ P0(cosα)+2 ·P2(cosα) (14)

The scattering cross section dσ
dω of such a distribution is described through Eq. 15

with the isotropic coherent scattering S0 and the anisotropic coherent scattering S2.

dσ
dω

(q,θq, t) ∝ S0(q, t)+P2(cosθq)S2 (15)

The contributions can be separated by doing a linear fit through the 17 azimuthal

slides for each of the q-bins using Eq. 16. Each azimuthal slide represents a specific angle α

between laser polarization and transition dipole moment of the molecule. The actual angle

between laser polarization and x-ray polarization θq is refined by testing a large range of

possible angles and choosing the one that produces the largest absolute anisotropic difference

scattering signal. This process was described in great detail Biasin et al.[37] based on work

by Lorenz et al.[38].

∆S(q,θq,α) = mq ·P2(cos(θq +α))+bq (16)
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Figure 15: ∆S2(Q, t) for Pt2POP4 (A), AgPt2POP4 (B) and TlPt2POP4 (C)

Fig.15 depicts the anisotropic difference scattering signal of Pt2POP4, AgPt2POP4

and TlPt2POP4.

The anisotropic solute scattering signal can be calculated with Eq. 17[37], with

the vector ri j between the atoms i and j, the angle ξi j between said vector and the transition

dipole moment, the atomic form factor f , and the second order Legendre polynomial P2.

S2(Q) =−c2

N

∑
i, j

fi(Q) f j(Q)P2[cos(ξi j)] j2(ri j) (17)

10 SVD of S2

11 Artifacts

The difference scattering curves are superimposed with artifacts that were not be removed in

the data reduction. They are most noticeable in time bins with ∆t < 0 for AgPtPOP where the

signal should be 0 superimposed with counting noise. The artifacts posed a problem in the

time-resolved fit. As such they were assessed by doing an SVD decomposition of the signal

∆t <−0.3 ps, and the two strongest components were used as fitting components. Fig. 17
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Figure 16: Analysis of the first SVD-component of ∆S2 . A) depicts the first U vector of each
system along the q-axis. They are comparatively similar between the samples. B ) shows
the V vector along ∆t corresponding to the depicted U vectors, as well as its oscillatory
structural signal (OSS) along the time-axis. The red lines show the OSSs after application
of a σ =1 ps Gaussian window centered at ∆t = 1 ps to suppress artifacts. C) shows the
Fourier-transformation a of said windowed OSSs. The Fourier magnitudes are normalized to
the magnitude of the OSS

depicts these components and their temporal evolution through all time bins. While the first

components exhibits very little time dependents, the second one exhibits a clear jump at

∆t = 0. As the variance in the scaler afterwards is much greater than any additional structure,

we estimate that while some of the concrete parameters might be slightly altered by this, the

dynamics are expected to remain untouched.

12 Errors

The error associated with the data is each q-bin for a given time step is estimated based

on a local low order polynomial fit method proposed by A. Filipponi[71]. The error is

the averaged error of all time steps with a delay of larger than 4 ps and smoothed with a

Savitzky-Golay-Filter, independently for the ∆S0 and ∆S2 signal.
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Figure 17: Artifact SVD components and temporal development in the time-resolved fits for
AgPtPOP

Figure 18: Data and estimated noise of a single time bin at 4 ps for AgPtPOP A) and TlPtPOP
B)
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The structural optimization was conducted on the data from a single time step,

binning 600 difference scattering images, to reduce the error being dominated by counting

statistics. The errors associated with a structural parameters were estimated in two ways

based on a χ2 goodness-of-fit estimation, as shown in Eq. 18 with the error σ2, the number of

data points N and the number of free parameters M. We note that the number of data points

are the result of our choice of binning during the data reduction and exceeds the number of

independent data points considerably, resulting in N » M.

χ2
red = ∑ (∆S f it −∆Sdata)

2

σ2 /(N−M−1) (18)

The error of a given parameter was determined with a constant χ2 boundary[44].

A 6 dimensional parameter space, consisting of ground state Pt-Pt distance, Pt-M distance,

Pt-Pt contraction, Pt-M-position change, excitation fraction and temperature was fitted. The

n-dimensional hull, consisting of parameter combinations for which χ2
red <= χ2

red,min +1,

is projected onto each axis, thus determining the confidence interval in each direction. The

errors were taken in symmetric approximation.

The errors were compared against those determined with the Likelihood-method[44],

which has been used in previous work in X-ray solution scattering[36, 28] and provided sim-

ilar results. For the Likelihood-method, the likelihood of a given point in an n-dimensional

parameter space is P(x1,x2, ...)∼ exp(−χ2/2). The results for both methods are comparable

and shown in tab. 4

The error bars on the time constants in the time-resolved fitting were determined

from the covariance matrix.
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AgPtPOP TlPtPOP
Parameter χ2-hull error Likelihood error χ2-hull error Likelihood error
dPtPt,Gs [Å] 3.03 0.04 0.08 3.12 0.12 0.1
dPtM,Gs [Å] 2.87 0.12 0.2 3.14 0.16 0.12
∆dPtPt [Å] 0.25 0.08 0.08 0.28 0.15 0.12
∆dPtM [Å] -0.19 0.04 0.1 0.31 0.24 0.2
α 0.34 0.1 0.07 0.26 0.16 0.07
∆T [K] 0.68 0.07 0.14 1.08 0.32 0.27

Table 4: Comparison of the confidence intervals for AgPtPOP and TlPtPOP

13 Fits over time

Fig. 19 depicts every other time bin and fit for the first 1.5 ps of the reaction.

14 Kinetic functions

The most likely parameters for each time step were connected by fitting of a kinetic function

to derive time constants of the processes at play. Eq. 19 and Eq. 20 show the function used for

the kinetic fit, which connects the changes in structural parameters to parameters in functions

describing the motion of the atoms, with the contraction time scales τPtPt,1, τPtPt,2 and τAg,

the Heaviside function H, the oscillation frequencies ωPtPt and ωAg, the oscillation dephasing

times τω,Pt and τω,Ag, and the distances between excited-state and ground-state equilibrium

positions ∆dPtPt,1,∆dPtPt,2 and ∆dAg

dPtPt(∆t) = IRF ∗ (dPtPt,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dPtPt,1 +∆dPtPt,2(1− exp(−∆t/τPtPt,1))

+∆dosc cos(2π ·∆t/T1)exp(−∆t/τω)))

(19)
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Figure 19: Data points and fit for every second time bin between -0.3 ps and 1.5 ps for A)
AgPtPOP and B) TlPtPOP
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dAg(∆t) = IRF ∗ (dAg,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dPtAg,1)+∆dPtAg,2(1− exp(−∆t/τPtAg,1))

+∆dosc cos(2π ·∆t/TAg)exp(−∆t/τωAg)))

(20)

Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 describe the kinetic fits of the solvation cage and the heat

dissipation, with the excited state equlibrium parameters ∆Tmax and εmax, the time constants

τ∆T and τε and the temporal offset t ′.

ε(∆t) = IRF ∗ (εmax ∗H(∆t− t ′)∗ (1− exp(−(∆t− t ′)/τε)+m · t)) (21)

∆T (∆t) = IRF ∗ (∆Tmax ∗H(∆t− t ′)∗ (1− exp(−(∆t− t ′)/τ∆T ))) (22)

The kinetic for the structural parameters of TlPtPOP are described through Eq. 23,

Eq. 24 and Eq. 25.

dPtPt(∆t) = IRF ∗ (dPtPt,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dPtPt))) (23)

dT l(∆t) =IRF ∗ (dPtT l,GS +H(∆t) · (∆dT l(1− exp(−∆t/τT l))

+∆osc cos(2π ·∆t/TPtT l,1)exp(−∆t/τωT l)))

(24)
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Figure 20: Optimized ground state structures of AgPtPOP A) and TlPtPOP B) based on the
model of Kruppa et al.[30]. The structures corresponds to the structurally optimized ground
states.

ε(∆t) = IRF ∗ (εmax ∗H(∆t− t ′)∗ (1− exp(−(∆t− t ′)/τε)− exp(−(∆t− t ′)/τε,2))) (25)

15 Orthogonal structures

15.1 Introduction

Kruppa et al.[30] suggested a structure for AgPtPOP and KPtPOP with the metal atom

bonding to the ligand scaffold, perpendicular to the Platinum-Platinum axis. This structure is

based on their calculation using density functional theory (DFT), which predicted a lower

energy of the complex compared to isomers with axially oriented silver atoms.

We constructed a model structure based on the published scaffold bonded structure

for AgPtPOP and, through simple exchange of atoms, for TlPtPOP (Kruppa et al. 2016

[30] SI p. 33). The structures were optimized in a similar way as axial structures, with the

Platinum atoms being allowed to move symmetrically along their bond axis and the external
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Figure 21: Fit of the data, AgPt2POP4 A) and TlPt2POP4 B), with the additional metal atom
being positioned orthogonal to the Pt-Pt axis

metal atom perpendicular to said axis. The cage terms used have been simulated for the

orthogonal structures. The optimized ground state structures are depicted in Fig. 20.

15.2 Fits

Tab. 5 contains the fitting results. A ground state dPtPt of slightly above 3 Å was determined

for both systems, equally associated with a contraction of 0.3 Å. The excitation fractions of

14±4 and 12±7 are about half those obtained from the axial model. The additional metal
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Table 5: Fiting results of the ground state structural parameters and changes after excitation
Parameter AgPtPOP TlPtPOP
dPtPt,GS [Å] 3.01±0.27 3.12±0.08
∆dPtPt [Å] 0.30±0.27 0.30±0.17
dM,GS [Å] 2.75±0.33 2.79±0.17
∆dM [Å] -0.05±0.15 0.34±0.30
α [%] 14±4 12±7
∆T [K] 0.83±0.08 0.77± 0.10

atoms are positioned at dAg2.75±0.33 and at dT l 2.79±0.17 Å away from the center of the

complex. These are considerably shorter distances than calculated by Kruppa et al., which

predict a distance of 4.12 Å to the molecule center. After excitation the dAg expands by

0.05±0.15 Å while dT l contracts by 0.34±0.30.

Fig. 21 III depicts the anisotropic ∆S2 signal using the anisotropic solute scattering

signal calculated from the ∆S0 optimized structure. The calculation of the the anisotropic

scattering using Eq. 17 was tested with a range of possible transition dipole moments ξi j, as

the transition dipole moment of the orthogonal structure may not be identical to the axial

one. Transition dipole moments were tested along the Pt-Pt axis, the metal atom axis and

perpendicular to both. The calculation with the transition dipole moment along the Pt axis

produces the best results and is depicted here for both systems. The best result was chosen

on the lowest χ2 while producing positive excitation fractions. For AgPtPOP the magnitude

of the excitation fraction is about the same for ∆S0 and ∆S2, while for TlPtPOP the excitation

fraction is a factor of 4 larger, which is implausible.

15.3 Discussion

The goodness-of-fit χ2 improves slightly for AgPtPOP when optimizing the orthogonal

structure for ∆S0 from 5.06 to 4.88. For TlPtPOP the fit quality declines from χ2 10.41
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to 21.40. The ∆S2 fit quality increases for AgPtPOP from 5.95 to 2.48. For TlPtPOP it

declines from χ2 3.06 to 9.28. The larger excitation fraction in the ∆S2 signal for TlPtPOP is

physically implausible.

In both cases the metal atom is considerably closer to the center of the metal atom

than predicted by DFT, about 1.3-1. Å for both systems. The atom is no longer binding to the

outside, but is instead integrated into the ligand scaffolding in a way that is likely prohibited

due to steric hindrance. Based on these consideration we find the axial configuration to be

more likely than the orthogonal configuration.

These findings are in line with estimations about changes in the lifetime that would

be associated with binding to the ligand scaffold but do not occur in TlPt2POP4, as discussed

by Clodfelter et al. [26].
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